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This book is dedicated
to the memory of Sybil Carey.
I miss you every day.

In December 2015, my mother passed away after two years with
cancer.
In her final couple months, we combated systems and agencies that
were not responsive to her needs. Those months, as well as her
death itself, were not what I wanted for her. I was left with an anger
that felt like it would never leave.
At the time, I was working as a journalist for the Caledonian-Record,
a daily newspaper in St. Johnsbury, Vermont. My publisher and
editors gave me an amazing opportunity to spend a full year
exploring my own questions about how to provide our loved ones
with a ?good death? - the death I was not able to give my mom.
Between May 2016 and April 2017, I interviewed health care
providers, death care providers, artists, teachers, families of those
who have passed, and many more.
This book includes the full
series
Body
text of 26 articles, plus the
accompanying online extras.

This project was possible thanks to the emotional and professional
support of my colleagues at the Caledonian-Record:
Pu blish er Todd Smith
Execu t ive Edit or Dana Gray
M an agin g Edit or Andrew McGregor
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Pr ologu e
Originally published Mothers?Day 2016
Body text

M ak in g A Dif f er en ce
While we often acknowledge the people who
are actively offering their time and energy in
service to their community in the Making A
Difference column, there are a million little
ways that every person in our community
makes a difference to someone else. Many
times, we don?t even recognize that these
things are happening.
In honor of Mother ?s Day, we have this story
of how one mother made a difference in one
child?s life. It?s not an uncommon story, but
this mother handled herself with uncommon
grace in a difficult situation.
She had married a man who wasn?t easy ?
beloved by many in the community, at home
he drank and turned abusive. Despite that,
one good thing came of the relationship:
their daughter.
A precocious little girl with long hair and
freckles across her nose, she was the reason
the mother got up each morning.
After her daughter ?s birth, the thought of
leaving the marriage crossed the mother ?s
mind. But her husband threatened that if she
ever left, he would take the little girl and she
would never be allowed to see her again.
Weighing the options ? leaving her daughter
alone with an abusive man vs. staying with
that abusive man in order to provide a buffer
for her daughter ? she chose the ultimate
sacrifice: to offer up her own emotional
health and safety in exchange for the
emotional health and safety of her child.

The child, though, knew nothing of that
choice. All she knew was that her father was
volatile and scary.
As the daughter grew up, she got angry. She
was angry at her mother for not protecting
her from the abusive father. She was angry
at her mother for not divorcing him. She was
angry at her mother for birthing a child into
this situation.
Despite the moody adolescent?s attacks, the
mother never attacked back. The mother was
hurt over and over again by her daughter.
But she knew her daughter needed someone
safe to be angry at, and she was willing to
take the brunt.
By the time the daughter was 13, it became
clear that it was no longer safe for her to live
in the same house with her father. So the
mother made a heart-rending decision: she
would send her daughter to boarding school.
In 1988, she sent her daughter to St.
Johnsbury Academy to study. Not only did
the girl get a world-class education, she was
surrounded by teachers and role models
who helped her see herself as more than just
the daughter of an abusive father.
And, to keep a measure of peace in the
home, the woman somehow made her
husband believe that it washisidea to send
the girl to boarding school.
With their daughter no longer in the house to
keep them together, the couple eventually
split up.
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For the first time in decades, the woman was
finally able to pursue her own emotional
health. She took classes, volunteered at
workshops, and learned everything she could
to become a healthier version of herself.
By now you may have guessed: this is a story
about my mother and me. My mother, Sybil
Carey, was my best friend, my closest
confidante, and my very first (and best)
editor. She passed away in December after a
two-year journey through cancer.
As journalists, we?re not meant to be a part of
the stories we tell. But in writing this Making
A Difference column over the past eight
months, I could no longer ignore the person
who saved my life by giving so much of her
own. And she never let me know that?s what
she was doing. She allowed me to be angry at
her for years, lest I be hurt further to learn
how my father had treated her.
Mom and I worked hard to have a healthy
adult relationship over the last 20 years. But
it was only about five years ago that I finally

put all the puzzle pieces together.
I called her one night and said, ?Mom, I finally
got it. I?m sorry I was so angry at you for all
those years. It?s because of you that I got to
go to St. Johnsbury Academy. It?s because of
you that I had a stable parental figure in my
life at all. It?s thanks to you that I know what
love is.?
We cried together on the phone for a long
time ? a lifetime of guilt and anger lifted from
both our shoulders that night.
Some of the most profound differences that
are made in our lives are happening behind
curtains, unknown and invisible to us.
My mom made a difference in my life not just
by virtue of being my mother, but by the
decisions she made to keep me safe even in
the midst of her own personal hurricane.
There is nothing more I possibly could have
asked.
Thank you, Mom. I miss you more than
words can say.

Body text
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Living With Dying, Week 1

M ak in g Peace Wit h Deat h
Du r in g Lif e
Today marks the beginning of a year-long
exploration of how we, as individuals and as
a community, can help our loved ones to ?die
well.?

openly ? and a lot ? about death,? Bill
explained. ?It clears the air. We?re going to
die, and we have a lot of times when we visit
that fact.?

It is a broad and a challenging subject, and
over the next year we will hear a wide variety
of voices looking at it from many different
angles. We hope that you will add your voice
to the conversation (more on that below).

In fact, one of the most widely recognized
texts of the Tibetan Buddhist tradition is the
Tibetan Book of the Dead.

Because death can be such a difficult topic
for many to consider, let alone talk about,
we?re starting today with a group who face
death head-on. They are a community who
not only discuss death regularly, they actively
support each other through the death
process.

?It says that the transition at the moment of
death is just that ? purely a transition in
which the consciousness leaves the body,?
said Shambhalian Gerry Haase.
International Shambhala President Richard
Reoch published a column in the Shambhala
Times in 2012 encouraging members to keep
their own ?death book.?

?It?s a binder with a big yellow cover with big,
Shambhala is best known locally thanks to
bold black letters that says DEATH,? said Bill.
Karme Choling Meditation Center in Barnet,
?You open it up and it?s everything you need
Body text
and there are many ?Shambhalians? all
to know for Richard. All the contacts, all the
around the Northeast Kingdom, according to
advanced directives, all the insurance, the
member Bill Brauer.
will, all the people to call. We should all get it
?We live up and down the hills and valleys
done ? we should each have our death
here,? Bill said. ?As members die, we organize
book.?
ourselves in care teams ? We bring into play
Speak in g w it h t h e dyin g
our view of what this dying person?s
?We?re very direct and we talk directly with
experience is and how we can help them with
the dying person and say, ?You?re dying,?? Bill
it.?
said. ?If you come and visit me and I look like
But the consideration of death begins long
crap, you don?t say, ?Bill you look so good
before they gather in a dying member ?s living
today!?I don?t look good ? I?m jaundiced and
room.
puffy and I?m dying!?
Discu ssion s of deat h
Recently the group ushered 64-year-old
?Part of our lifelong practice is you talk
Michael [for the privacy of the deceased, no
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last names were used] through his final days
with a very aggressive cancer.
?Part of our tradition is that it?s important to
know that you have died so you can let go,?
explained Bill. ?We talked about it all the time
with Michael: You?re dying, you?re dying,
you?re dying. Because it was happening very
fast and it was consuming him and we didn?t
want him to be confused ? You?re dead now,
so don?t try to be alive.?
Up until that final moment, though,
Shambhalians view the person as fully alive,
rather than partially dead.
?Our understanding is that until that person
is dead, that person is alive. So we treat that
as a living person and a living situation, with
all the dignity that comes with being a living
person,? said Bill. ?We tell ourselves as we?re
dying, ?You?re dying. You?re losing control of
your body. Don?t worry, we?ll keep you clean
and dry.? That?s often a point of
embarrassment when they start to lose
control of their bodies. Now they have to be
taken care of that way and have their bodies
cleaned up. We tell them, ?That?s natural. It?s
okay, you just let go. Because you?re dying.?
So that they don?t get confused ? Oh, that?s
right, I?m dying.?
Th e car e t eam
?When one of us gets sick, we meet in each
other ?s homes and say, ?Okay, what are we
going to do here??? said Bill.
?We?re a very tight-knit community and a
caring community. And this kind of
continuous circle of care when the need
arises is part of what we just naturally do,?
explained Gerry. ?It?s important to listen. You
can?t just give the same care to everybody.
They don?t all want the same care.?

One person generally acts as the point person
between the family and the community, as well
as coordinating with any agencies ? like
hospice ? that may be involved. Shambhalian
Sara Demetry often fills that role.
?Maybe it?s meals. Maybe it?s twice a day
someone coming in and checking on the
person. Or transportation to doctors or
chemotherapy,? Sara said. ?It?s not always
about dying. It?s also about living. And having
quality life, as quality as possible, in whatever
time the person has left.?
Because death is seen as part of their on-going
spiritual practice, frequently community
members support the dying person in
continuing whatever
practice is most
meaningful to them.
As Michael prepared to die, he came to Bill
with one question. ?He asked, ?Would you go
with me through this??I said, ?I?ll go right up to
the gate. Then you?re going to have go that
next step.??
Sara and Merle Thompson took overnight
shifts so Michael?s wife could rest.
?I ended up being there when he died,? Sara
said. ?It was really intense and powerful and
emotional. I felt like it was a teaching for me in
bravery.?
Sara said that as one of the younger members
of the core group, at age 51, part of her job is
to help the community elders through their
transitions.
?I really believe that?s part of my purpose for
being here,? she said. ?So I feel like I need to
wrap my heart and my mind around this
?death? thing. Because I?m going to have to
grieve a lot.?
To find out more about Shambhala,
visitwww.shambhala.orgorwww.karmecholing.org
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The seed for this series was planted in
the final 36 hours of my mother ?s life,
although it took me another couple
months to recognize it.
In those final hours, her lungs were still
breathing and her heart was still pumping
blood, but her spirit was no longer
looking through her eyes or speaking
through her mouth.
She appeared to be suffering, moaning
and thrashing. It was 3 a.m. when I
Googled, ?How do I help my loved one to
die??

The answer I?ve come to is this: nothing.
There is not a thing I could have done to
change her experience.
But there is a lot I could have done to
change my experience of her death.
If I?d heard nurse Christina Courville
explaining a different way to view
?suffering? ? or about the ?unraveling? of
the spirit from the body from music
thanatologist Linda Schneck ? or about
the simple importance of our presence
from North Country Hospice founder
Carole Anne Gillis ?

I was distressed to find that, in the
vastness of the Internet, there wasn?t a lot
of helpful information to be found.

If I had heard these voices before my
mother ?s death, perhaps I would have
been less scared as she made her
transition from this world to the next. And
It has been almost five months ? it feels
in turn, I might have provided a more
like the blink of an eye or an eternity,
Body text
calm and peaceful environment in which
depending on the moment ? and I?ve
she made her final passage.
spent a lot of time reflecting on that
question.
Over the next year in the Living With Dying
series, you will hear all of these voices
She did not have the peaceful passing
and many more. I hope that they will lead
that I wanted for her. What could I have
you
in
an
exploration
of
your
done differently? Is there anything I could
understanding of death, so that when the
have done better? How could I have
final moments come ? whether for you or
made my mother ?s passage from this
a loved one ? you may find your own
world
a
more
comfortable,
less
measure of peace.
distressing experience?
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Cr eat in g an en vir on m en t f or a
peacef u l deat h
Week 1 online extras

The Shambhalians we spoke with ? Bill Brauer,
Gerry Haase, Sara Demetry and Merle
Thompson ? talked extensively about how they
help a person prepare for death and how they
ease the transition.

saying, I should come back but I can?t come
back because there?s no coming back because
I?m dead now. But I haven?t completely
dissolved, so that transition needs to be
respected.?

There is a belief in Buddhism that ?the just-now
dead is still able to hear,? said Bill. ?This has
been part of this tradition for thousands of
years and now western medical science is
saying that there?s real evidence of that.?

After a moment Bill continued, ?Not that we
don?t cry our hearts out at our loved ones. But
at that moment, we try to have the
environment for the person that just died ?
And we?ll even say to them, Mary you have died.
And we?ll say that more than once, more than
twice. You?re dead now, let go. And then just
keep that environment quiet and spacious and
sane and loving and open.?

?The senses shut down sequentially, not all at
once,? confirmed Gerry.
This leads to practices and beliefs about the
moments just preceding and just after death.
Th e en vir on m en t of deat h
?The energy at the time of death, if it?s peaceful,
if the person is not upset or angry, and the
environment supports that, is really important
for the transition, for the letting go,? explained
Gerry. ?It?s said the worst thing is to die angry ?
It?s just not going to be helpful. So if people are
overly distraught, and that could be a grieving
family member who is just wailing, we would try
to calm that person down and say, ?It might be
better for you to come back later. For the dying
person?s peace of mind.??
?And that?s the part of why the emotional
relative has been asked, traditionally, to either
get more grounded or to wait,? continued Bill.
?Because the notion is that after I?ve died, and
then someone very close to me is saying, ?No,
no, no, don?t go!? That?s confusing to me. I?m

?And not clinging to that person,? Sara added.
The group told a story of an early member who
was dying. The woman?s mother was Tibetan
trained and well-versed in the passage of death.
?She was in the dying stages. Comatose,? Gerry
said. ?[The mother] said, ?Now Ruby, you have
work to do.?She really talked to her like a mom.
?So remember your practice, now is the time to
do it?.?
Sara said that the Shambhala focus on
?now-ness? is important when ushering
someone through their last days and moments
on earth.
?We need to stay uplifted ourselves, to not lose
our minds, because it?s a difficult situation,? she
said. ?It could be a time when there?s a lot of
chaos, a lot of activity, a lot of talking. There
could even be drama. And in a sense, I think
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most of us have training in how toholdandbe. So
there?s a sense that we?re being and we might
be sitting at the bedside and being with
someone without much talk. Or maybe there?s
talk, maybe there?s not, but there?s a sense of
being with that person. And there for that
person and for the situation.?
Vision s of deat h
With so much attention placed on death in the
Shambhala tradition, many members think
about their own ideal scenarios for the end of
their life.
?I had a situation of three deaths right in a row,?
said Bill, referring to being with two
Shambhalians and his father-in-law as they
died, all within a six month period. ?All of a
sudden I had this new avocation. What
happened for me is ? I told my wife this ? I
started watching and being there with all that
death, thinking: I can do this. I can do this.?
He said it helped him feel somehow ?closer ? to
the idea of death. ?It demystifies it. What
happens after I take my last breath? I still don?t
know. But just watching people who, through
no choice of their own, are now going through it

? one then another, then another ? I thought, I
can do this.?
As for his own passing? Bill said that his ideal
would be to remain conscious and lucid right to
the end. ?That?s asking a lot!? he joked.
But he remembers one comment from his first
teacher, Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche. ?He was
talking about the practice of meditation. Going
out, going in, going out, going in. He said, that
last breath ? that should be a practice breath.?
Sara said that she has similar hopes for her
ending.
?I
hope
that
whatever
the
circumstances, I can be awake for it. That I can
be brave and in touch with everything I?m
feeling about it. And moving into it with all my
heart.?
Merle?s thoughts turned to how she will behave
in her final days. ?I just hope that my mind is
clear. That there?s an awakeness. And I hope
that I?m not harmful to anybody else. I hope I
have enough alertness and sensitivity so that I
could still be there with them. And I?d just like to
be known as someone who hasn?t created harm
for anybody.?

Body text
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M u sical Ph ar m aceu t icals
BARTON, VT ? Linda Schneck met death at a
very early age.
?When I was nine, my father died right in
front of me of a heart attack,? she recalled. ?It
was very traumatic.?
As time went on, it was almost like death
followed her.
?I?ve had many personal experiences with
death. I lost a child. My brother died fairly
young. In fact I would be traveling
somewhere ? I?d be at a retreat center and
someone would be dying and I would end up
helping out,? she said. ?I just kept meeting
death in my life. Some people can live to be
40 or 50 and never even have a death in their
life. But I, from an early age? ?

?What we do isprescriptive music,? said
Linda. ?It was started about 50 years ago by a
woman named Therese Schroeder-Sheker,
who had experiences in a nursing home
where someone was dying and was in agony.
She held him and started to sing. She said his
respirations changed with the meter of how
she was singing.?
When Linda enters a hospital room she
makes an assessment of the patient,
especially noting vital signs. She then plays
the harp in concert with the patient?s vital
signs.
For instance, if a patient?s breathing is fast
and labored, she synchronizes her playing to
those rhythms. ?And then gradually, very
slowly, I slow it down. And they will most
likely come with me.?

Her voice faded out in a moment of
contemplation. And it is this contemplation
?I can take one piece of thematic material
around death that informs much of what
and play it many different ways, depending
Linda now does and who she is.
Body text
on if I need to stimulate or soothe or cool or
M u sic t h an at ology
warm ? any of those qualities, I can play that
?I?m a music thanatologist,? Linda explained.
?I
have
my
little
black
bag
of
pharmaceuticals. That?s how I think of my
bag with my pieces of music that I work with.
Musical pharmaceuticals.?
Linda went through a two-year masters level
training in which she studied not only music,
but also anatomy, physiology, disease
processes, vital signs and more. The practice
has gained acceptance in the clinical medical
world and Linda even charts her results in
the nurses?notes.

Page 14

one piece of music in many different ways,?
Linda said. ?I?m working with the respiration.
But I?m also playing beautiful music, so it?s
also affecting the soul, the heart, the spirit.?
The practice of music as medicine is as old as
time.
?In ancient Greece, it was thought that the
physicianhadto be a musician,? explained
Linda. ?How could you understand the body
and the rhythms of the body and rest and
stimulation and all the dynamic variability
that we use and need to live, if you weren?t
also a musician??
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Un r avelin g f r om iden t it y
Linda finds this idea appealing because the
human body is attuned to many different
rhythms ? hormonal, chemical, circadian and
more.
?I loved rock music as a teenager. It?s really
rhythmic and pulsing, and it makes sense
because you?re reallyincarnating into your
body. You?re coming into your body and it
make sense that all young people want this
music,? Linda said. ?But when you?re older,
when you?re dying, you?reexcarnating. You
don?t so much want [rhythms].?
?What happens when you?re dying is often
there?s an unbinding of these natural
rhythms of the body. Often you?ll see
someone with their pulse going way up ?
maybe 130 beats per minute. And their
respirations will drop. Or vice versa. Our
rhythms that are bound when we?re healthy
in a pretty natural way, they work together.
They come unraveled [when we?re dying].?
?Our identity is unraveling from who we used
to be,? Linda continued. ?Now we?re not the
mother, the father, the caretaker. Now we?re
being taken care of. Everything is unraveling
and reforming anew. And we see that in the
body too.?
As t h ey lay dyin g
It?s not just the vital signs that change as

someone enters the final step of the
crossing-over journey. ?You?ll also notice that
there?s a different ? I want to say, aliveness,
rather than dying ? there?s a different quality
about that person. You can just sense it.?
?The person is moving into new realms and I
have to be able to go with them, as far as I
can go,? Linda continued. ?I can only go so
far, and then there?s a threshold where they
go off. And I can feel that as that?s
happening.?
Linda has been at the bedsides of scores of
people as they passed out of this life and she
said it?s common for people to see loved
ones coming for them.
?I don?t know how many times people have
seemed to be in an unconscious state and all
of a sudden their eyes open and they smile,
sometimes they even speak and say, ?Oh
Harold!?? she said. ?It?s really moving and a
great privilege to be with people as they?re
moving across that threshold.??I remember
talking to my teacher one time. I said, ?I get
half way through a vigil and then I feel like I
don?t know what to do. There?s nothing else I
have to offer ?,? Linda remembered. ?And my
teacher said, ?Ah. That?s when the vigil
begins.?When you?ve given all you have, you
let go of everything you have. And truly that?s
the way to be with people who are dying.
Because that?s what they?re doing. That?s
what they?re doing every moment.?
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In the final months of my mom?s life, my
mind started going crazy. I became fixated on
feeling incapable of moving forward with my
life if she wasn?t here to guide and support
me. When we were together, I spent most of
my time crying.
One day Mom?s best friend Sue said
something that knocked me out of feeling
sorry for myself. The three of us were
laughing uproariously at something silly, as
we often did. Out of nowhere, Sue said, ?This
is a moment of grace.?

Things weren?t perfect. There were really
hard days. I still cried. But I made a conscious
effort to not miss the good stuff.
Now I wear a necklace that has a bit of Mom?s
ashes in it, and it serves a similar purpose.
This week I was asked to write a piece about
this
newspaper
series
for
the
Montpelier-based non-profit,The Wake Up To
Dying Project. At their website, they have an
amazing audio library of stories about life,
death and grieving.

In one of the stories, ?All The Junk Fell Away,?
She said that Mom would continue to have
a woman describes how she and her
good days and bad days. There would be
husband recorded some of their favorite
messes to clean up, but there would also be
memories together in a journal during the
moments like this ? enjoying each other ?s
final weeks of his life. Her voice is filled with
company just as we always had. It is the
joy as she tells the story.
moments of grace that make the rest doable,
She once again reminded me ? the moments
she reminded us, so we needed to pay
Body
text
of grace live on after our loved one dies.
attention and treasure them.
It?s a sentiment we hear all the time in ways
that have become cliché ? be present, live in
the now, etc. But in that moment, I heard it in
a way that felt utterly un-cliché.
My mom was still alive. I could still laugh with
her, hug her, and drive each other crazy as
only a mother and daughter can do. I didn?t
want to miss a moment of it by mourning her
before she was gone.
The next day, I purchased a necklace that
says GRACE and I wore it every day for the
rest of Mom?s life ? to remind me.
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M or e w it h Lin da Sch n eck
Week 2 online extras
Linda Schneck, a m usic t hanat ologist from
Bar t on, spent m any year s believing t hat her
com for t wit h silence and solit ude m eant she
should wit hdraw from societ y.
?I t hought t his all m eant t hat I was drawn
t oward a cont em plat ive life. So I t hought I
would join a m onast er y,? she said. ?I was a
cont em plat ive child ? I loved t o just sit and
look out t he window and just wat ch t hings
and be wit h t hings. I t hink I just had t hat
per sonalit y.?
At age 40 she realized t hat she was oft en
wit h people who were dying, and per haps
t hat was a clue t o her fut ure happiness.
?I act ually found m yselfmostcom for t able wit h
people who were dying,? Linda said.
?Speaking isn?t always what people need you
t o offer t o t hem . They seem t o need m ore
presence of being, your count enance and
being wit h t hem , and gent le t ouch. That just
suit s m e.?
Ch an gi n g vi ew s on d eat h
Linda said t hat she st opped count ing long
ago, but est im at es t hat she has played m usic
for about 5,000 dying people over t he past
20 year s. In t hat t im e, she has seen som e
changes in how t he m edical com m unit y
t reat s deat h.
?It used t o be when we st ar t ed out , we would
get called at t he last m inut e. It was hard for
physicians,? she said. ?Things have com e a
long way ? It used t o be people were t r ying
t o do ever yt hing unt il t he ver y end. And now
we?re under st anding, t here?s a m om ent t o
say okay ? let ?s live int o a good deat h. A good

dying.?
Linda not ed t hat t he word ?palliat ive? com es
from a Lat in root t hat m eans ?t o cover .?
?So I feel like som et im es it ?s a blanket of
sound cover ing and holding t hat per son unt il
t heir loved ones com e,? she said. ?Oft en, I
cont inue t o play aft er t hey?ve died. And it ?s so
wonder ful when I can do t hat .?
?The m usic creat es a field in t he room ? it ?s a
palpable field. People com m ent on t hat ,?
Linda cont inued. ?The m usic is like a
m ediat or . So we?re in t his creat ive place of
beaut y. And it doesn?t feel sad. It feels
t ransfor m at ional. It feels like t his great
honor . It feels like a bir t hing.?
Br i n g you r b aggage
In an era when it ?s com m onplace for people
t o say ?leave your baggage at t he door ,?
Linda t akes a different view as she wor ks
wit h her client s.
?It ?s not like I com e in and I feel like, ?I?m
going t o help t his per son.? Not at all. I com e
in and I?m t his per son wit h m y pain and t he
t hings I?m t r ying t o wor k out ? I com e in fully
as I am , wit h t his per son who is fully as t hey
are. And t oget her som et hing happens
bet ween us t hat is m ore t han us,? she said.
?You need your baggage! You need all your
sor row, you need your pain. You need it all.
But you need t o lear n how t o live wit h it .?
?Live wit h it , m aybe in a joyful way, even,? she
said aft er a m om ent . ?I?m feeling so bad, so
hor r ible now. How can I m ake t hat int o t he
m ost beaut iful m elody t hat I could possibly
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play? Transfor m ing m y pain int o a beaut y
t hat would ser ve ot her s.?

at any m om ent ,? she said. ?I t hink I would
want ? I wouldn?t want it t o be fast .?

N ot w an t i n g t o go f ast

Having lost bot h her fat her and her brot her
ver y suddenly fact or s int o t his feeling.

Linda get s as m uch out of her wor k as she
gives t o ot her s. ?I feel like it has creat ed m y
life, m ade m e t he per son I am . It ?s t he cent er
of m y life, it ?s given m e all t he blessings. It ?s
been m y spir it ual offer ing, m y wor k.?
It m akes her t hink about what she will want
at t he end of her life, as well. ?It m akes m e
m ore conscious of m y own m or t alit y in a ver y
big way.?
?There isn?t a day t hat I don?t t hink about
dying. And I t r y t o feel ready, t hat I could go

?Many people say, I just want it t o be quick, I
don?t want t o suffer ,? Linda said. ?Even
t hough it ?s harder and t here is som e
suffer ing t o have it a lit t le ext ended, I t hink I
want t o be able t o be wit h people. And I want
t o be able t o say m y goodbyes. And I would
want m usic around m e.?
?I?m wor king wit h m yst er y and creat ivit y and
love, I t hink,? Linda said. ?Sound is love.?

Body text
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Wh en Helpin g People To Die
Is You r Wor k
Most of us will witness no more than a
handful of deaths in our lifetime.
Nurses, on the other hand, may witness that
same handful of deaths in a month, or even a
week. Whether through old age, illness, or
accident, death is a part of their profession.
Experienced nurses tend to show a facade of
cool efficiency. But there is much going on
behind that professional exterior, especially
as they deal with the death of a patient.
?We have faces that we can put on,? Christina
Courville said. ?It?s not necessarily cold, it?s
just trying not to show emotion until we walk
out of the room.?

?It?s important to have somebody who you
can talk it over with,? said Christa. ?I can?t go
home and talk about it. But I can diffuse with
her.?
?Someone who gets it,? Christina agreed,
nodding her head. ?The nursing world is its
own world. They get things, they talk about
things that no one else would understand ?
Especially night people because our group is
so small. We?re such a small family. We rely
on each other a lot.?
Ch oosin g h ealt h car e
Christina chose nursing as a career after
experiencing the deaths of her grandmother
and grandfather.

Christina has been a nurse?s aide at Littleton
Regional Healthcare for three years and has
?My grandfather passed and then my
just begun nursing school to become a
grandmother passed a month after and she
registered nurse.
was completely, it seemed, healthy. She
Body text
completely gave up after my grandfather
?We break down to each other,? she said.
died and left exactly a month after. I was 20
?There are some [deaths] that we still talk
or 21 and I got into health care just a few
about that happened a long time ago.
years after that,? she said. ?It?s rewarding. I
Because it just affects you. It really affects
think it?s the most rewarding job out there.?
you.?
Christa came from a different direction.
Christina often works the night shift with
Christa Simmons-Beniash, a registered nurse
?Health care is not something I ever saw
at LRH. The two make a good team.
myself doing,? she said. But with an interest
in alternative health care, she saw it as a
?We do blend well,? Christa said.
means to understand herself more fully.
?It?s always nice to have that,? Christina said.
?Learning and understanding others and
?It?s nice to have her because she can
myself. I think that?s where I?m at, right now
understand what I?m dealing with and I can
anyway, in my own personal process of
understand what she?s dealing with.?
growing and learning.?
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Fam ily by blood an d by ch oice
Prior to nursing, Christina worked as an aide
in a nursing home. Getting to know people
over an extended period of time, she found
herself growing close to her charges. That
sensibility has followed her into the hospital.
?They become my family member. They really
do,? she said. ?And that started at the nursing
home because they were all like my
grandmothers and grandfathers. I was there
for four years and I got very attached to
these people.?
But at the hospital, there is much less time to
spend with each patient. ?Nurses have six
patients at a time,? Christina said. ?So you
have a dying patient, or maybe even two? ?
Her voice trailed off as Christa started
nodding.
?I want to be more present with each one
and I?m not able to be,? she said. ?Sometimes
we?ll have time to be able to sit and talk. But
often our conversations can be somewhat
brief. But that doesn?t mean that we don?t
want to share in learning more about them.?
Then with tears welling in her eyes, she
remembered the night that her own
grandfather died in the hospital and she
wasn?t able to be with him because she was
on shift. ?I was working and I didn?t get to ? I
was so busy that I didn?t get to take him
through. During my shift, I couldn?t go spend
time with him.?
A gr at if yin g exper ien ce
Both women said that being at someone?s
bedside as they?re dying makes them wonder
who they were during their life.
?It makes me want to know more about

them,? said Christina. ?But I don?t ever. And I
wish I did. I wish I knew them before the end
so I could just ? ?
Once again it?s clear what a cohesive team
these two are, as Christina pauses and
Christa picks up the thread of the
conversation.
?I think that?s probably why we?re the ones
that are there though,? Christa said. ?It may
not have been as easy to do what we do,
knowing them in that deeper way.?
Then, almost in the same breath, they both
describe the experience of being someone in
their final moments as ?gratifying.?
?That?s mostly why I do what I do,? said
Christina.
Nodding, Christa added the final word.
?I want to tell that family: Thank you for
letting me be a part of that. Thank you for
trusting in me to be that person for them. It?s
a big thing. It?s a really big thing.?

Nu r ses M u st Fin d Balan ce Wh ile Seein g
Deat h Fr equ en t ly
At Northeastern Vermont Regional Hospital,
Lyndi Medico works as a nurse in the
Intensive Care Unit and in the Cardiac Rehab
Unit.
She said that finding a way to separate work
from home is essential to her ability to do
her job.
?You have to find a happy medium. You have
to be able to be present emotionally in the
dying process, but you also have to be able
to go home at night and be able to sort of
separate yourself from it. Because if you
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don?t, you wouldn?t be able to do this for very
long.?
?It?s taken a lot of practice,? Lyndi said. ?My
husband and I will have 10 or 15 minutes to
talk about work and then we?re HOME. Which
is a little bit harder for me, obviously,
because of confidentiality. But I can go home
and say, I had a hard day.?
As a result of her work, she feels it is
imperative to have conversations with her
husband and other loved ones about
end-of-life decisions, even though they?re all
relatively young.
?I?m going to be 29 years and my husband is
31. And I?ve said to him, if something were to
happen to you, what do you want us to do?
And I?ve said it to my parents and I?ve said it
to his parents,? Lyndi said. ?I think everyone
should be able to die how they want to.?
Watching medical shows on television is a
challenge for Lyndi because she sees how
many things are glossed over or ?would
never be done that way.?

? ? ? ? ?
Also at NVRH is Mary Young-Coathup, a nurse
on the Med-Surg floor.
She also spoke about the need to hold her
patients?confidentiality, while still processing
her own experience at the end of the day.
?My husband is like, how did your day go?
And I?m like, um, it?s been better but it?s
okay,? she said. ?We both have jobs that we
can?t talk about. But depending on how I
answer him, he knows that work?s hard.
Whether it?s a confused patient or someone
that?s dying, or someone that?s well, or
someone that?s just being a brat. He knows
that I can?t talk about it. But I can kind of tell
him with my responses that it?s been a
difficult day.?
And like Lyndi, Mary is clear about what she
wants and doesn?t want for her own end of
life.

?[Nursing] allows me a broader aspect of
things, that I can say what I want and I don?t
want. If I?m not going to be myself and know
Body
text
?You know, chest compressions and
who I am and where I am and everything, I
intubation,? she said. ?They?ve seen someone
don?t want to be here. And my family is
intubated or they?ve seen someone do CPR aware of that and my husband is aware of
on TV. But they don?t necessarily know, how
that. It just makes me respect my own self
do we get to there and what happens after
and my patients and their feelings,? she said.
that process is done? And what are your
?I hope when I pass away, if my organs are
chances when those things happen? ? And
good and I can donate, that ? I hope to help
I?ll say this: I don?t want that. I absolutelydo
somebody to live. Pretty strongly.?
notwant that.?
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I wanted to be the person holding my mom?s
hand as she took her final breath. I wanted
my face to be the last thing she saw on this
earth.
But, as a wise philosopher often tells us, ?You
can?t always get what you want / But if you try
sometimes you just might find / You get what
you need.?
What my mom needed at the end was nursing
that I couldn?t provide. Her symptoms had
become more than we could manage at
home, so just 12 hours before her final
passage, we moved her to the hospice room
at Littleton Regional Hospital.
Due to HIPAA regulations, Christina Courville
and Christa Simmons-Beniash can neither
confirm nor deny that they were part of my
mom?s care team at LRH. They can?t talk about
any of what I am about to tell you.
But I can.
We had met both women when Mom was in
the hospital a few months earlier. Of the many
nurses we met, Christina and Christa stood
out in my mind thanks to the gentle kindness
and dignity with which they treated Mom.
It was a relief as we entered the hospice room
in December to learn that Christina would be
on night duty. I knew we were in good hands.
It turned out to be so much more than that.
Mom?s final minutes were a struggle for her.
As much as I wanted to be the one holding

her hand, I couldn?t. I couldn?t even watch.
Christina stood in for me as a surrogate
daughter.
She held Mom?s hand. She stroked her hair.
She murmured gentle and loving words to
her. She let her know that it was okay to let
go.
She couldn?t make Mom?s exit gentle or
peaceful, but she made it as comfortable and
loving as possible.
She did everything I wanted to do, but
couldn?t.
When Mom?s final journey was complete, it
was Christa who arrived to pronounce the
time of death: December 20, 2015 at 1:15 a.m.
Despite having many patients to tend to, the
two women sat with us, giving us time to
absorb that the long-dreaded absence was
now real.
What I remember most is that they didn?t try
to comfort us. They listened. They shared in
the few stories we told. They cried with us as
we read a poem that had been written for
Mom?s passing. They didn?t try to make it
better ? which was good, because no
onecouldhave made it better. But their
presence made us feel a little less alone in a
terrible moment.
Christa and Christina, you are grace
personified. You will stand in my memory as
angels in human form.
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Deat h t h r ou gh t h e eyes of n u r ses
Week 3 online extras
While Christa Simmons-Beniash has become
comfortable with the subject of death
through her work as a nurse at Littleton
Regional Healthcare, she knows that it?s scary
for many people.
?This is such an important subject to talk
about and people are so afraid,? Christa said.
?But they don?t need to be afraid because
there can be a lot of joy and a lot of peace in
it. So shine a light on it.?
She and LRH nurses aide Christina Courville
have seen enough death to make some
general observations and offer their own
beliefs about how people tend to exit this
life.

think they?re already ? they?re just not there. I
think it?s just their body just reacting to the
end of life. I don?t see them as suffering.?
After a moment she smiled and said, ?Maybe,
maybe not, I?m not sure. But I say they?re not.
It makes me feel better about the end.?
?Oftentimes, although their physical body is
still alive, I think that spiritually they?re not
there,? added Christa. ?Their spirit, or
whatever, has crossed and they?re just ?
they?re waiting for you. Or waiting for their
family to go so they can just kind of ? it
becomes your process. Not so much theirs.
That?s what I think.?

?I believe that they?re already passed at that
Wait in g t o go
point,? said Christina. ?I believe they?re
already somewhere happy, with their
?A lot of patients wait for their families to go,?
families. They don?t go until there?s family
said Christina. ?We say that they like to wait.
waiting for them. That?s my belief because
I?ve seen times when their family has left and
Body text
that?s what gets me through things.?
they?re gone within minutes.?
Bein g w it h t h e f am ily
?Maybe that?s the beauty of it,? agreed
Christa. ?The family and friends leave and the
?It doesn?t make me nervous being with a
person passes because they don?t want to
patient,? said Christina. ?It makes me nervous
burden them. The person knew that their
when a family is around, honestly. Because I
family might not have been able to process
don?t know if I?m doing the right thing, I don?t
that, and that might be a source of
know if I?m doing what they want me to do. I
something they?d have to heal from.?
don?t know if I?m doing enough. And we just
don?t talk about it ? unless they want to. So I
Redef in in g su f f er in g
just never know if I?m doing the right thing.
?I see a lot of people ? who moreso suffer.
So I just do my own thing, what I know.?
Or come off like they are,? said Christina. ?But
?For me it?s just a matter of listening. I just
I honestly think that?s just their body
want to be able to listen,? said Christa. ?I just
reacting. I don?t think it?s really their body
like to listen and be present if they need me
suffering. I think they?re already at peace. I
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to be there, the families and the patient. I
find most of the time the patient doesn?t
really need a whole lot. They just need quiet
and a sense of peace.?
How do you handle a family that?s angry or
upset?
?In my own experience, not work related, my
brother had passed,? said Christina. ?So I was
very angry. He was 19. I was very angry at the
situation. So I understand. I understand
anger. It?s part of it, part of the grieving
process.?
?It?s their healing process and we just have to
give them their space,? said Christa.
?I sit back. I just let them be. They?re angry at
the situation, not at me,? said Christina. ?I
don?t take offense at anything, I don?t take it
to heart.?
Tr ain in g f or deat h
When Christina worked as an aide at a
nursing home, she got a brief training in
death and dying. ?That was just a couple

week course. And that didn?t teach you
anything, really,? she said. ?It?s really your
own thing. You deal with it your own way.?
?There is a little bit of education [in nursing
school]. We didn?t do a lot of it,? concurred
Christa. ?It?s basically what you?re saying.
Until you?re there and experience it, I think,
like most things, you just don?t know.?
?There is no book that can teach you how to
feel or how to act during it,? said Christina.
?Everyone does it differently.?
?It?s an incredibly profound experience that I
don?t really know how to put in words,?
added Christa. ?That?s a sacred moment for
people, but scary for families at the same
time. So to blend that is not an easy thing. I
think we?re just a guide, a facilitator, for
people.?
?I want them to know that it?s okay,? said
Christina. ?That they?re okay. That the family
is okay. Letting them know that it?s okay to go
? our job is very emotional.?
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It ?s Alw ays Too Soon Un t il
It ?s Too Lat e
It takes courage to talk about end-of-life
issues
before
they
are
imminent.
Unfortunately, when end of life becomes
imminent, it is often too late to discuss these
issues with a clear head.
That is why Ellen Goodman created The
Conversation Project.
Goodman is best known as a Pulitzer
Prize-winning columnist for the Boston
Globe. Since her 2010 retirement from that
paper, she has shifted her focus to end-of-life
concerns.
Her interest in the subject began with her
mother ?s death. ?My mom was one of those
people who could talk about your problems
until you were bored with them. We talked
about everything except one thing: how she
wanted to live at the end of her life,? she
recounts on The Conversation Project
website. ?In my mom?s last years of life ? I
was faced with cascading decisions for which
I was wholly unprepared. After all the years I
had written about these issues, I was still
blindsided by the inevitable.?
Today,
Goodman
spends
her
time
encouraging
others
to
have
the
conversations that she neglected to have
with her mother: What is important to you
about life? What do you want for your death?
?Everybody has a story. It?s amazing,?
Goodman said in a recent phone interview.
?There?s a three-second pause and out pours
a story. There are stories of good deaths and

hard deaths. I?ve heard them all.?
?I?ve heard people talk about how they deeply
wished they?d had a conversation with a
loved one, but when that loved one started
talking about it they said, Oh don?t be silly,
you?re not going to die. And then they really
regretted
that
they hadn?t
listened,?
Goodman continued. ?And then there are
people who did have those conversations
and they felt much more comfortable that
they were doing what their loved one
wanted. Their mourning was there, but their
sense of guilt or their questioning of whether
they did the right thing was alleviated
hugely.?
Having ?the conversation? is a gift you give
your family, she said. ?The last legacy that
you want to leave is your adult children
yelling at each other or estranged from each
other because they have different ideas of
what should happen.?
Th e st ar t er k it
The Conversation Project offers a starter kit
to help everyone have the conversation with
their loved ones. It focuses not just on the
specifics of what types of treatment you
would want during end-of-life care, but also
what your philosophy of health care is.
The guide starts with ?Where I Stand?
questions that allow you to rank your feelings
on issues like:
As a patient, I?d like to know ? Only the basics
about my condition and treatment to All the
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details about my condition and treatment
As doctors treat me, I would like ? My doctors
to do what they think is best to To have a say in
every decision
What are your concerns about treatment? I'm
worried that I won?t get enough care to I?m
worried that I?ll get overly aggressive care
?The starter kit isn?t scary, it isn?t medical,?
said Goodman. ?One of the things we suggest
people start with asking is what their
experiences were, telling the story.?
They recently released a new kit that is
geared toward people with Alzheimer ?s and
dementia. ?It?s always too soon until it?s too
late,? said Goodman. ?If there?s any place
that?s true, it?s about cognitive decline.?
They have also created a guide for parents to
have ?the conversation? with a critically-ill
child.

?Our goal is to normalize these conversations
? to change the cultural norm from not
having the conversation to having them,? she
continued. ?Having them incorportated into
shows without them being the focus of the
show is something we?d like to see.?
Goodman said that the biggest goal of The
Conversation Project is for people to have
?the conversation? before a crisis. ?Crisis is a
terrible time to learn.?
? ? ? ? ?
There are two days a year that Shawn
LaFrance thinks are ideal for talking about
advanced directives: Thanksgiving and April
16.
?At Thanksgiving families come together,
sometimes multi-generations,? he said. ?Isn?t
that a great time to have those
conversations? We say, No pie until you talk
about how you want to die.?

Nor m alizin g t h e con ver sat ion

The other, April 16, is in recognition of the
Goodman said that she and her compatriots
old trope that there are only two certain
have
been
talking
with
Hollywood
things: death and taxes. ?You do your taxes
Body text
screenwriters in the hopes of bringing
on April 15 and think about advanced
end-of-life conversations into the regular
directives on April 16,? said LaFrance.
conversations portrayed in movies and
LaFrance is the executive director at the
television.
Foundation for Health Communities, which
?We?ve had some examples of quite
has created New Hampshire?s Advanced Care
wonderful pieces were done ? like Lena
Planning Guide, a DIY guide to creating your
Dunham did one episode ofGirlsin which she
Living Will and Power of Attorney for Health
had a conversation with her grandmother,? Care.
Goodman said. ?On the other hand, I think it
LaFrance explained that while the Living Will
wasGrey?s Anatomyin which the doctors
is good in terms of detailing your wishes, it
overrode the decisions of the family.?
can?t cover every eventuality. For that reason,
She?s also concerned about storylines that
?it?s far more important to select your
show someone receiving resuscitation and
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care.?
walking out of the hospital the same day.
This is the person who you empower to make
?That is the opposite of reality,? she said.
all health care decisions on your behalf, in
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the event that you are unable to make them
yourself.
LaFrance said that until recently, many
people were only doing advanced directives
as part of estate planning with a lawyer.
?That?s fine, but it gets wrapped up in these
other legal documents and oftentimes put in
a safe deposit box where it?s not accessible.?
Once advanced directives are filled out,
hopefully as part of a larger conversation
with family members, the finished forms
should be distributed to family and medical
providers.
? ? ? ? ?
Attorney Bob Brazil of St. Johnsbury looks at
a lot of advanced directive documents with
his clients, but he doesn?t fill many of them
out himself.
?I?m finding that these days most people are
capable of filling these forms out on their
own. They?re intended to be simple to use,?
he said. ?I assist people with putting their
health care directives together, but that is
basically talking about the decisions you have
to make while completing this form, what
your options are.?
Brazil explained that Vermont has a short
form and a long form, and you can decide
which you prefer to fill out.

The short form covers issues like what sort of
pain care you want, whether you want
assisted breathing, intubation, etc. ?Decisions
that are not covered by the health care
directive, you?d be authorizing someone with
the power of attorney to make those
decisions for you.?
The long form is more detailed, including a
statement of your values and goals,
instructions for organ donation, disposition
of your body after death and more.
Brazil said that it?s important to recognize
that while advanced directives express your
wishes, there are circumstances in which
health care providers may not honor them ?
often because there is disagreement among
family members of co-equal standing over
how they should be carried out. ?The hospital
is not necessarily legally bound by your
health care directive, but having a
conversation with your primary care
physician is a great way to strengthen it,?
Brazil said. ?Let people know what your
wishes are so if there?s any potential for
confusion or lack of clarity down the road,
you?ve addressed that ahead of time.?
Brazil highly recommends that his clients
register their advanced directives with the
Living Will Registry.
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My mother was an extremely practical
person, so when she was diagnosed with
cancer in 2014 she immediately wanted to
make sure her advanced directives were up
to date.
That?s when we stepped into a whirlpool of
confusion.
We downloaded the advanced directive
paperwork, never entirely sure that we had
the most recent legal versions. We heard
from friends that perhaps there were
additional documents that we needed, but
no one could identify what they were.
The advanced directive paperwork has
numerous fill-in-the-blank areas. Mom was
concerned that she hadn?t covered every
potential outcome or predicted every
possibility.

We, two intelligent, highly-educated women,
were stymied by the whole issue.
Ultimately, thanks to the suggestion of
friends, we chose Attorney Bob Brazil in St.
Johnsbury because he is licensed in both
Vermont and New Hampshire. He reviewed
the documents and gave us feedback (he did,
in fact, suggest that we redo them). I am
grateful for the time and care he took to
make sure we understood what was going
on.
Once we finally started asking the right
questions of the right person, it was relatively
no muss-no fuss. But we had to wade
through our own (admittedly irrational) fear
of legalities and paperwork first, and that
was no picnic.

For many people, the fear begins long before
getting to the paperwork ? they?d rather not
Body text
The downloadable do-it-yourself paperwork
consider end-of-life decisions or care at all.
was designed for regular people to do
without a lawyer, and yet we were never sure
I hope this issue of Living With Dying will be
that what we had done was right. We
useful in helping you walk past whatever may
struggled with the dilemma ? should we trust
be confusing or frightening about filling out
our own reading of these documents, or
your advanced directives. As everyone I
should we spend money to have them
spoke with reminded me, it?s never too early
redone by an attorney? And, not having an
? it?s not just the elderly who have accidents
existing relationship with a lawyer, how
or unexpected health events.
would we choose with whom to work?
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Advan ced Dir ect ives in an ICU
Week 4 online extras
There is perhaps no place where end-of-life
care decisions become more poignant than in
the emergency room and intensive care unit of
the hospital.
Janice Narey, a Barnet resident who works as
an ICU nurse at Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical
Center in Lebanon, New Hampshire, has seen
her fair share of family drama.
?It?s really agonizing sometimes to see what
people are going through,? Narey said. ?We?ve
seen instances where a patient has their wife
of 60 or 70 years sitting with them. It?s
agonizing. It?s such a gray area.?
Advanced directives, Narey said, ?come into
play a lot.?
?A fair amount of people have them,? she said.
?Some people come in and they don?t have
them and families don?t really know what their
wishes would be.?
If a patient doesn?t have an advanced directive
appointing a power of attorney for health care,
the medical team speaks to the person who is
deemed to have the highest standing in the
order of next of kin. In general, the spouse is
first, children have co-equal standing second,
and parents and siblings come next.
In cases where no decision maker has been
appointed, those standings may not reflect
what?s in the best interest of the patient.
?Sometimes, you might be dealing with a
family who you can see that there are
interactions that don?t quite measure up.
Maybe this person has children but has been

estranged from the children for years. And
legally they?re the ones that can make the
decision, but it isn?t going well,? Narey said.
?We have social workers and care managers.
And that?s their role ? to meet with these
families.?
In really difficult situations, they may also call
in the risk management department. ?They
have all these legal people in that department
who can help steer us in making decisions.?
But
that
kind
of
in-the-moment
communication takes time, especially when it
is fraught with emotion, family dynamics, and
legalities.
?Instances like that can really prolong things
for the patient because people can?t make up
their mind,? said Narey. ?It?s another thing
that?s painful for the nursing staff because you
feel like you?re beating people up and you just
want people to have a peaceful death.?
Another issue crops up when the patient has
made their wishes known, but the paperwork
is not available to medical personnel at the
moment they need it.
?There have been instances where we didn?t
know the patient wanted to be a DNR [Do Not
Resuscitate] and so we resuscitated them. And
then the family came in and gave us the piece
of paper and made them a DNR for the future.
But if you don?t have the paper and the family
doesn?t say it and you haven?t talked to the
patient, then you?d have to do everything you
could for the patient. It?s all that legal stuff.?
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Glossar y an d Resou r ces
DNR ? Do Not Resuscitate ? States that you
do not wish to receive CPR in the event of
cardiopulmonary arrest
POLST (New Hampshire) / COLST (Vermont) ?
Physician / Clinicial Order for Life Sustaining
Treatment? States under what circumstances
you wish to receive medical interventions
including intubation, antibiotics, artificial
nutrition, and more
According to Shawn LaFrance, the DNR and
POLST/COLST are ?the information you might
put in an advanced directive and turning that
into portable medical orders.?
Act ivat in g advan ced dir ect ives ? A medical

professional must activate the advanced
directives and place them in a patient?s
medical record, based on their clinical
judgment that the patient is no longer
capable of making their own health choices
Du r able Pow er of At t or n ey f or Healt h Car e
? The person you appoint to make your
medical decisions in the event that you are
unable to make them for yourself. You can
appoint co-agents if you wish.
Livin g Will ? A written statement of your
end-of-life care wishes. In some states this
may be used as a generic term, in others it
may refer to specific documents.

On lin e Resou r ces
Th e Con ver sat ion Pr oject ? Download any
to make them available to health care
of
their
three
Starter
Kits
at
providers anywhere in the country. There is a
Body text
www.theconversationproject.org.
fee for registration, however some health
care providers or other agencies provide a
Ver m on t Et h ics Net w or k ? An organization
discount for their members. There is no
working to increase awareness of ethical
discount available for New Hampshire
issues, values and choices in health care at
residents, however the Vermont Department
www.vtethicsnetwork.org.
of Health makes registration free for
New Ham psh ir e?s Advan ced Car e Plan n in g
Vermonters.
Gu ide is available at www.healthynh.com
Every state has its own laws surrounding
and
look
for
the
?Advanced
advanced directives, so it is important to
Directives/Healthcare Decisions/POLST? link.
complete and sign paperwork that complies
Ver m on t ?s
advan ced
dir ect ives
are
with your state?s laws. Some states observe
available at www.healthvermont.gov and
reciprocity with some other states, but that is
look for the ?Advance Directives? link.
limited. If you spend significant time in a
different state or move your residence, it is
U.S. Livin g Will Regist r y ? Once your
advisable to fill out new advanced directives
advanced directives are complete, you can
for the other state.
register them at www.uslivingwillregistry.com
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I Ju st Can?t Keep Fr om Sin gin g
Suzanne Rhodes has seen both ends of the
life cycle.
In an earlier part of her life, she was a home
birth midwife, helping to bring people into
this world.
Today she is the director of Continua, a
hospice choir, helping to usher people out of
this world.
?What I would bring to a birth is a calm
presence in the face of overwhelming
emotions and feelings and events,? Suzanne
said during a recent interview. Now she
brings exactly the same calm presence to
people who are dying. ?It?s very powerful
stuff.?

know what to do or how to be. And when we
come in and sing, this is something they can
share with their loved one.?
The music helps to bridge the gap between
the patient and the family, and even with
medical personnel when they sing in medical
facilities.
?This is a moment that everybody is in,?
Rhodes said. ?And it has nothing to do with
medication or the dying process. It?s just for
this moment, they are in this space of peace
and beauty and calm. And it helps everyone.?
When the group sings in a hospital or nursing
home, the music carries into other rooms.
Rhodes said they often don?t know all of the
people their singing touches. Family
members will drift out of other rooms as the
group leaves and say, ?Thank you for singing,
it really helped our family, too.??

Continua has a large repertoire of about 140
songs including both religious hymns and
secular songs, as well as many songs about
angels because, as Rhodes said, ?There are
angels in all traditions.?
?Music just goes where it goes,? Rhodes said.
Body text
But the words of the songs tend to be far less
?People do not have to be on hospice ? that?s
important than what happens in a room
just how we get the referrals,? Rhodes
when the singing begins.
explained.
?For a lot of people, as soon as we start
singing the more relaxing songs, they just
[Rhodes exhales visibly], they just let go of
some of the tension,? she said. ?People are
gathered and it may be days or even weeks
while this person is in transition. And at a
certain point you don?t know what to do. I?ve
walked into situations where people are
playing cards or on their iPhone. They?re not
really present. Maybe the person is not
communicative at this point and they don?t
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Depending on where the person has chosen
to die, Continua might sing in the patient?s
hospital room or their living room.
Sometimes the person may still have weeks
or months to live, other times they are
singing during the final hours of the death
vigil, or even just after the patient has died.
Rhodes recounted singing at St. Johnsbury
Health & Rehab for a patient who was in the
process of dying.
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?There was a lot of family, including a couple
young men in their 20s, I?d say. They were
standing up in the corner sort of nervously,
not knowing what
to do,? Rhodes
remembered. ?We went in and we sang a
couple very calm vigil songs.?
When the group finished singing, the family
walked into the hall with them to say thank
you. ?And these young men came up and
gave me a hug and said, ?We couldn?t have
done this without you,?? Rhodes said, as tears
welled up in her eyes. ?We sang a song in
Zulu and it still brought them all together. I
don?t know what it meant to the gentleman
that was dying, but to everybody else in that
room, it was really important. It spoke to
them and it brought them together in a way
that I didn?t anticipate.?
Another time, Rhodes remembers, they sang
for a woman who only had her daughter with
her. ?As we were walking out, the daughter
was on the phone to her son. And I heard her
say, ?And then they came and sang and we
were just surrounded by angels. It was
perfect.??
How t o appr oach t h e dyin g
Rhodes speaks of singing for the dying as a
service that is offered from her heart. Others
in the group, she said, will speak of it as a

ministry. ?Everybody frames it differently,?
she said. ?For me it?s a service and it?s a
practice and it?s an expansion and it?s a
celebration. It?s all of those.?
But regardless of how you refer to it, all of
the group members are on the same page. ?It
comes from a very deep place within each of
us. You could talk to any of us and it?s
important.?
?I would say that what I?ve learned from
music is that how we help our loved ones to
die is to be there with them,? Rhodes said.
?It?s a time, I believe, for a real reality ? Be
there to listen. Be there to connect. Just show
up. Just show up and be real. None of this
false hope or ? no platitudes, no assurances
that you can?t really back up.?
?Don?t be there in a role. Just be there. And I
think that?s the difference in bringing music
as a performance, which is a role, or being
there. Being open to what?s going on. I think
music is just a vehicle. And that presence and
honesty
and
real
compassion
and
acknowledging the unknown and the
unknowing is really helpful for people.
Because so many of them are in that place of
unknowing.?
Contact your local hospice or hospital chaplain
to find out if there is a hospice choir near you.
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I had originally planned for the story about
Continua to come later in the Living With
Dying series. There was plenty of time.
I had vague thoughts about printing the
Continua article in September or October.
The series will run for another 10 months.
There was plenty of time.
I met Alan Parker, a Continua singer and
pastor at the United Church of Craftsbury,
last summer. We had several points of
connection, but spent only a few precious
hours in each other ?s presence. I felt the pull
to get to know him better. But it would need
to wait ? first I was taking care of my mother
during the final months of her illness, then I
was grieving her passing. There would be
plenty of time.

to see how I was doing. I ranted to him about
the bucketloads of unsolicited advice I was
receiving: how I should grieve; how long
grieving would take; how to talk with my
mother in another realm; that I should be
happy that she was at peace rather than
being sad that she was gone; and so much
more. I knew the advice givers were
well-meaning, but I didn?t want to hear any of
it and I wasn?t handling it well.
Alan responded in a way that I have come to
think
of
as
quintessentially
him:
compassionate, wise, and humorous all at
once.

?I truly hope that nobody has told you that
?God must have needed another angel?,? he
wrote at the close of his email. ?If anyone
has, I?d be glad to punch them in the face on
On June 16, 2016, Alan Parker passed away
your behalf!?
suddenly and very unexpectedly.
Body text
It is a strange irony that in the midst of
Time had run out.
spending a year focusing on death, his death
A few days before Mom died, a group of
has surprised and affected me so deeply.
Continua members including Alan came to
Thank you for offering your heart, your music
her home for a ?sing.? As their voices washed
and your laughter so fully to my mother and
over her, Mom practically glowed with joy. In
to me, dear Alan. I wish we?d had more time.
the semi-circle around her bed, Alan stood
right next to her head.
Continua maintains strict confidentiality for all
of their singing clients. Alan Parker?s family gave
Speaking had become an effort for her by
permission for us to talk about him in this
then. But when the group left, Mom drew me
edition. The group also has rules about
close and asked, ?Who was that wonderful
recording the group singing. This video I took of
man standing next to me? I could feel him
them singing for my mother is offered with
the whole time!?
special permission from the group.
A month after Mom passed, Alan reached out
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A Hear t -t o-h ear t Con n ect ion
Week 5 online extras
Continua sings in the presence of death and
dying regularly. But in the wake of Alan
Parker ?s death, they are having to look more
closely at how they personally interact with
death more closely.
Two of the Continua members, Ela Golden
and Elisa Lucozzi, spoke last week about the
thoughts and feelings this personal loss is
bringing up for them.

Am I clear within my own intention and what
it is that I want to do?
With Alan, we weren?t a blubbering mess.
There were some tears, but there was some
laughter. He will be missed.
Perhaps it forever changes the way you
interact with people. Not setting aside, let?s
not just talk about having lunch sometimes.
Let?s set a date.?

These are their words, edited for length and
clarity.
Ela Golden
?I?m realizing that I have my own ways of
coping around death. I don?t believe in
erecting an altar to show, This is my grief.
For Alan ? and for anybody that we sing for ?
we all come to the bedside of death bringing
our own experience with death and our
thoughts about it. As well as holding a space
for the family to be vulnerable and letting
them have this space of grief and emotion.
How can we sing in the face of such deep
grief? I think we all have our coping
mechanisms. And it?s not like there won?t ever
be tears or emotion, but this isn?t mine. This
is your time.
I think of what would best serve this person.
What is it that they need? You try to check
your ego at the door.
And then what I?m always looking at is: am I
being of service? Or is my own ego wanting to
show how helpful I am? Or what can I do for
you in your moment of sorrow, so that it?s
feeding into my own sorrow and grief?

Elisa Lucozzi
?Sometimes it?s harder to sing for someone I
know because there are more emotions
involved. But I?ve often been surprised by the
emotions that come up when I?m singing for
somebody I don?t know well, because it?s such
a sacred time in somebody?s life.
This is just
about
full
connection,
human-to-human connection that goes far
beyond any religion. That?s what we strive for
in life, to be able to have a heart-to-heart
connection with somebody where the stuff of
daily life falls away.
When I tell people that I sing in a hospice
choir their reaction is often, That must be
really morbid, or How brave of you to take
that on. I don?t think people realize how much
we laugh together.
There?s nothing like talking about and dealing
with death on a regular basis to make you
value the time you have right now. I think
every death does that for me. I can honestly
say that there?s been a piece of everybody?s
story that I?ve gone to sing for that I hope I?ve
internalized in some way.?
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Living With Dying, Week 6

Wh at We Need To Kn ow Wh en We
Help Ou r Loved On es To Die
Dr. Joshua Lakin has a fascinating
convergence of skills: he is a palliative care
doctor with a business and finance
background and a special interest in both
doctor/patient communication and systems
analysis.
Lakin is a palliative care specialist at Dana
Farber Cancer Institute in Boston. He is also a
research team leader at Ariadne Labs in
Boston, a joint venture of Brigham and
Women?s Hospital and the Harvard T. H Chan
School of Public Health, that works to ?guide
patients, doctors, and families through
critical moments in their lives with
compassionate,
simple
and
practical
solutions.? Lakin was recruited to Ariadne
labs by two giants in the field of end-of-life
concerns: Dr. Atul Gawande and Dr. Susan
Block.
As part of his work with Ariadne Labs, Lakin
travels to discuss Gawande?s bestseller
?Being Mortal,? teach clinicians about
doctor/patient communication, and help
communities discover their strengths and
weaknesses in end-of-life care.
All of this allows him to speak authoritatively
on several subjects that are of interest in this
series. Today, we start with his perspective as
a palliative care doctor and ask one BIG
question: What would you like family
members to know about accompanying our
loved one through the dying process?

?Many things, if I could get it across. Some of
them are really hard lessons, I think,? Lakin
said during a recent conversation during a
trip to lead an end-of-life community
conversation in St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
For give you r self in advan ce
The most important lesson for families, Lakin
said, is to let yourself off the hook.
?Number one, which is really important that I
always tell families up front: just forgive
yourself in advance,? he said. ?You want to be
present, but it?s chaos. You just can?t fix that
sometimes. So you just have to be willing to
give yourself permission, and give each other
permission, to just do your best.?
And while having a larger family team can
help distribute the burden, it can complicate
it as well. ?It?s also really stressful, so our bad
tendencies float up,? Lakin explained. ?Just
know that there?s going to be a ton of
uncertainty in this process and try to make
sure that you are understanding of each
other ? if you can be.?
?Because it?s stressful times,? he continued.
?Prepare to forgive each other. That?s rule
number one. It?s not going to happen like you
think it?s going to happen. You?re going to
have regrets coming out of it. Hopefully
you?re going to have some beautiful and
touching times too. But it?s complicated. So
learn to cut yourself some slack from the
start.?
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It?s going to be hard
?These are hard times,? Lakin said. ?It can be
lots of good things ? there can be lots of
good elements to it. You can have very
touching moments. You can deepen
relationships. You can learn things about
people that you never knew. I?ve seen so
many wonderful human strengths and
moments shine through all this work. But it?s
still hard. So I try to help families to set
themselves up for a bit of a rollercoaster in
some sense.?
Lakin spends a lot of time in hospital rooms
with families who are sorting out end-of-life
decisions, and it is often fraught with much
emotion.

?It?s really hard to predict the future,? he said.
A person?s dying process may never include a
feeding tube, but a hundred other
interventions that they couldn?t predict at the
outset. ?[The advance directive] is set up as
concrete steps ? if this happens, then do this;
if this happens, then do this. But the if almost
never happens. It?s always a different if.?
That makes it imperative to understand the
underlying desires of the patient, regardless
of the medical specifics.
?The important thing is to communicate
about what?s important and the kinds of
trade-offs that you make in your life, and the
kinds of functional states that are really
important to you and are absolutely
unacceptable for people, and the kinds of
things you?re afraid of,? he explained. ?The
question is not whether you want to have a
feeding tube, it?swhat makes life worth living
to you??

?There?s a lot of things we can do to make it
better and to make it as comfortable as
possible. And I think that there?s lots of good
that you can pull out of it. But at the end of
the day, most people are experiencing a loss
of someone who is really important to them,? Lakin gives an example from Gawande?s book
he said. ?Fortunately we don?t have to do it
that features Block?s father. ?He said, ?If I can?t
very often, but that also makes us not
eat chocolate ice cream and watch football,
practiced. It?s not easy. It?s not all puppies
then it?s not worth it.? That?s really useful
Body text
and kittens. I think sometimes we sell
information! It?s not, Do you want a feeding
hospice as magical and it?s not. There?s parts
tube? It?s, What kinds of things do you need
of it that are very wonderful. There are many
in order to make this a quality life? And then
things about that work that do fill me with
to recognize that this might change, so you?ve
wonder ? the individual strengths and
got to revisit it over time.?
existential questions and a lot of it is really
Dyin g is w or k
incredible. And other parts of it that are just
The entertainment industry have led us to
kind of brutal daily tasks and hard work. And
believe in a sanitized version of death, Lakin
it is hard.?
said. ?It is not like you often see in the movies
Talk abou t w h at ?s r eally im por t an t
where people just kind of lie back and are
While the specifics of an advance directive ?
peaceful ? It?s a process that we go through,
feeding tubes, life sustaining machinery, etc.
just like birth. And there is labor. There is a
? are important, Lakin wants families to have
labor to dying, for sure. It is work. You can
a deeper conversation.
see it in their bodies. Their bodies are
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working hard at that process.?
?With our medicines I can keep people very
comfortable, but it?s hard to watch,? he
continued. ?In my experience, it?s a lot harder
to sit vigil than it is for the patients to go
through it ? People don?t breathe normally.
They have moments of clarity. Their fingers
and toes and lips don?t look normal. Nothing
looks normal about it, except that?s what
normal death looks like.?
St op t r yin g t o ?pr ot ect ?each ot h er
The final point Lakin shared is more for the
patient than the family members, but it?s
something that can be important to everyone
in the circle of care.
He said he frequently sees people who don?t
want to let their loved ones know that they
are dying until the very last minute.
?I think the most common issue ? I don?t

think we?ve researched this ? but the most
common issue is that people are protecting
each other. Or trying to protect each other,?
Lakin said.
He tries to impress upon people that the end
result is often the opposite. ?At the end of the
day it?s extremely traumatic for people to find
out in the last week that a loved one is dying
from something. That?s just hard. It?s not
protection. It?s harder on people,? he said.
?They?ll say, But I don?t want to put them
through it. But they?re going to have to go
through it. Period. They?regoingto go through
grief. The more time you give them to do it,
especially with you so you can tell them
what?s important to you, so you can tell them
you love them and tell them goodbye and all
these things that are really important. The
sooner you start that, the easier it?s going to
be for all.?
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When I sat down to talk with Dr. Lakin, I
wasn?t sure where the conversation would
go. Over the course of the first 45 minutes, it
bounced over all sorts of topics: his
background, how the American medical
system is funded, what the data shows about
people?s end-of-life preferences, when the
right time is to train medical students about
death, and so much more.
Our time was winding down when I asked the
question that had been brewing in the back
of my mind since the moment I learned that
I?d have the opportunity to speak with him:
What would you like family members to
know about going through this process with
their loved one?
I teared up as soon as he started answering
the question: forgive yourself in advance.

palliative care is to manage pain, in my
mom?s case, pain was a consistent problem.
And though we wanted her to be able to die
at home, her symptoms became too
significant for us to manage in the final hours
and we had to take her to the hospital (where
she was tended to by amazing nurses who
were profiled in week 3.)
By the time Mom died, we had built up a
whole host of issues to beat ourselves up
with. And for the past seven months, we have
done just that ? running through those last
days and weeks of her life, wondering how
we could have done it differently / better /
more courageously?
Even now, seven months later, it still
occupies a lot of our conversations when
we?re together.

Wow. It?s something I wish someone had said
Body text
Dr. Lakin said these words to me a month
to us in the final month of my mom?s life.
ago and I?m still trying to find a place for
Mom was always an extremely active and
them in my psyche. I?m running them over
vocal participant in her own care. That
and over in my head, turning them into a
remained true into those final weeks, but as
mantra of sorts. I?m trying to remind myself
she became weaker she became terribly
that we did the absolute best that we could
confused ? it was like all the right puzzle
with what we knew at the time.
pieces were still inside her head, but they
I wonder: if we had heard these words prior
were in all the wrong places.
to our experience, would we have been more
Mom?s best friend Sue and I spent as much
forgiving with ourselves?
time managing her confusion as we did
So I?m highlighting these words so that you
managing her health. It amped the
will have heard them before you get to that
already-high stress level through the roof.
place: forgive yourself in advance. I hope
While the goal (and usual outcome) of
they help.
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M or e w it h Dr . Josh u a Lak in
Week 6 online extras
We asked Dr. Lakin about how, with such a
varied background, he ended up specializing
in palliative care. His answer has a lot to tell
us about how doctors are trained.
Here is our conversation (edited for length
and clarity).
Leah Car ey: Did you get any training in med
school about death?
Josh u a Lak in : No. Not that I remember. I got
a lot in residency.
LC: That seems like a huge hole.
JL: It?s a huge hole. The students that I?m
working with now at Harvard, they get more
training in this. But it still is a hole. I guess the
challenge is, when is the right time? And I still
don?t know the answer to this.
Is it early in med school before you?ve had a
chance to see what the clinical world is like
and what disease is like? Or is it during
residency when you are in it and watching it
and experiencing it?
Probably intern year, or first year of clinical
training. Or late in medical school, to get
people an experience with that process.
Because it?s a normal experience for most
clinicians, they?re going to be treating people
who are going through the dying process.
For me, residency was the right time.
LC: What was your training in residency like?
JL: I got a lot of teaching from the palliative

care team about how to talk about death,
what normal death looks like. How to sit with
the family with it. And this was even before
my fellowship training. So I was comfortable
going into the room with a dying patient by
the end of my residency, and sitting with
them and talking with them, and assessing
what was happening with that person in
terms of their dying process and telling the
family what I saw, what was going on.
We have medical students who rotate
through our palliative care unit in Boston,
which is great. At the University of California
at San Francisco where I trained, the
palliative care rotation was the most popular
medical student rotation.
LC: Why was it so popular?
JL: Your initial clinical years in medical school
are just a trip. You go from very heavy
reading and studying and test taking, and
then all of a sudden you get thrown into this
world that is just crazy in its intensity and its
vulnerability. You just go in there and you?re
supposed to keep learning, but you bear
witness to a lot of suffering. I think it sings to
them after all they?ve seen.
So to get a rotation that is essentially focused
on suffering and trying to find ways to relieve
that, my guess is that it spoke to some of the
stresses they were experiencing. It gave them
some tools in dealing with it themselves, and
also dealing with it with their patients.
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Doct or / Pat ien t Com m u n icat ion
?People are afraid in this country. Number one, we?re afraid of talking about
death. It?s our culture. We celebrate youth and beauty.? ~ Dr. Joshua Lakin
Dr. Joshua Lakin has spent a lot of time

thinking about how doctors and patients
communicate, especially around life-ending
illnesses.
Lakin is a palliative care specialist at Dana
Farber Cancer Institute in Boston. He is also a
research team leader at Ariadne Labs in
Boston, a joint venture of Brigham and
Women?s Hospital and the Harvard T. H Chan
School of Public Health, created by Dr. Atul
Gawande and Dr. Susan Block. ?They
essentially set themselves a very easy goal of
improving
communication
for
people
everywhere,? Lakin said with a chuckle. ?Piece
of cake!?
?When I started, they were doing a scientific
randomized control trial at Dana Farber,?
Lakin said, ?to learn what [communication]
does for families and patients around
anxiety, depression, their experience with
their illness.?
Lakin
is furthering this work with
implementation trials, teaching clinicians why
communication is important, and how to
improve their skills.

Lakin discovered that he had a knack for
talking with people in that situation. ?We?re
doing everything we can for you right now
and you seem frustrated, things don?t seem
to be going well. Tell me more about that and
let?s talk about what?s important,? he would
say. ?Because basically when there is no right
answer, the best we can do is try and provide
what we can that lines up with your goals,
give you the best time for as much time as
we can.?
About halfway through his residency
program, Lakin was introduced to palliative
care as a specialty, and he pursued it with a
passion.
?I realized that I derive a lot of personal
satisfaction with my work,? he said.

Lak in?s back gr ou n d
Medical school classes didn?t offer Lakin
much training in communicating with
patients, especially around end-of-life issues.
In fact, it didn?t offer much training in
end-of-life issues at all.
?I did medical school and got very shallow
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experience. I had about a half a day of
hospice. I didn?t even really know what
palliative care was. And then in residency I
ran up against clinically working with so
many people who were really struggling with
incurable illnesses, didn?t really understand it
and were getting churned by the medical
system,? he said. ?So they were getting a lot
of treatment, but a lot of it they were getting
really frustrated with.?

He also realized that there was a big gap
between what patients need and what
doctors are trained to provide.
Th e per f ect con spir acy
?Most

people

want

to

have

these
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conversations. They?re good for both patients
and health care systems,? Lakin said. But the
research shows a gap between what
everyone knows is beneficial and what is
actually done.
?We don?t do them. And if we do, we do it late
and we don?t do it very well. We focus on
medical details and we don?t talk about goals
and priorities and stressors like families and
patients want to.?
In addition to a lack of clinical training on
end-of-life issues and communication,
doctors often struggle with very human
issues when they talk with patients.
?Doctors worry that they?re going to hurt
people or they?re going to take away
someone?s hope,? Lakin explained. ?Or that
it?s not the right time. Or maybe they?re going
to get better. And I think the doctors worry
that the patients won?t like them or trust
them. We?re people too.?

do this.?
?I think it?s all pretty well-intentioned for the
most part. But it does result in a culture of
avoidance.?
Dosages of com m u n icat ion
Lakin credits his colleague Dr. Vicki Jackson,
internist and Chief of Palliative Care at
Massachusetts General Hospital, with a
metaphor for communication that may work
for many clinicians.
?She
says,
I
have
doses
in
my
communication, just like you have doses to
your medicine. There?s different levels of
skills and push. So for people early on, I?m
very gentle. I just plant seeds. I just name
things and let people think about them.?
As time goes on, Lakin can increase the
?dosage? of information. And, just like a
disease that is discovered at an advanced
stage, in some cases a high dosage is
required right away

What happens when patients don?t want to
?When you have someone who has a couple
think about end-of-life issues and clinicians
days left and they have no idea, and their
aren?t trained to talk about it?
Body text
family is just churning, you sit down and you
?It?s a perfect conspiracy,? Lakin said. ?We
have a big intense conversation,? Lakin said.
conspire together. [Patients] don?t want to do
In those cases, there is a specific protocol
it. The clinician doesn?t want to do it. ?It
that Lakin and his palliative care colleagues
makes me uncomfortable, I?m worried I?ll get
use.
it wrong, I?m afraid I?ll hurt them?.?
The doctor ?s side of the conspiracy is
elevated by the way we think and speak
about illness.
?Clinicians worry that their patients will see
them as failing,? Lakin said. ?We set up
disease treatment as a battle. There?s a
winner and a loser. And they?re afraid that
they?re going to lose the battle. There?s a lot
of things that work against them wanting to
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?We treat those meetings and those big
conversations almost like procedures. We
have steps we don?t skip and we talk about
it.?
Th e com m u n icat ion pr ocedu r e
Lakin laid out the procedure that his team
uses for the bigger conversations. It?s a
procedure they teach the fellows who work
with them.
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?There are tools that we use to move through
these conversations,? he said. ?It?s an art and
a science.?

you?ve told them. Make sure they know
you?re not going anywhere. And then, when
they?re ready, you keep talking.?

1. Make sure you?ve got a quiet space.

With practice, Lakin said, the process
becomes pretty natural. ?It?s not rocket
science.?

2. Make sure you?ve got the information you
need before you walk in the room.
3. Make sure you?ve talked to all the
specialists and teams that you need to.
4. Make sure the person has their family or
whoever they want there for them.
5. Make sure that you fire a warning shot
before you tell them any bad news ? ?We
have scary stuff to talk about. This is going to
be a scary thing, but we?re all here to support
you.?
6. If someone starts crying, don?t provide
more facts. Sit with them. Acknowledge that
they?re crying, talk about their sadness
before you provide more information.
According to Lakin, the hardest part for many
doctors is step #6 ? when patients get
emotional.
?For a lot of doctors, it?s not intuitive to deal
with emotions. A lot of doctors, if someone
starts crying, they want to retract what they
said to make them cry. Or they want to tell
them something that?s going to make them
feel better. But there are situations where
you can?t make someone feel better. You just
need to sit with them while they process,?
Lakin said. ?And sometimes that?s it. You just
sit quietly and wait for them to take in what

Tak eaw ays f or t h e car egiver
Throughout
the
conversation,
Lakin
continually refers to his team ? in palliative
care that may include the primary doctor,
surgeon,
specialists,
mental
health
professionals, spiritual guides and more.
It?s a concept that can be of use to caregivers
as they navigate the system ? find people you
trust and form a team to get through the
experience. Some may be medical clinicians,
but there are also the people who can help
cook, walk the dog, and sit quietly while your
loved one sleeps and you go out for dinner.
?That?s the palliative care model for us ? rely
on the team,? Lakin said. ?We each have
individual personal strengths and individual
professional strengths. When you know your
team?s professional roles and their personal
roles, you can work together in great ways to
get this stuff unknotted.?
?Underneath most challenging dynamics in
families is fear or sadness. So surfacing that
and trying to deal with that and process that
is usually rule number one. And do it as a
team,? Lakin said. ?And then the other
behind-the-door rule of palliative care is: you
can?t fix everything.?
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In the previous entry in this series, I
highlighted Dr. Lakin?s encouragement for us,
as caregivers, to forgive ourselves.
I?m making progress with that. But I?m still
struggling with the other side of forgiveness:
forgiving the clinicians who made the
experience more devastating through their
words and actions.

broke down in sobs.
Dr. Liu stopped. She let me cry. She didn?t say
anything. She put her hand on my leg. She let
me know without words that she was there
and wasn?t going anywhere until I was ready.
After a minute or two, I was able to gather my
wits and she continued on.

Clinicians who spoke at length but didn?t pause
to listen; people who made promises they
could not fulfill; people who painted a rosy
picture when the circumstances were dire.

Dr. Liu?s response was crucial in my ability to
keep moving forward. In giving me a minute of
silent presence, Dr. Liu gave me the space to
process my emotion and then hear the rest of
the information she had to give us.

But there were also some wonderful clinicians
at the very highest end of the communication
spectrum.

I had always trusted her, but in that moment
my admiration for her skyrocketed.

One of them is a colleague of Dr. Lakin?s at
Dana Farber Cancer Institute in Boston.

During my conversation with Dr. Lakin, Liu?s
name came up.

?She?s lovely and she?s also effective,? Lakin
Dr. Joyce Liu was Mom?s oncologist. She
said. ?She?s got a good balance in my opinion
Body text
exemplified the communication skills that
of the softness that I think is required for
Lakin described and it made a world of
oncology and also the effectiveness ? being
difference in some really hard moments.
firm in guiding people through the hard stuff.
She spoke clearly and compassionately, with
Finding that blend is really tough. She does a
no waffling or BS, and always made sure that
very good job and I?m always impressed with
we were keeping up. She trusted that we could
that.?
handle the information even when it was hard,
A different person might have needed a
and she never shied away from telling us the
different response in that awful moment, but
truth. If she sensed that we were lost in the
for me, that response was perfect.
weeds or caught in our emotions, she made
For those of you who are in the medical
sure we caught up before going any further.
system dealing with life-threatening issues, my
I will never forget the day when Dr. Liu told us
hope is that you find your own version of Dr.
that Mom was no longer in remission.
Liu ? someone who can meet you where you
?This is life-limiting,? she said. In that moment,
are, with the communication that you need.
the dreaded possibility became hard reality. I
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Holdin g Tw o Possibilit ies
Week 7 online extras
As Dr. Joshua Lakin acknowledges, doctors
are often nervous that they will take hope
away from their patients if they acknowledge
end-of-life issues.
But, he said, in his experience patients are
capable of holding two potential futures in
their mind.
?My experience with people who are
seriously ill is that most people can hold
both. They can sit there with their hopes ?
the things that even if they know it?s a long
shot or a miracle that they?re hoping for ?
they can hope for that, but they can also
process a Plan B. They can think, if I don?t get
what I hope for,thenwhat do I hope for??
?I hope that you get cured too. That?s what
we all hope for. But in case that doesn?t
happen, what else do you hope for? And how
can we prepare for those hopes? Or even if
we get nothing that we hope for, how can we
make sure that we?re ready in case that
happens? Because it could.?
It?s important for a doctor to be able to follow
this duality of thinking.
?You should be doing your best to [cure the
disease], no doubt about it,? Lakin said. ?It?s
important for patients to leave no stone
unturned. But at the same time, recognize
that sometimes it?s a disease that?s out of
control ? You can always leave it as a
hypothetical. You can be like, ?In case this
happens. We?ll hope for this, but in case that
happens, let?s plan?.?

?My experience is that most people, unless
they have a real significant anxiety disorder
or something, or a past history of trauma ?
most people can put a wall up between those
two and be like, Yes, I?m hoping for all this
great stuff. I want to get to this wedding, I
want to be here for this summer.?
Lakin said he recently met a patient who
knew he was going to die. The patient said,
?I?m really sick and I know I?m not going to
make it, but I hope I can work this summer.
I?m already retired, but I want to go back and
work for one more summer.?
Lakin?s response? ?Okay. I hope for that too.
That would be awesome, we can work for
that goal. If you really want to go back to
work this summer, that?s fantastic ? In the
meantime, let?s talk about what happens in
case that doesn?t happen. And he said,
'Perfect let?s do it.'?
?People are able to do both. And doing this
doesn?t mean to most people you have to
give up. They go back and forth. ?I feel sad
that I?m not going to get there and I feel sad
about that.?And other times they?re like, ?I?m
going to make it!? So it?s an ebb and flow,
waves kind of experience for most people.?
Teach in g doct or s t o com m u n icat e
After my in-person interview with Dr. Lakin, I
realized that I hadn?t asked one of the most
important questions: How do you train
clinicians to be better communicators?
He emailed me this response (edited for
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length):

not being perfect.

You bring up a good question and something
that I am learning now out of a fire hose ?
how to teach clinicians (all types) to
communicate better about advancing serious
illness.

Yes, it might be a more scary task to think
about learning than, say, the life cycle of a
relevant human parasite, but it is an
important learning point nonetheless.

The short answer is that I do believe it is a
skill and that it can be taught. There are core
elements of skills, knowledge, and attitudes
in good communication that people can
learn, practice, and improve upon. Some
examples include the use of silence,
repeating
and
clarifying
information,
addressing emotion rather than spewing
facts, and plenty of words to be used as tools
and as medicines.

I do believe medical schools are working hard
to
teach
communication
and
my
understanding is that they are continuing to
recognize the importance of this and are
emphasizing it more and more. I wish I had
data to back that up but I don?t, just what I
hear.
I think though that there is another challenge
around touchier subjects such as end-of-life
in that it also brings in the aspect of
emotional intelligence ? how well we are able
to know our emotions, read those of the
person with whom we are communicating,
and modulate both in order to guide that
information transfer and the experience of
both parties within that exchange is another
level deeper in the communication challenge.

Certainly, some people are more natural at
learning it than others but I do strongly
believe that we can teach people to be
better. I am learning to teach (and to
communicate) from a number of master
communicator teachers here in Boston ?
Vicki Jackson, Susan Block, and James Tulsky
Also I think a skill than can be taught, but a
(and many people that they have in turn
tougher one. These extra emotional
trained) ? some of the methods we useBody
to text
elements are really the piece I see (and hear
teach these skills. These methods include
about) doctors struggling with. It is a hard
some lecture but mostly a lot of time
task to do ? handle the science, handle the
practicing through drills and in role play
emotion, make that into a coherent plan, and
situations using tested structures and core
then communicate that plan in ways that
concepts in communication.
many diverse types of people can hear it. A
Ego is a complicated thing in medicine; it has
daunting task.
an important place and creates complex
barriers.
We have to recognize that communication is
core to what we do and we should pride
ourselves on getting better and being good
at it as that is what is good for our patients. A
frame shift for our ego to feel good about
getting better, rather than feeling bad about
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Th e Lan gu age Of Deat h
Passed.

with another term ? They exist in all cultures
for the same things ? to talk about bodily
fluids, body parts, social status, changes in
life like divorce and death, to talk about
disease.?

Gone home to glory.
Gone to the sweet by and by.
Went over the mountain.
Crossed the great swamp.
Graduated to be with the Lord.
A thesaurus of euphemisms has grown up
around the topic of death.
I?ve been noticing this as I speak with families
about the deaths of their loved ones. In the
course of the conversation, I understand
what they?re sharing as clear as day ?
whether they were speaking about seizures
or the upward reaching that is common
among the dying.

He said that the level of language
replacement is often correlated to how close
the speaker is to the person who died. ?I?ll tell
my wife, did you hear that Muhammad Ali
died yesterday? I don?t say passed away,?
Clements explained. ?She?s not going to take
offense because the situation is neutral.
Nobody is affected because nobody is a
relative or close family member. In cases
where it?s more matter of fact, we use the
blunt term ? die.?

But when the death hits closer to home, the
language changes as a ?solidarity move,?
But when I returned to the office to
according to Clements. ?When you say, I?m
transcribe the interviews, I discovered that
sorry your mother passed on, then that?s
there are entire parts of the conversation
showing a certain amount of delicacy, a
that weren?t on the tape. In some cases they
solidarity, and that you feel compassion for
had used pretty euphemisms to disguise Body
the text
the situation ? It depends on how
wretchedness of what they were describing.
psychologically close you were to whomever.
But more often, they didn?t use words at all.
That will dictate how you talk about things.?
There is an entire language of facial
When speaking about our own losses, there?s
expressions and bodily gestures and vocal
a slightly different calculation about which
utterances that make up our communication
words to use.
about all aspects of the dying process.
?If I?m talking about a loss that I?ve been
It begs the question ? why?
through, then we get into what is grief and
A lin gu ist ?s per spect ive
what is denial,? Clements said. ?If you put a
label
on
it,
that?s
tantamount
to
According to J. Clancy Clements, a professor
acknowledging
its
existence.
And
if
you
of linguistics at Indiana University who has a
acknowledge its existence by putting a label
specialization in sociolinguistics explained
on it, it?s so painful that some people would
that ?euphemism? is when ?one avoids a
rather avoid it.?
certain term and then replaces that term
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A ph ysician?s per spect ive
Dr. Dawn M. Gross is an attending physician
in palliative care at the University of
California, San Francisco. One of the
programs that she is passionate about is
teaching medical
interns about
the
importance of the language they use.
?We have them do role playing as patient and
doctor giving difficult news,? she said. ?At one
point, many of the interns said, You?re dying.
They actually said when we were debriefing
how hard that was to say. And then, with the
patient, how hard it was to hear that.?
But, she said, context matters ? a
conversation between friends is very
different from a conversation between a
doctor and patient. ?The type of language we
choose to use in those two settings are very
different,? Gross said.
There is even a distinction to be made within
the same conversation, Gross said. If she is
speaking with a family about their loved one
entering hospice, she might ask them if they
have any past experience with hospice. If, in
their response, they say, ?Yes, my father
passed away a few years ago,? she will mirror
their language as she talks about the past
experience.
However, as soon as the conversation turns
to the current patient, she switches to
non-euphemistic language.
?The danger with euphemisms in a clinical
situation is we lead them down a path,?
Gross said. ?When I?m talking about the
present ? the person I?m taking care of now ?
I?ll use very clear language. I?m concerned
they?re dying. Or, They are dying ? You still
do it empathetically. You don?t hit them over

the head.?
Gross said she understands the allure of
non-specific speech when she thinks about
her father.
?I intentionally persist in magical thinking
about my father. So I choose not to talk
about it as, When my father died. It?s too
harsh for me,? she said. ?There is an absolute
desire to be magically awakened by his
touch. That?s how much I love him and miss
him. So in that context, when I?m talking
about my father ? we know what we?re
talking about. There?s no ambiguity. But in
other contexts where there?s a hunger for
ambiguity ? in the medical context ? it?s
imperative that the language changes.?
A t h er apist ?s per spect ive
Karla Rodriguez is a Licensed Marriage and
Family Therapist in Montebello, California,
with a special interest in traumatic loss.
Among her clients, she sees people using
euphemisms to refer to a death for several
reasons. ?One of the most important reasons
is to
place
distance
between
the
uncomfortable and painful feelings that
result from the death of someone we love or
to avoid bringing up those feelings for
someone else,? she wrote in an email.
?Another reason, is related to the finality of
death. For many people this reality can be
jarring at first and is something that they
should come to terms with as they process
the loss in the months to come.?
Religious beliefs can also play a part in the
conversation, she said. For instance, if people
believe in reincarnation, ?it would be
appropriate to say that ?he passed? or any
variation of that statement which indicates
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that life continues for the individual who had
died, but in another realm or form.
When working with children, Rodriguez
believes that it?s important to speak to them
in concrete terms because this is how they
think. ?For example, ?Grandpa had died. This
means that his body has stopped working so
he cannot breathe, eat, or talk or feel
anything. This is very sad and we will miss
him very much.??
Rodriguez also cautioned to be aware of
when euphemisms are being used as a tool
for avoidance. ?The need to not want to
experience the feelings related with the loss
is a very common one,? she said. ?However, it
should not be avoided because it only result
in delayed healing.?

Like Gross, he tries to mirror the language he
hears from his clients in their initial
conversations.
?I just get an idea, a feel of the attitude that
the family has at that point,? he said. ?I very
much reiterate what they?re saying. If it?s
flowery, sometimes it may strike me as odd
and I won?t catch it right away. But I?ll just try
to be tender and work through it, and maybe
even avoid it if I have to.?
After many years in the death care industry,
Robertson sees patterns in how we speak
about death.

A f u n er al dir ect or ?s per spect ive

?People very often skirt around the subject.
It?s the American way,? he said. ?In America
we say, it?s not ?When I die,?it?s ?If I die.?But
then we get confronted with death right in
the face and have to deal with it.?

Stephen Robertson sees people at some of
their most tender moments in his work as a
funeral director. He owns Sayles Funeral
Home in St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

?For someone to be calling the funeral home,
it takes a lot of effort for them to dial that
number,? Robertson concluded. ?I try to be
aware of that.?

Body text
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I hadn?t thought about how I spoke of, my
mother ?s death until I started paying
attention to how others spoke.
It became immediately apparent to me that
I?m as vigorous a user of cloudy language as
anyone.
I can?t bear to say the sentence, ?My mother
died? aloud. It sticks in my throat and brings
up memories of those awful last few days.
My mother was dealing with cancer for two
years. She was in the process of dying for six
months. But it was the last 48 hours when
she was actively in the process of leaving her
body that roar to the front of my mind when I
speak the words ?she died.?
So I avoid them. Usually I say ?she passed? ?
somehow that word feels less harsh, more
manageable to me. I can create a picture in
my mind of her going to sleep and not
waking up ? the gentle death that I had
wished for her.
But I don?t just use language to soothe my
own wounded heart. I also do it to protect
others.

have asked about how she died. While I have
no problem with the question, I think
answering it in full detail would be disturbing
for the listener. I make gestures and noises
to demonstrate a sanitized version of what
those final minutes were like. My mother
lived with dignity and she wouldn?t want
those details placed in another person?s
head. Nor, honestly, do I like to relive those
final hours.
So I prefer to think of how Mom chose to
describe her own passage.
Mom loved to watch dancing. Six months
before her death, a group of friends and
family came together to give her a special
first-class weekend in New York City to see a
live ballroom dance extravaganza.
She and I spent a very special day together a
few weeks before she passed writing her
obituary. She chose this turn of phrase to
open it: ?Sybil Carey of Franconia, New
Hampshire, went to dance with the stars? ?
That is how I choose to think of her ? out in
the cosmos, dancing up a storm, and loving
every minute of it.

I?m surprised by the number of people who
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Discover in g t h e Pat ien t ?s Goals
Week 8 online extras
Dr. Dawn Gross meant to be a lab scientist.
She had no ambition to be a palliative care
doctor.
But, as she says, ?Life happens.?
?There were moments of my own
self-reflection where I found myself quiet,
alone in the lab, with time to think,? she said.
?I was asking myself, When am I most happy?
And I was really surprised when the
spontaneous answer was Mondays. I was
really struck ?who says Monday?!?
Then she realized that Mondays were the
only days that she had contact with patients.
?I realized that I really love having end-of-life
conversations,? Gross said. ?I don?t know
where that came from.?

She does see signs of hope, though. ?They?re
coming in with a far greater level of
sophistication, and even awareness that
communication might make sense to be part
of their curriculum.?
Many of them end up doing a two-week
rotation through palliative care during their
fourth year and it?s an eye-opening
experience for the doctors-in-training.
?They come away saying, This isn?t like
anything else I?ve ever seen,? Gross said. ?It?s
not like they come away converted to
wanting to be a palliative care doctor, but
they come away seeing there are other ways
of dealing with families and patients that
they can integrate.?

But it?s not just the students who need to be
educated. Practicing doctors and patients
need to be brought into the fold as well.
Now she is training others to have those
Body text
end-of-life conversations at University of
Discover in g t h e pat ien t ?s goals
California, San Francisco.
One of the problems, as was voiced by Dr.
?We?re not taught to communicateat all.
Joshua Lakin in the previous entry in this
That?s not part of our core training,? Gross
series as well, is that doctors are taught that
said. ?Just this morning I came from starting
if they?re not winning against a disease,
to facilitate a new curriculum that is just
they?re losing. The perception, even among
being created for the first-year internal
doctors, is that palliative care is only for
medicine and transitional-year interns in
when people die. Calling in palliative care,
communication, specifically.?
therefore, is viewed by many clinicians as an
admittance of defeat.
In their entire year of training, Gross gets
That was about 10 years ago.

exactly two hours with them to talk about
communicating with patients. ?One hour last
month and one hours this month,? she said
with some frustration.
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?We try to find ways to be non-threatening
and just be there to support,? Gross said.
?But there are such perceptions? ?
So what is palliative care? According to Gross,
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it?s all about discovering the patient?s goals
and then finding ways to fulfill them.
For example, a med student might become
frustrated that a patient isn?t taking the
medication that will stabilize her condition.
?Have we asked her why she doesn?t want to
take the Prednisone?? Gross prompts them
to ask. ?The student says, ?She says that all
she wants to do is sweep and clean and cook
for her family and doesn?t like how the
Prednisone makes her feel.? We?ve just
elicited what her goals of care are ? she
wants to be able to take care of her family
and we?re getting in the way ? Is there
something we can do in medicine to make
that better? And if we can?t, we have to begin
to realign goals.?
She gives another example of a father who
wants to stay alive so he can walk his
daughter down the wedding aisle, even
though doctors don?t believe he?ll live that
long.
?If you can?t walk down the aisle with your
daughter at her marriage, what can we do to
make sure that you?re there?? Gross asked,
potentially suggesting the bride could carry a
photo of her father on her bouquet. ?It?s
powerful medicine. It?s not something that
Pfizer makes, but it?s powerful medicine.?
A r evolu t ion f r om t h e ou t side in
?We have so much education to do,? Gross
said. ?I honestly feel that the revolution that
needs to happen is going to happen from the
outside in ? it will have to come from people
wanting a different kind of care.?
The problem, she said, is that palliative care

(versus aggressive treatment of disease) isn?t
automatically triggered by anything or
anyone in the system. It only comes into play
when a perceptive doctor suggests it or a
patient requests it.
?We?re making people ask at the moment
that they?re most vulnerable, most scared,?
she said. ?Is that really the only option? More
chemo? We?re waiting for them to open that
door. That?s asking too much of them. That?s
crazy.?
Deat h is f or t h e livin g
Ultimately, she said, the death event is more
about the living than it is about the dying,
Gross said.
?Death is for the living. I have been by the
side of many people who I?ve cared for who
have died and not one of them has come
back to tell me how I did,? she said with a
twinkle in her voice. ?But I absolutely know
how it was for their family. So much of what
we do in this field is to support the legacy ?
to support generations to come.?
?More than ever, you need the medical
system to show up as your advocate and not
the opposite,? she continued. ?We will poor
money at transplantation, Medicare will cover
whatever your deductible is ? hundreds of
thousands, millions. But get you a trained
communicative team in your house? Forget
it! You?re on your own!?
?We really need help. It?s really broken,? Gross
concluded. ?I just keep waiting for the people
who write the laws to experience this
themselves because then the laws will
change.?
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A M idw if e at t h e Ot h er En d of Lif e
MONTPELIER, VT ? Nina Thompson is all
business ? she has a solid business
background and her conversation is always
driving to a point. There doesn?t appear to be
a wishy-washy bone in this woman?s body.
As a program manager and business
consultant from Montpelier, you might
expect this woman to be organizing events
for Fortune 500 companies.
Imagine her surprise when a friend asked
Nina to manage a very different type of
event: his death.
?I know you?re a hospice volunteer and I
know you?re a good program manager,? he
said to Nina. ?I?m wondering if you would
project manage this for me.?
It took Nina a moment to fully understand
what he was asking. ?I was like, ?Wait is this
an interview??? she says now with a laugh.
?He was very popular in the community and
everybody from the mayor down wanted to
come see him and wanted to help,? Nina
said. The man, whose name she did not tell
me for the sake of his privacy, wanted to see
all these people while also being sensitive to
the needs of his more introverted wife. ?He
said, ?We both have really different needs
here and relationships are everything to me.
I?m wondering if you think you could balance
both our needs at this time???
?I said, ?I think I can. What an honor to be
asked!??
Then they got down to business. ?I said, ?Who
should be here when you?re awake, who
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should be here when you?re sleeping? What
people am I managing? Who am I the point
person to???
?I?m a good organizer, so that helps,? Nina
said, calling herself the support person to the
family. ?I?m not an expert in any specific
things [to do with death], but I?m very good at
managing information and I can say, Let?s get
to your lawyer and ask this. Let?s ask the
nurse this. Let?s ask a home funeral guide to
walk us through that ? My goal is to get them
all on the same page and that?s a skill I think I
have through years and years of business.?
Nina ended up managing the schedules of
about 26 volunteers ? who was bringing food
when, who was walking the dog, who was
sitting with the patient. And then there were
the other projects that needed to be
handled.
?His nephew is sitting in the other room and
he doesn?t know what to do with himself,?
Nina recalled. ?He wasn?t totally comfortable
in the room this man was dying in. So it was
like, What does he like? What is he into??
The patient said his nephew was good with
computers, and Nina saw the connection.
?You wanted to have all your iTunes
downloaded for your wife. Maybe we should
set him up doing that,? she said. ?We found
really thoughtful ways to plug everybody in.
And when the time came to let them know
that he was dying and the family was
arriving, it was my job to email everybody
and let them know we no longer needed
volunteers. The time had come for his
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family.?
Throughout it all, Nina continually drew on
her practice of Zen meditation. ?I?d been able
to be in that difficult moment of needing to
manage all those people emotionally ? My
practice totally held me, and then all of those
26 volunteers and that family, through that
experience. It was profound.?
After this experience, Nina dove further into
the world of conscious dying. She is now the
founder and executive director of the Wake
Up To Dying Project based in Montpelier, a
non-profit which encourages people to
explore their own feelings around death and
dying through events and online storytelling.
Beyon d em er gen cy r espon se
Nina was recently invited to talk with a family
whose 80-year-old matriarch has ALS, also
known as Lou Gehrig?s disease. There is no
treatment and, according to the ALS
Association, the disease is always fatal.

where she could help her family to not just
react in the emergency way, but could react
in a purposeful and loving way.?
?It just became very clear to me that we have
to do something to engage people more
thoughtfully and purposely,? she said
recently. ?Families often get so overwhelmed
that they don?t know how to manage it.
They?d rather say no [to offers of help]
because it?s just too much energy. So it?s
easier to just say, No we?ve got it.?
After her experiences with supporting people
through the dying process, Nina sees it as an
important service for families that are willing
to engage. ?I think if you are smart enough to
bring somebody in as a point person, I think
it?s a much more rich experience for
everybody.?
A m idw if e at t h e ot h er en d of lif e
Michelle Acciavatti, also of Montpelier, took
an interest in helping people through the
death process during her time working in the
Office of Ethics at Boston Children?s Hospital.

Unfortunately, the woman isn?t ready to face
the reality of death.
Body text
?Boston Children?s is an amazing hospital and
?She isn?t talking about the end,? Nina said.
they?ve developed some of the most amazing
?Her family is starting to really see that things
resources for sustaining life, and that comes
are breaking down and there has to be some
with a huge weight of responsibility in terms
planning. But it?s hard to plan for anything,
of what you do and do not do,? Michelle said
instead of just emergency response.?
during an interview at her home recently. ?It?s
While her conversation with the other family
very difficult for parents. So I was in this
members was productive, Nina wishes she
environment in the ethics office and just
could have spent some time working with the
being called in when people are saying, We
patient directly.
don?t know what to do.?
?I?ve been asked to just talk a family member
through the process,? she explained. ?If I had
more time, I would have asked to go be with
that person who is dying for several times
over a week to help her get to the place
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She felt like something was missing in those
gut-wrenching conversations. ?People are
making these life-and-death decisions and it?s
ethics, and it?s medical pros and cons, and it?s
quality of life ? and there?s just something
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missing in the support that these people are
getting,? Michelle said. ?Nobody had sat
down and had a conversation with these
parents that, your child has a terminal illness,
or a potentially terminal condition. There was
no acceptance that life was going to end at
some point.?
She had dinner with a friend and discussed
some of her misgivings. Her friend, who was
training to be a birth midwife, said, ?You
should be a death midwife!?
?I had never heard of it,? Michelle said. ?She
said, There are these sort of midwives for
death. They are there to help people with the
actual dying process.?
It sent Michelle on a journey that has
completely transformed her life. She said all
of her friends now know her as the ?death
lady.? She is a co-host of the monthly Death
Cafe, a place for community members to
gather and discuss death, in Montpelier. She
has become an active hospice volunteer and
is in the process of launching a business as a
death midwife, Ending Well.
?This is a very natural process. This is part of
life. Death and living are a continuum and
that when we come to accept that, I think
that we can face death very differently.?
Michelle explained that as death care comes
more into the public consciousness, ?death

midwife? is not the only term being adopted
by those who offer support. ?There?s death
doula, there?s life transition guide, there?s
thanadoula, there?s soul midwife,? she listed.
?Psychopomp is actually coming back. It?s the
old Greek word for the people that would
literally lead you from the realm of the living
to the realm of the dead.?
Having sat with numerous people as they
made their final transition, Michelle has
observed a similarity among the experiences.
?It?s a very small moment. Life becomes very,
very small, and not in a bad way. When it
ends, it?s really just you and your moment of
your death,? she reflected. ?People tend to
really turn in and away from the world. I
think that people can still hear and they can
still respond to touch, but their thoughts and
their minds ? they?re not responding. They
appear to be almost in a coma-like state and
not responding and I think that?s that
you-and-your-death moment, when you?re
just facing it and the outside world just drops
away.?
Seeing people experience that moment
seems to have made a profound impact on
Michelle. When asked what she wants for her
own death, she responded, ?If my loved ones
want to be with me, they can be with me. But
I just ask that they be quiet.?
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The last several months have been spent sorting and separating my mother ?s belongings ?
what will we keep, what will we sell, what will we throw away?
We have found unexpected treasures, along with stuff that has made us momentarily question
Mom?s sanity. Why in the world did she keep the blade of a ceramic knife that she broke five
years ago? Only my mom knew, and she took that information with her.
Then there was the behemoth in the basement.
There was a room in Mom?s cellar that was devoted to storing approximately 4,000 units of an
oral history kit that my parents created back in the 1980s. It was a great idea that came at
exactly the wrong moment ? a product based around audio cassettes produced just a breath
before the world transitioned to CDs.
My dad was a great idea man, but not a great business man. He had some modest success in
getting publicity at the very beginning ? a small article in Prevention Magazine and a big
feature in the Chattanooga Times Free Press ? but it never translated into sales.
Thirty years later ? twenty years after the divorce, more than ten years since music cassettes
stopped being commercially produced ? Mom was still housing the faux-leather albums filled
with audio cassettes in her basement. Hope sprang eternal for her that someone, somewhere
would want them. But, despite decades of brainstorming, we never found the right outlet.
As Mom?s uterine cancer progressed we would
often speak in metaphoric terms of how the
Body text
mass that was settled firmly in the ?basement? of her body mirrored the mess that was
entrenched in the basement of her home.
Now she is gone. The mass in her body took over and squeezed the life out of her.
I was determined that the mess in the basement would not do the same to me. It has
occupied space in my heart and brain for too many years. I do not want to carry that into the
future.
A couple weeks ago, we rented a dumpster. Some cousins came to help haul hundreds of
boxes out of the basement.
When we started the clean out, the room was so chockablock full that we couldn?t even walk
in. Just six hours of work later, it was suddenly empty.
I don?t pretend to believe that if we had gotten rid of The Heritage Project years earlier, it
would have made an appreciable difference in Mom?s cancer experience. But I do think it
serves as an uncomfortable metaphor about how we approach life:
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Do we suffer through each day, wishing things were different and worrying that they?re not,
until one day it is suddenly over?
Or do we take care of the things that are no longer working for us ? the things that once
seemed like a perfect fit for who we were but are now too small for the person we have
become ? and face the new day with delighted expectation?
The Heritage Project is now gone. It?s not the end for it that I would have wished for, just like
Mom?s death was not the end I would have wished for her.
But it was time for me to shed that skin, just as Mom shed hers eight long months ago.
Mary Oliver was a favorite poet of Mom?s and words from ?The Summer Day? keep popping
into my head:
Doesn?t everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life?
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Tit les Used By En d-of -lif e Gu ides
Week 9 online extras

According to a list provided by the National Home Funeral Alliance, there are
numerous titles being used by people who help others in the death process.
Here is the text from their list:

En d-of -lif e
Tr an sit ion Gu ide

Hom e Fu n er al Gu ide

Accompanies a dying person and/or family and
friends through a personal, intentional and
conscious dying process
Terms used:
Conscious dying guide
Death doula
Death midwife
Death transition guide
End-of-life doula

(a topic we will address in an upcoming entry
in the Living With Dying series)
Works to empower families and/or friends to
care for their own dead and guide them
through after-death care
Terms used:
Death midwife
Family funeral guide
Home funeral educator

Home vigil and funeral guide
Body text

End-of-life guide
Midwife to the dying
Midwife to the soul

Celebr an t

Pre-death guide

Works with family and/or friends to create a a
funeral, memorial, or celebration of life

Psychopomp

Terms used:

Soul midwife

Ceremonialist

Sacred crossings guide

Clergy

Thanadoula

Officiant
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Sign post s on t h e Jou r n ey t o Dyin g
When Martha Jo Atkin?s father went through
the death process earlier this summer, she
was able to be at his side. And though there
were moments of grief during the four weeks
that it took Noble to ?unwind? from his life,
there was not a lot of fear for Martha Jo.
She knew what to look for ? earlier this year
she wrote the book on what happens as
people die. In ?Signposts of Dying : What You
Need To Know,? Martha Jo shares what she
has witnessed over many years sitting with
people as they are dying.

body. ?People will talk about leaving the door
open ? how do I get out of here?? Martha Jo
said. ?My dad would say, Unhinge me.?
Grief for her own father, who passed July 21,
is still fresh for Martha Jo. Today as she talks
about the common signposts of dying, she is
able to refer to specific examples from her
time at Noble?s side.
?They will ask where their suitcase is, they?ll
ask for their bags. Even if they?ve been in the
bed for days or weeks or years, they?ll want
their shoes, or the things that will help them
travel, or the things important to them,?
Martha Jo said. ?My dad needed his pocket
knife. We would bring it and put it by the
bedside table for him and he would calm
down. They?re traveling things.?

With chapter titles like ?Signpost: Seeing,
Hearing And Feeling What You And I Cannot?
and ?Signpost: Conversations About Cars,?
this is a book that helps those of us who are
sitting with our loved ones as they die to
understand the journey they are taking. Each
Martha Jo also witnessed other typical
chapter offers short explanations of each
signposts as she watched Noble taking his
behavior and then ?helpful? and ?not helpful?
journey.
ways to respond.
Body text
?He called for his mother, and he saw my
Martha Jo is the executive director of ABODE
mother [who was previously deceased]. Very
Contemplative Care of the Dying in San
classic things that you read about in the
Antonio, Texas and has given a popular TEDx
literature about pre-death visions, he did
talk on deathbed phenomena. She is also a
those things,? Martha Jo said. ?One evening
licensed professional counselor with a PhD in
he was complaining because it was bright.
counselor education and supervision.
The door had been opened and it was bright
?Very often I will hear people talking about
and it was bothering him. Nothing had
wanting to go home,? Martha Jo said during a
changed ? things were changing in his mind
recent phone conversation. ?Family members
and body.?
will assume often that this means a physical
Another common behavior as people are
home somewhere, and it may well be. And
dying is what Martha Jo calls ?reaching.?
often there are other layers to that home.?
?It?s kind of slow and the hand just raises up a
Going home and making travel plans are
little bit and they?re reaching up toward
frequent subjects, as are ways to exit their
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something right in front of them,? she
explained. ?As the dying process deepens,
and the person has turned more inward, the
reaching changes. They see things midway
around the room. And as they?re very deep
into the process, you?ll see them look directly
overhead and reach directly overhead. He did
those things. For a couple days he was
tracking things right above him.?
Something that can be very challenging for
caregivers and family members, she said, is
the transition fromdoing forthe patient
tobeing withthe patient.
?The world here is very busy and there are
things to do and see out in the world. But the
dying have work to release their spirit from
their body, or whatever you believe that is,?
Martha Jo said. ?It?s almost like a
sinking-into-themselves so they can do their
work. Family members will come in and try to
wake the person and try to get them to talk ?
There?s going to be a point where your
person doesn?t talk anymore. This is the time
they are doing the work they need to do. The
ways you can support them is to be with
them.?
Recently she sat with an elderly woman
whose son was dying. ?She wanted to do
those things for him,? Martha Jo recalled.
?She wanted to do ? and the point comes
when the doing is sitting and being with him
and breathing.?
At ABODE, Martha Jo and her staff regularly
talk with clients about what they might want
after they are no longer able to

communicate. ?Do you want people to rub
your feet, stroke your face, rub your head,
when you can?t talk anymore?? she said.
?People worry about having the conversation
because they think it will upset the dying
person. but I have not yet had a situation
where the person I?ve been talking to was not
eager to engage with me.?
Sitting with her own father, Martha Jo had a
lot of down time, too. ?There are times when
it?s really just sitting beside the bed and
reading or holding their hand. I stared out
the window a lot with Dad. There was a lot of
sitting and waiting and thinking and
reminiscing. And eating! There was a lot of
eating!?
There would be long stretches of silence ?
four or five hours ? and then he would make
a comment. ?How do I get out of this room??
Martha Jo wants people to know that, while
there are many common signposts, every
death experience is unique. ?Someone?s
dying experience is like a thumbprint. It?s
different,? she said.
She also hopes that loved ones won?t fixate
on the last days or weeks of a person?s life.
?They?re a piece of a whole life. They?re not
the whole life. Sometimes people get caught
up in a terrible death or a fantastic death ?
whatever we decide to label it and the
meaning we decide to give to that,? she said.
?I really invite people to think of the whole of
life. It may not be ideally how the person and
the family wanted it to go, but there was a
whole life that existed.?
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Mom had a favorite buckwheat pillow that
she had been carrying around with her for
months. She would often say to me, ?Where?s
my purple pillow?? As everything became
harder for her in the last week, her sentence
shortened to, ?Purple pillow?? In her final
couple days of lucidity it became just,
?Purple!?
She was in the ?active dying? phase for about
three months, progressively becoming
weaker and less vital.
During those months, she exhibited some of
the early signposts that Martha Jo describes
in ?Signposts of Dying.? It made me sad to
see them, but they made sense to me.

start acting differently as she began to
detach from her body. But I was so wrapped
up in the 24/7 effort of caring for her, it never
occurred to me to think beyond the moment
we were in.
Prior to my mother ?s death, the only
exposure I had to what death might look like
was Hollywood?s version ? a person lies
quietly in bed, opens her eyes one final time
to say something lucid and wise, and her
head falls to the side as she expels her last
breath.
I was totally unprepared for what my mom?s
final hours and minutes of life would look
like. It was nothing like what I had come to
expect. There was thrashing and groaning
and rattling and more.

Helping her sort through papers, even when
she had almost no energy for it, was
necessary for her to feel like she had put
It was hard to watch (and I don?t imagine
things in order for me.
anything would have made it easy.) But I
Body text
think a little preparation could have gone a
Giving away belongings to people she loved
long way in making it less traumatizing. If
helped her feel like she was participating in
someone had sat me down and said, ?Here
the memories others would carry of her.
are some of the things you might see,? I
Hearing her speak of the crowd who were
would have known it was normal. That would
gathered around her bedside waiting for her
have gone a long way to easing my mind
was the closest thing I can imagine to pure
when it was actually happening.
grace (it?s a story I will tell later in this series).
I would have known that her throwing herself
In the final days, though, everything shifted,
out of bed when she had no strength to
and I was no longer able to make sense of
stand was the beginning of her journey.
what I was seeing.
I would have known that her wild thrashing
Perhaps if I had thought about it, it might
movements were part of letting go of her
have occurred to me that her ability to
body.
communicate would be compromised as she
I would have known that the changes in her
approached the end, and that she would
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breathing were normal and she wasn?t
choking.
Not knowing those things, it all looked like
extreme suffering. And I was left with the
feeling that, no matter how hard I had
worked to make those last few months
manageable for her, I had failed her in her
last few hours. Reading Martha Jo?s book, I
realized it wasn?t true ? in fact, I learned, we
had done a pretty damn good job.
The question is ? whose responsibility should
it be to sit down with family and give them
this information? It is shocking to look back
at my mother ?s death process and realize
that while lots of people talked to us about
keeping her alive and comfortable, almost no
one talked with us about her death.
The only conversation anyone had with us
about the actual death process was when
Mom pointedly asked her primary care
doctor what it might be like. I appreciate that
he didn?t shy away from answering, but I

realize now that what he said reinforced my
belief in the Hollywood stereotype. You?ll
sleep more and more, he said, until at some
point you don?t wake up.
Beyond that one conversation no one ?
neither doctors, nor nurses, nor hospice ?
spoke with us about what death actually
looks like.
I realize that not every family will want to
have these conversations ? some people are
scared of knowing. But for some (like me)
even if the truth is scary, it?s less scary than
not knowing.
I discovered Martha Jo?s book, and began
speaking with her by phone, a couple months
after my mom passed. While I don?t intend
for this series to advocate for any particular
idea or product or service, I have personally
recommended ?Signposts of Dying? to several
people. I only wish that I?d had it a few
months earlier because it could have eased
my suffering.
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Sign post s In Act ion :
Fr om M ar t h a Jo?s blog
Week 10 online extras
An excerpt from Martha Jo Atkin?s July 14, 2016 blog, as she accompanied her father
Noble through his dying process. Her blog can be found at www.marthaatkins.com/blog.

Noble is itching a lot, something we
attributed solely to medication until Linda
pointed out that building toxins in the
bloodstream cause itching, too. So much to
learn.
When Dad offered a detached ?Hi, Sweetie?
several days ago, I realized he didn?t
recognize me. This morning he smiled. Ever
the polite gentleman, he nodded and said,
?Hello, Ma?am.?

different place now.
His language has changed, too.
Monday night he said, ?Unlock the door,? a
common metaphor of the dying. Once the
door is unlocked, more exploration happens.
?
Early this morning there were questions in
rapid succession:

?The doors are open??
He has been eager to be out of bed. ?Can we
?Is the door open, open, open??
go now?? ?Can I get up now?? One leg has
regularly been over the side of the bed.
?Can you raise the floors??
Body text
When he?s awake, his hands tremble. When
?How can we get out??
the pace of tremors quickens, we know it?s
?How do we pop it out??
time for the magic trifecta of calming balm:
Much of the day he?s been reaching towards
Benadryl, Ativan, Haldol. A nurse encouraged
things the rest of us can?t see. Sometimes his
us not to put it on his arm without wearing a
eyes are open. Sometimes he smiles as he
glove or we?d be napping right along with
does it, pulling himself up off the bed.
him.
Sometimes his brow is furrowed as though
I kissed his forehead and touched his arm
he?s concentrating deeply.
when I arrived this morning. I could feel the
He?s resting now. No pain meds have been
heat rising from him and teared up.
needed for more than a week. He?s peaceful.
The heat, the away-ness of his eyes, droop of
He?s making his way.
his mouth, and open mouth breathing are all
He asked John tonight, ?Can we undo this
signs I recognize. Until today, I?ve seen him
connection??
come back to present time when he opens
his eyes. He?s slowly, slowly inhabiting a
Yes, Papa. As soon as you?re ready.
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Th e Fou r P?s Of Bein g A Good
Pat ien t ?s Advocat e
A hospital wing is not the m ost restful
environm ent in the world. This will not be a
surprising statem ent to anyone who has
spent significant tim e in a hospital room .
Theresa Brown, RN, is no stranger to the
chaos. She spent nearly a decade working
as a clinical nurse on an oncology unit in
Pittsburgh. In her 2016 book ?The Shift: One
Nurse, Twelve Hours, Four Patients? Lives,?
she chronicles the large and sm all decisions
that nurses m ake every m om ent of every
day. Placing those decisions in the context
of the larger health care system , the book
elucidates why nurses can often seem
harried and distracted.

getting the focused attention they deserve.
With that in m ind, I asked Brown to offer
som e pointers on how patients and fam ilies
can interact with nurses in order to create
the best experience for everyone.
?I call it the four P?s,? Brown said. ?Be polite,
persistent, punctilious, and pushy.?
Polit e
The first thing to understand is that nurses
work in an extrem ely high-stress situation
and that m ultiple lives rest in their hands at
any given m om ent. While the needs of our
loved one are prim ary in our m ind, the
nurse is also juggling several other patients
whose needs m ay be m ore critical at any
given m om ent.

?We?re serving m any m asters ? regulatory
m asters,
financial
m asters,
and
shareholders, with the rise of for-profit
?It ?s hard som etim es, when people are
health care,? Brown said in a recent
Body text
already stressed. Yelling at them or being
interview with the Record. ?Our system is
short with them is only going to m ake that
now so com plicated and so tied up with
stress worse,? Brown said.
m oney and all the different rules and
One way to ensure that nurses want to work
incentives, that are very lim iting. You?ll get a
with us is to m ake our patient ?s room a
lot of lip service to treating the patient as a
pleasant environm ent to be in. ?I don?t think
person and patients?rights. But the reality is
it ?s that m ost nurses think, They yelled at
a lot m ore nurses feel even m ore
m e, so I?m not doing what they want,? Brown
squeezed.?
said. ?But it ?s a norm al reaction ? I?m really
While the issue of m oney in health care is
busy and this person yelled at m e and now I
an im portant one, it ?s not what we care
don?t want to go back in that room . It ?s a
about when our loved one is in the bed
fight-or-flight kind of thing.?
needing attention. With constant alarm s
In the book, Brown talks about a patient
and pages and people rushing to and fro,
who always keeps a full candy dish in her
it ?s easy to wonder if our loved one is
room . While it doesn?t determ ine whether or
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not she gets care, nurses look forward to
stopping into her room because they know
they?ll get a little treat.
Per sist en t
While we are reliant on nurses and doctors
to stay on top of everything, their job is to
have a bird?s-eye view of all of their patients
while we have an up-close-and-personal
view of our own loved one. There are tim es
when we need to stay on top of things.
For instance, Brown said, if a doctor cam e in
at 6 a.m . and gave inform ation to the
patient, who?s known to be a bit confused,
it ?s okay to follow up on what was said.
?Be persistent until you get the answer,? she
said. ?Ask a nurse. If they don?t know, the
nurse can page an intern. If the intern
doesn?t know, they can page the fellow.
Som eone has to have the answer ? Little
balls can get dropped all the tim e and it ?s
okay to m ake clear that you want your ball
picked up.?
The fine line that fam ilies have to walk is
deciding which battles to fight and which to
let go.
?The danger is that you don?t want to be the
boy who cried wolf. If you?re com plaining
about everything ? the dinner is cold, the
bed is uncom fortable, the m ed is a little late
? people are less likely to take you seriously.
It ?s hum an nature. You?re dealing with
overly-busy overly-stressed people,? Brown
said. ?To get their attention, you want to be
really clear and know what you?re asking for.
It ?s not always easy to do that when you?re

anxious and you?re worried. And that ?s
som ething that we [nurses] need to be
better at recognizing. When people are
worried they?re not them selves and we don?t
see them at their best.?
Pu n ct iliou s
With so m any people tasked with various
pieces of our loved one?s care ? the
phlebotom ist taking blood, the nurse taking
vitals, the tech reading test results, the
doctor m aking surgical decisions ? there are
tim es when com m unication doesn?t happen
or things fall through the cracks. In those
m om ents, we can help our own case by
trying to connect the dots.
?Have a sense of responsibility for your own
care to the extent that you are able,? Brown
said. ?Can you rem ind them that it ?s tim e for
your dressing to be changed? That thing just
got dropped on the floor, can you get m e
another one? Whatever you can do to be an
active patient. Which does not m ean you?re
responsible
for
figuring
out
[your
sym ptom s] ? why am I shaking and what
should be done about it??
There can be a thin line, of course, between
taking
responsibility
and
becom ing
over-vigilant. In the book, Brown describes a
patient who re-cleans her own room ,
dem anding a new shower curtain and m ore.
?Lysoling your room is an extrem e version
of [being punctilious]. But if som eone
com es in and they?re not sure about
som ething that ?s going on with you, ask
them , Can you answer that??
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Pu sh y
Finally, Brown said, there are tim es when it ?s necessary to take a m ore dem anding tone.
?I reserve that for if care is not happening that really needs to happen and your loved one is
really declining or in danger,? Brown said. ?That ?s when you say, I need som eone in here
right now. This is what I?m concerned about. Either som ething happens to fix what ?s going
on, or you get reassurance that this is okay and here?s why.?
In an extrem e situation, Brown said that m any hospitals have a phone num ber people can
call if they feel their loved one isn?t getting the care they need.
The bottom line is that we?ll get the best service if we treat them as people, rather than
servants.
?I would really love it if [people] could really notice nurses,? Brown said. ?How hard are we
working? Do we seem under pressure? Let hospitals know ? ?It ?s really im portant to m e that
nurses get the support they need and the ones on our floor seem ed incredibly busy?.?

Body text
From t he m om ent Mom was diagnosed unt il she died t wo year s lat er , we lived in a st at e
of const ant peaks and valleys, never knowing whet her good news or bad news m ight be
t he next t hing out of t he doct or ?s m out h.
A handful of t hings I don?t deal wit h well: anxiet y; uncer t aint y; t ransit ion. Ever y single one
of t hose t hings was in abundance dur ing Mom ?s cancer jour ney. It was t olerable only
because I was acut ely aware t hat m y t im e wit h m y m ot her was now lim it ed and I want ed
t o m ake it t he best t im e possible.
In t he 10 m ont hs since Mom passed away, I?ve discovered a new relat ionship wit h
uncer t aint y. For t he fir st t im e in m y life, it has becom e m y fr iend.
In her final m ont hs, Mom gave m e a crash cour se in all her financial, legal, and per sonal
affair s t hat I?d need t o know once she was gone. Dur ing t hose conver sat ions, she gave
m e a huge gift : she repeat edly said, ?Prom ise t hat you won?t m ake any big decisions for
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at least a year .?
She knew m y t endency t oward m aking m ajor life decisions on t he fly (while I oft en
agonize endlessly over far less consequent ial choices). She didn?t want m e t o do
som et hing m ajor in hast e ? like sell her house ? and regret it lat er .
This year , t he m ost frequent quest ion people have asked m e is, ?What are you going t o
do wit h t he house??
From t he beginning, m y answer has been consist ent : I don?t know. I can?t t hink about it
yet . I need t o handle all t he t hings in t he house before I can t hink about t he house it self.
Plus t here?s t he probat e process, paying t he bills, following t hrough on t he prom ises
Mom m ade t o people before she passed, and so m uch m ore. It ?s t oo over whelm ing t o t r y
t o figure it all out at once.
Mom ?s im posit ion of a one-year hiat us on big decisions has given m e t he freedom t o say
?I don?t know ? when people ask. It t ur ns out t o be a big par t of what has kept m e sane.
Const ant ly rem inding m yself t hat I don?t need t o have all of t he answer s in t his r ight -now
m om ent has allowed m e t o m ake t he decisions t hat I need t o m ake r ight now wit h far
less agony.
Int erest ingly, it seem s t o m ake ot her people rat her uncom for t able.
?Well what do you t hink you?ll do?? is a com m on response.
Deat h is t he ult im at e uncer t aint y. Once it has occur red, I?m recognizing people?s
inclinat ion t o quickly regain fir m ground by dealing wit h t hings t hey can see and t ouch
and quant ify: m oney, belongings, proper t y.
I get it . Sor t ing t he st uff and filing t he paper wor k and keeping t he checkbook have
helped m e t o m ove for ward.
But t hroughout t hat process I?ve st ill allowed m yself t o say ?I don?t know ? a lot . And
wit hout pressure t o m ake hast y decisions, m any of t hose ?I don?t know ?s have, over t im e,
t ur ned int o ?I do know ?s wit hout an overabundance of dram a.
We?ll be having an est at e sale t his weekend in Franconia. While one par t of m e is st ill
unprepared t o have people walking t hrough m y m ot her ?s house and going t hrough her
t hings, anot her par t of m e knows t hat it ?s finally t he r ight t im e.
I?m inching closer t o being okay wit h selling t he house, t oo, but I?m not com plet ely t here
yet . When it ?s t im e, I?ll know.
Unt il t hen, I?m infinit ely grat eful t o have Mom ?s voice in m y head t elling m e t hat it ?s okay ?
I don?t need t o know quit e yet .
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Beh in d t h e Hospit al Cu r t ain
Week 11 online extras
Nurses and doctors are juggling a lot more
than just the care of the patients on their
roster. Everything they deal with adds another
layer of stress onto their already-overloaded
plates.
Here are a few of the things that Theresa
Brown shared in our interview ? in her own
words, edited for length and clarity.
Caring vs. cost
Wanting to keep labor costs as low as possible,
[we get more patients than we can effectively
juggle.]

A lot of it comes back to not getting good and
helpful feedback at work. In health care we?re
really bad at giving the kind of work feedback
that business schools teach workplaces to do.
If someone makes a small mistake, if they?re
confused, it seems like it would be completely
normal for a manager to take them aside and
say, Look, this happened.
But say you called a code on a patient and it
really wasn?t needed, it doesn?t seem like
managers come and talk to you. There?s no
processing of that experience. Or say you don?t
code someone and they go down quickly,
there?s also no processing of that experience.

A nurse I worked with said, With three patients
you have time for the little things. I thought
Learning from m ist akes
that was so perfect. With three patients, you
We?re not good in health care at owning up to
really can see them as whole people. They live
mistakes. I think there?s often such a strong
within a social context and our job is to treat
element of criticism in the profession. We?re
not just their body but their soul. The more
not good at sitting down with people and
patients you add on and the sicker they Body
are, text
saying, What did you see happening? Let?s try
then the less you?re able to see the soul,
to understand this.
because the task of the body just takes up
more and more and more of your time.
I?m a big believer in learning from mistakes.
I feel like the pure caring aspect of nursing is
not prioritized. It?s the way that we look at
value in health care.
To call or not call t he code
You don?t want to call a code if you don?t really
need to because you?re going to look
ridiculous. Say you call a code on a patient and
then there can be a kind of rumbling ? why
was that code called? There can be a judgment
that goes on.
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Training vs. realit y
Sometimes in health care we?re not
empathetic as we could be.

as

Empathic listening is a huge part of our
training. Talking about empathy and talking
with patients is a key part of what we?re taught
to do. Talking to patients is also a way of
assessing them ? are they having trouble
talking because they?re short of breath? They
say they?re not in pain but they?re wincing and
grimacing.
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The problem is that we hear all these lessons
about empathic listening, but in the hospital
we?re so busy and you end up having to
prioritize that. It?s really hard.
Modeling good behavior
Model the behavior that you want to see ?
especially in the hospital. I feel like it?s good if
we all live like that. It?s so easy for people to
get in the habit of being short and being
snippy. I get that, but I feel like you?ve got to
put that extra effort in to address people in a
civil manner ? to ask questions, to not be
passive aggressive. And also to say, yes I will
help you if you need it even if I don?t have
time.
Chart ing care vs. providing care
On every patient you see, you have to chart
how likely they are to have a fall. In the time I
worked in the hospital, the assessments got
more and more elaborate. All of a sudden
you?re doing a 5-10 minute fall assessment on
the computer for every patient.
It would be so much better if there were five
criteria that you could score and say, Your
patient may be a fall risk. Go into their room
and talk to them! Tell them they?re at risk for
having a fall and engage them in preventing it.
We?re not so good at working with patients
that way. It?s not something we assume we can
work with them on. We chart it and we do our
thing and they?re doing their thing.
Sam e t eam or opposing t eam s?
I would promote a degree of knowledge and
trust and civility between doctors and nurses
so we would see ourselves as colleagues, not
bitter enemies at worst. Now we?re often
people who have to work together but don?t
really know each other and don?t want to work

together.
Neither group is as open to the other as would
be great or as you would want in a work
relationship.
I think doctors definitely do have hearts and
they care, but the model that they have now is
that you go in and give your news and leave.
Then the nurse has to answer the questions
and clean up the mess. But the nurse may be
too busy, or the nurse may not even have
heard the news.
Make m oney less im port ant
There?s many ideas about how you can do it,
but the role of money in our health care
system is out of control. There are so many
vested interests.
Our system is now so complicated and so tied
up with money and all the different rules and
incentives, it?s very limiting. You?ll get a lot of lip
service to treating the patient as a person and
patients rights. But the reality is that a lot
more nurses feel even more squeezed.
We?ve made tremendous progress in so many
things. We can save people who 20 years ago
would have died. Miracles happen all the time.
But then there?s the bulk of people who just
need the best care possible and I don?t always
know that we?re thinking so holistically about
what that means.
If I could w ave a m agic w and?
I would have more nurses so every nurse
could have a little more space.
Put the patient first and then sort out the
details later.
I tend to be an optimist. I think we could
change tomorrow if we wanted to. We could
say, Let?s focus on what matters.
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Hom e Fu n er als
In this exploration of death and dying, I
have com e across m any concepts that are
new to m e ? for instance, the word
?psychopom p? is still running circles around
m y brain.
But perhaps none are so foreign, yet so
sensible, as the idea of a hom e funeral.
It ?s a subject that has com e up in num erous
conversations
with
end-of-life
care
providers, but at first I was stuck at the level
of language ? does having a hom e funeral
m ean burying som eone at hom e? If so,
what do people who live in apartm ents do?
It is, apparently, a com m on m isconception.
So before getting into the m eat of the
interview with an avid hom e funeral
advocate, let ?s clear up the language.
A f u n er al is the tim e of rem em brance and
ritual that happen between when a person
dies and when their body is placed in the
ground (interm ent).
A bu r i al is the placing of a person?s body or
ashes in the ground (a com m on alternative
is the scattering of ashes on land or in
water.)
In other words, the funeral is everything
that happens after the m om ent of death
but before the burial. The ?funeral? has
nothing to do with the location of burial.
Therefore, a ?funeral? can happen in the
hom e, while the ?burial? m ight happen in a
traditional cem etery.
All of this was explained to m e by Lee
Webster, the president of the National

Hom e Funeral Alliance. She also happens to
be close by, living in Plym outh, New
Ham pshire.
The organization, she said, is focused on
?educating the public to the possibility and
the understanding that they can care for
their own after death.?
Wh y a h om e f u n er al ?
?It doesn?t m atter where you live ? the
fam ily, the next of kin, has legal custody
and control of the person who has died,?
Webster explained. ?Most of us don?t realize
that. We think we have to hire a funeral
director because they?re an authority. But
they?re not. They?re a service.?
While som e people m ight look at it as a
m eans of cost cutting, Webster said, even
m ore are looking for a m ore m eaningful
way to connect to the process after having
lost a loved one.
?They?re
feeling
m ore
and
m ore
disenfranchised. They don?t spend tim e
with the body, with each other, dealing with
the details that happen with taking care of
som eone,? she said. ?People are starting to
see it as an opportunity to bring the fam ily
together, rather than an inconvenience.?
Wh at a h om e f u n er al i s
Much as it sounds, a hom e funeral involves
keeping the body of the person who has
died in the hom e, rather than in a funeral
parlor.
According to Webster, that can include
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bathing the body, changing their clothing,
laying the person out, and inviting people
to visit.
?The biggest thing to understand is that
they?re not all the sam e,? said Webster. ?We
want to get away from cookie-cutter
traditions. What people are looking for is to
do this their own way and create m eaning
by honoring the person who has died and
be authentic to who they were.?
Is t h at l egal ?
The first questions Webster receives are, ?Is
it really okay to do that?? and ?Is that
sanitary??

room .
In fact, this was standard practice for
centuries prior to the rise of the funeral
industry. Fam ilies would often lay out their
loved one in the large windows of their
parlor room so the com m unity could pay
their respects.
?At three days ? 72 hours ? the body starts
to internally m ove into a different
decom position
process,?
Webster
explained. ?Even without paying attention
to the tim e on the clock or calendar, people
tend to observe in a loved one that by
about day three, they?re really cognizant of
the fact that the person is no longer there.?

She offers an em phatic ?yes? to both.

There are 10 states that require the
?We have huge m isconceptions about the
participation of a funeral director in som e
dangers of dead bodies, and great fear
capacity ? to file the death certificate or
about them ,? Webster said. ?The reality is
oversee the burial, for exam ple. According
that dead bodies don?t pose any m ore risk
to Webster, however, that does not im pair
of being infectious than they did in life, and
the fam ily?s ability to have a hom e funeral
in fact som e are even less infectious
and m ake all of their own decisions in any
because the host has died ? We?ve been
state of the union.
taught to be afraid of it.?
Body text
Wh y peopl e do h om e f u n er al s
?If you have som eone who has been in
Webster told two stories that exem plified
hospice and hasn?t been eating and
two of the m any reasons why som e people
drinking and everything shut down, it ?s
opt for a hom e funeral.
pretty sim ple,? she continued. ?It ?s different
if som ebody has had a 12-course m eal and
In one case, a wom an who had been
died in a car accident. Then there will be
caretaking her 100-year-old m other for 25
issues of digestion in the body and
years. After such a long tim e of intim ate
decom position.?
closeness with her m other, she wasn?t
ready to say goodbye im m ediately after her
She said that she often recom m ends the
death.
use of dry ice or Techni-Ice, which is
inexpensive, and that it ?s okay to keep
?She wanted to keep her m other hom e
bodies up to three days in a 65-degree
those extra few days. She put on a parka
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and sat in a cold bedroom and watched
black and white m ovies, which is what they
had done,? said Webster. ?She sat vigil with
her for the weekend. By Monday, she was
ready for her m om to go ? She clearly
understood that she wasn?t finished and
she would know when she was ready. And
she did.?
At the other end of the spectrum are
parents who lose children, whether through
illness or accident. ?Being able to hold the
child for longer than after the death seem s
really
im portant.
It ?s
that
internal
connection. You can?t feel the heartbeat
and see them breathing any longer. You
need the tim e to see it and feel it and
absorb it,? Webster said. ?It is essential to
that fam ily. To rem ain parents, not to stop
being parents because their child died.
They get to continue to care for, if not
nurture, that child until they?re really ready.?

Em pow er i n g t h e f am i l y
Webster said she cam e to advocacy for
hom e funerals during her tim e as a hospice
volunteer. ?I?ve watched fam ilies struggle
with what to do when the death occurs, and
after the death occurs,? she said. ?Often the
hospice fam ilies are so involved in the care
at hom e ? Their goal is to get to the
m om ent of death, but they don?t have any
plans after that m om ent ? That ?s what
brought m e into this, is that void ? what do
we do now??
She said she wants fam ilies to feel
em powered and to experience com m unity
in the hours and days after their loved one
has passed, and this process can often
encourage that.
?I want them to understand that they can
still sit there and stroke their hair and say
what they need to say at three in the
m orning with nobody else around,?
Webster said.
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For years Mom and I had conversations about
what she?d want done with her body after
death. It was always a theoretical conversation,
since she was basically a healthy person whose
parents had lived into their late 80s and early
90s.

the Anatomical Gifts Program at Dartmouth
Medical School makes the process easy (the
University of Vermont has a similar program,
but as a New Hampshire resident my
knowledge is about the New Hampshire
program.)

She had mixed feelings about every option. She
didn?t want to be buried in a Jewish cemetery,
because that was not her primary community.
She didn?t want to be buried in a town cemetery
because she didn?t feel she belonged there
either. She wasn?t sure about organ donation or
cremation because she still carried with her
what she had learned as a child ? Jews don?t
desecrate the body in any way.

Here are the most important things I learned:

In these theoretical conversations, she always
ended up in the same place: ?I don?t know yet.
I?ll keep thinking about it.?

* The patient must be capable of signing the
paperwork themselves. Family members cannot
donate their loved one?s body to Dartmouth
without prior consent.
* The hospital or hospice nurse will call the
body donation program at the time of death to
determine whether the body is suitable for
donation. This cannot be determined in
advance, so you must have a ?plan B? ? either a
second body donation program or cremation or
burial.

Then, suddenly, the conversation wasn?
t text
Body
In the end, we were unable to donate Mom?s
theoretical anymore. We were no longer talking
body, so we had to go to our plan B.
about ?someday,? but about a day that was
Thankfully, when push came to shove, Mom
rapidly approaching.
decided she would be okay with cremation and
Out of nowhere, my mom said words that took
pre-registered with the Cremation Society of
me completely by surprise: ?I want to donate
New Hampshire.
my body to science, if that?s okay with you.?
Today, Mom?s ashes are in a beautiful wood box
It was something we?d never talked about
in my apartment.
before. I?ll admit, I had to get beyond the idea of
That box could never begin to replace the
some unknown medical student digging into
fullness that was my mother. But I talk to my
the depths of my mother ?s body without
mom every day, and that box is a specific place
knowing her as a person. But when I saw how
where I can direct those conversations if I need
serious she was about the idea, I got on board
it. It is a beautiful reminder that she is always
pretty fast.
with me.
I made a bunch of phone calls and learned that
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Wh at 's Th e Deal Wit h Em balm in g?
Week 12 online extras
A com m on m isconcept ion is t hat dead
bodies need t o be em balm ed, according t o
Lee Webst er , president of t he Nat ional
Hom e Funeral Alliance.
She said t hat t his assum pt ion ar ises from
t he belief t hat rem oving t he blood m akes
t he body safer . ?It ?s a t ot al fallacy,?
Webst er said.
According t o Mer r iam -Webst er dict ionar y,
t o em balm is ?t o t reat (a dead body) so as
t o prot ect from decay? or ?t o fix in a st at ic
condit ion.?
Or , as Webst er said, ?It ?s rem oving fluid
from t he body and replacing it wit h
chem icals and fluids t hat last for a few
weeks.?
These days, t he chem icals are frequent ly
for m aldehyde-based, a subst ance t hat has
been declared a carcinogen by t he
Environm ent al Prot ect ion Agency. Despit e
t he r isk t o em balm er s, it is st ill a regular
par t of operat ions at m ost funeral hom es.
Br i n gi n g t h e b oys h om e
Em balm ing was st ill a relat ively new
t echnology when t he Civil War was being
fought in 1861 t o 1865. When Union
fight er s were killed on t he bat t lefield,
fam ilies want ed t o get t heir sons and
husbands hom e t o t he nor t her n st at es for
bur ial, according t o Webst er .
When President Lincoln was assassinat ed
in Apr il 1865, his body was t aken on a
13-day t rain jour ney from Washingt on, D.C.

t o his bur ial spot in Spr ingfield, Illinois. At
each of t he 11 st ops, his body lay in st at e
so t he public could pay t heir respect s.
?Abraham Lincoln was em balm ed not
once, but six t im es in a t wo week t r ip,?
Webst er said. ?Wit h him I t hink t hey were
using zinc oxide ? all t hese com binat ions
t hey were exper im ent ing wit h, and doing it
r ight on t he field.?
Around t he sam e t im e, Webst er said,
people st ar t ed choosing t o die in hospit als
rat her t han at hom e.
?They sold t he whole pict ure ? deat h
doesn?t happen at hom e, die in a st er ile
place,? Webst er said. Wit h t he precedent
of Abraham Lincoln, em balm ing cam e int o
vogue.
?It becam e som et hing r ich folks were
doing, and t hen t he general populat ion
want ed t o do it ,? Webst er said. ?What t hey
or iginally did was t ake t he body t o a
separat e place, em balm it , t hen br ing t he
body back t o t he per son?s hom e. It m eant
t hey could have longer per iods of
m our ning.?
Gradually, people forgot t hat it had ever
been done anot her way.
?That all just sor t of m or phed and we as a
nat ion cam e t o believe t hat bodies had t o
be em balm ed in order t o have a funeral,?
Webst er said. ?We t hought t he st at e
requires it , and t he st at e never has.?
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Because t hey believe it is required, m any
people have t heir loved ones em balm ed as
a m at t er of cour se.
?Am er icans t end t o believe it ?s for healt h
reasons, but t he point is t hat if som eone is
infect ious, t he last t hing we want t o do is
drain t heir fluids and put t hem in our
sept ic syst em s,? Webst er said.
Funeral hom es, however , oft en require
em balm ing for a funeral t hat involves an
open casket , Webst er said.

?They inser t a red dye t hat m akes whit e
people look pink ? pret t y plum p pink
cheeks,? she said. ?They?re creat ing a
m em or y pict ure. The indust r y want s t o
creat e a look so ever yone walks by and
says, Doesn?t she look like she?s st ill alive??
?Em balm ing is t he only t hing t hat fam ilies
can?t do at hom e. And wit h m ost hom e
funeral fam ilies, it ?s not som et hing we
want ,? Webst er concluded. ?We?re okay
wit h people looking dead. That ?s t he
point .?

Body text
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Wh at We Talk Abou t At
Th e En d Of Lif e
As Arthur ?Mickey? McCann lay dying in 2012,
his children gathered at his bedside.
It was the type of gathering that many might
imagine as their ideal ending ? Mickey lead
family prayers from his bed. He spoke about
how grateful he was for the life he?d had and
looking forward to seeing his wife again. He
offered words of wisdom to his children.
Over the days, he spent less and less time in
lucid consciousness. The family took shifts
sitting with him and holding his hand. And
then they started writing down the things he
was saying ? because, while he wasn?t fully
present, he was still speaking.
?Have I gone?? he would ask.
?I guess this is about it. This is the end of my
life coming up.?

frantic to hear everything he said,? Kellie
remembered. ?You didn?t want to leave his
bedside because you were afraid you were
going to miss something.?
?We just had this great sense that he was
greeting people and negotiating with people,?
Darcie continued. ?At one point, negotiating
with somebody about, Why can?t I go now??
Th e an gels say en ou gh
Lisa Smartt has spent the last several years
studying end-of-life utterances like those that
the McCann family recorded at the end of
Mickey?s life.
She has a degree in cognitive linguistics and a
great love of language. She turned her
attention to the language of the dying as her
own father was approaching the end of life.

?My feelings are mutual. You?ve done so
?I was taught as a linguist to write down
Body text
much for me. So long for now.?
whenever I heard fascinating language,?
Smartt said. ?[My father] started saying
?For all that you?ve done throughout the
things that blew me away, so I would write
ages, I thank you.?
them down.?
Two of his children, Darcie McCann of
He
would
vacillate
between
lucid
Lyndonville and Kellie Pearson of Santa
conversation and seemingly nonsensical
Barbara, California, spoke with me for this
conversation from moment to moment.
article and said that many of these
utterances happened when Mickey was
Smartt remembered him looking right at her
?semi-comatose? and that they didn?t sound
and saying, ?Honey would you get me some
like his normal conversation.
orange juice?? and then a moment later
saying, ?Get me my oxygen tank for my trip
?Those are not words that my dad would say
to Las Vegas.? There was, needless to say, no
in common conversation,? Darcie said. ?I
trip to Las Vegas in the offing.
don?t think he was talking to us.?
?A couple days before he said, ?Enough,
?Through this whole process we were kind of
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enough, the angels say enough. Three days
later and it?s time to go,?? Smartt recounted.
Sure enough, three days later he died.
?He said to me one day, ?Lisa, there is so
much so in sorrow,?? she said. ?There are
these incredible pearls and fascinating things
that he said. So I wrote this stuff down.?
She assumed that she?d be able to look them
up in a linguistics database and find
information on people?s final words. ?There
was nothing,? she said. ?There was stuff
about end-of-life directives, but nothing
about the language of the dying itself.?
In response to the lack of information, she
collaborated
with
famed
end-of-life
researcher Dr. Raymond Moody to create the
Final Words Project where they collect
people?s end-of-life utterances.
They have discovered
themes in the collection.

several

common

Vision s an d h allu cin at ion s
Smartt sees a clear delineation between
hallucinations and end-of-life visions.
?If you?re highly medicated, you might have
hallucinations,? she explained. ?But the
quality of the visions that people have at the
end of life ? of parents, or seeing beautiful
landscapes ? they have a very different
quality. They tend to give people comfort.?
It?s not uncommon for a dying person to
speak
about
seeing
angels
or
previously-deceased loved ones in the room.
Smartt said that while hallucinations tend to
be hard to break out of, people move in and
out of visions and lucidity seamlessly,
sometimes seeing both at the same time.

?Somebody might say, ?Can you get me my
checkbook, I have to pay at the gate.??
Lan gu age of t r avel
A frequent topic of conversation for the dying
is travel (this was also discussed by Martha Jo
Atkins in part 10 of this series).
?My dad, he talked about taking the trip to
Las Vegas ? packing the suitcase, the bus, the
plane, the train, the passport,? Smartt said.
M et aph or
?People seem to think more and speak more
and respond more to metaphor,? Smartt
said. ?People talk about the big, momentous
event. Golfers talk about the big golf game
coming up, and they need one more player.?
These events usually relate to the person?s
interests in life ? someone who loves dancing
might talk about the upcoming dance party;
an artist might speak about a big art exhibit.
?There was one women whose father was a
contractor and he went, ?Oh my oh my, so
many kitchenettes to remodel!?? Smartt said.
?You could say, ?Daddy, you?re crazy.?But you
could say, ?I?m so excited for you, tell me
about these kitchenettes!? Really we don?t
know what?s crazy or not crazy. Even if there
is nothing beyond this world, this is the
person?s experience in that moment.?
Repet it ion an d in t en sif icat ion
In addition to the subject of conversation
changing, so does the quality of the
language, Smartt said.
?There are more cases of intensified
language, and really complex uses of
repetition,? she said. For example: ?How
much wider does this wider go??
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Smartt said a common assumption is that
language will become simpler as people die,
but in truth it often becomes more complex.
They begin to resemble the language of
music more than the linear language that we
associate with conversation.
?I think we?ll find that as we approach death,
the parts of our brain that are more
associated with less verbal states ? music
and spiritual states ? rhythm, intonation ? I

think those things become more prominent
as we die,? Smartt said. ?But I?m just guessing.
These are total conjectures now.?
She still has much more studying that she
wants to do ? and, since people die every
day, a nearly endless stream of study
subjects.
If you have final words of a loved one to
share,
visit
Smartt
at
www.finalwordsproject.org

As her energy waned in the final week of her life, my mom was speaking less and less. Her
voice became weaker. The things she said took on greater importance in my mind because
there were fewer of them.
Body text
It was three days before she left us that we had the conversation that will live with me forever.
There were three of us in the room with Mom ? her best friend and co-caretaker Sue, our good
friend Julie, and me. Julie sat at Mom?s bedside as Sue and I did other things.
My ears perked up when I heard Mom say, ?We?re in a car on our way to Tilton to see Julie.?
Since Julie had just come up from Tilton to see Mom, and was currently holding her hand,
Mom was clearly not participating in the same reality that we were.
Then Mom asked the question that let us all know that something different was going on: ?Are
we in a city??
I said, ?No, Mom, we?re in your living room in Franconia.?
With all the irritation of a mother whose daughter isn?t listening, she said, ?I know where we are!
But are we in a city??
Us: ?No. Why??
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Mom, with wonder in her voice: ?Because there are all of these people here.?
Us: ?Do you know who they are??
Mom, with her eyes tracking back and forth under her closed eyelids: ?Some of them.?
Us: ?What are they doing??
Mom: ?Waiting.?
Us: ?Do you want to go with them now??
Mom: ?No. I need two more days.?
Us: ?For what??
Mom: ?To finish my library work.?
Us: ?It?s okay. We can take care of that for you.?
Mom. ?NO! I need two more days. Two more days!?
I will probably always wonder what the work was that she needed to do in those two days.
Sure enough, it was on the third day that she left us.
The memory of that conversation still gives me chills. I think of it often. It reminds me that, no
matter where Mom is and what she?s doing, she?s not alone. She?s got a whole city of people
who were waiting to welcome her.
And there?s one other conversation that I hold dear. It was very different, and one of the
greatest gifts my mother ever gave me. It?s the one that reminds me that no matter how alone
I feel, Mom is always with me.
She had slipped permanently beyond the point of lucidity. She spent much of her time
moaning and thrashing. It was upsetting, but I sat with her almost constantly.
When things seemed particularly difficult for her, I would often say through my tears, ?I know
this is hard, Mom, but you?re doing a really good job. I?m so proud of you.?
She made what I can only assume was a tremendous effort to bring herself back from
whatever realm she had moved on to. She looked right at me and said, ?You?redoing a really
good job. I?m so proud of you.?
Those were the last lucid words my mother ever spoke. I carry them as a seal upon my heart.
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Wh y Doct or s Recom m en d On goin g
Tr eat m en t At Th e En d Of Lif e
Frank Met zke had been going t hrough
cancer t reat m ent for ?quit e a while,?
according t o his wife Linda Met zke, when
t he cancer m ar ker s st ar t ed going up
precipit ously.
?And it wasn?t going down,? Linda said,
?The chem o he was on, which was oral,
was not wor king.?
His doct or s recom m ended a different t ype
of chem ot herapy. ?It was a ver y difficult
infusion,? Linda said. ?He would be really,
really, really sick for t wo weeks. Then he?d
have a good week, and t hen it would be
anot her infusion.?
Aft er t wo m ont hs of t his, Frank asked t he
doct or how m uch longer it was likely t o go
on. They knew he didn?t have long t o live.
Three m ont hs, t he doct or said, m aybe
four .
?How m uch t im e if I quit t he t reat m ent ??
Frank asked.
The t reat m ent will give you about six m ore
weeks, t he doct or responded.
?And Frank said, ?Then I don?t want t o do
t his anym ore. On t he week t hat I?m okay, I
can do m y fishing, I can visit wit h fr iends. I
don?t spend t he t im e sit t ing on t he floor in
t he bat hroom ,?? Linda rem em bered.
When Frank left t he room for blood t est s,
t he oncologist t ur ned t o Linda and said, ?If
you loved your husband, you would

encourage him t o cont inue.?
?And I said, ?It ?s because I love him t hat I?m
list ening t o him ,?? Linda said. ?Would six
m ore weeks and a lot of being sick have
helped? ? It t ook m e a long t im e t o get
over him saying, ?If you loved him .? It
m akes you feel guilt y.?
Since Frank?s passing in 2003, Linda has
heard m any sim ilar st or ies of pressure
from doct or s t o cont inue aggressive
t reat m ent .
Recent ly she accom panied a close fr iend
t o an oncology appoint m ent . ?She said she
want ed t o st op and t he doct or st ar t ed
[t r ying t o convince her t o cont inue],? Linda
said. ?She t ur ned t o m e and said, ?You?ve
got t o help m e here, Linda.??
Th e p h ysi ci an ?s d eci si on
While t he t ype of guilt t hat was placed at
Linda?s feet is hopefully an ext rem e case,
her
st or y
raises
som e
im por t ant
quest ions: how do doct or s weigh decisions
about recom m ending ongoing t reat m ent
vs. st opping t reat m ent in t er m inal cases?
What conscious and unconscious fact or s
go int o t hose recom m endat ions?
To t ake a deeper look at t hese quest ions,
we spoke wit h doct or s who have spent
t im e looking int o t his area and publishing
t heir findings.
This week, we feat ure Dr . VJ Per iyakoil,
direct or of t he St anford Palliat ive Care
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Educat ion & Training Program , published
Do
Unto
Others:
Doctors? Personal
End-of-Life Resuscitation Preferences and
Their Attitudes toward Advance Directives at
t he online m edical jour nal PLOS ONE in
2014.
Pr ol on gi n g l i f e, n ot d eat h
?I am fundam ent ally a ger iat r ician, so I?m
all
about
longevit y,? explained
Dr .
Per iyakoil in a recent int er view. ?The issue
is when are you prolonging life? ? What
you don?t want t o do is prolong t he dying
process.?

said Per iyakoil. ?I
and t herefore I?m
t he hope t hat
som et hing new,
longer .?

don?t
m ore
if I
t hey

want t o lose t hem ,
likely t o hang on t o
t reat t hem wit h
m ight live a lit t le

In fact , Per iyakoil even uses t he ?L? word
about doct or s. ?They get t o love you. And
t hey want you around,? she said. ?So in
t hat sense we have t he opt im ism bias.?
Fi n an ci al i n cen t i ves
?The fir st t hing I will say is t his: no one has
got bad int ent ,? Per iyakoil said. ?People
t hat I know who are in healt h care are
t here because t hey care ver y deeply. There
are ver y bet t er ways wit h less t im e
invest m ent of m aking a good living, so
people don?t com e in wit h t he specific goal
of doing poor ly-int ended t reat m ent s
t oward anyone.?

In ot her words: ?If som eone is living, you
want t o do ever yt hing you possibly can t o
increase life wit h qualit y and m aint ain it .
But if som eone is dying ? and t hey?re
connect ed t o m ult iple t ubes and t hey
really cannot com e back t o where t hey
used t o be ? and in t he m eant im e t he
Wit h t hat said, our cur rent m edical syst em
fam ily is st ressed and burdened and
is set up in a way t hat favor s act ion over
t hey?re afraid t o m ake decisions by
cont em plat ion.
t hem selves, how can we as doct or s help
?You do a cer t ain t hing, you?re given a
fam ilies like t hat ??
Body text
cer t ain am ount of m oney,? she said. ?The
In her wor k, Per iyakoil has ident ified
syst em is sublim inally rewarding doing
several fact or s t hat lead physicians t o
inst ead of rewarding ?Let ?s press pause and
recom m end ongoing t reat m ent or ext rem e
see where we are?? There is no provision
m easures beyond t he t im e when t hey
for t hat kind of planning.?
m ight be useful.
?It ?s not t hat t here are bad act or s in t his,
At t ach m en t t o p at i en t s
it ?s a bad scr ipt ,? Per iyakoil said. ?What can
?The closer we are t o our pat ient , t he less
we t weak in t he syst em ??
our abilit y t o be object ive,? Per iyakoil said.
Wh at t o d o?
?If I really like m y pat ient and I?m
Having insight int o why a doct or m ight
connect ed wit h t hem , I want t hem t o live
push for cont inued aggressive t reat m ent s
longer ? It ?s just like fam ily, r ight ??
is useful, but what happens when you are
Th e op t i m i sm b i as
sit t ing in Linda Met zke?s chair ?
?We t end t o be m ore opt im ist ic t han not ,?
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How do you respond t o a doct or who is
pushing for int er vent ion when you know
t hat your loved one is ready t o st op t he
poking and prodding and accept t hat t hey
are in t heir final days?
Per iyakoil is an advocat e of t hinking about
t his in advance and wr it ing a let t er t o your
doct or s t o let t hem know what is
im por t ant t o you.
She has helped t o found t he St anford
Let t er
Project
(ht t ps:/ / m ed.st anford.edu/ let t er .ht m l),
which leads people t hrough t he process of
creat ing a let t er t o help t heir physician
under st and what is m ost im por t ant t o
t hem .
?I have dear pat ient s who have real est at e
in m y hear t ? som e of t hem just st ay wit h

you. And I find t hat t heir care is so
fragm ent ed and you see t hem at one end
suffer ing from t hings t hat we could have
helped t hem ,? she said. ?That is one of t he
reasons why I went along t his pat h ? t o
help pat ient s have a bet t er dialogue wit h
t heir fam ily and t o t alk wit h t heir doct or s.?
When it com es t o dying, we can?t always be
in ?go m ode.?
?I?m t alking about knowing when t o st op.
We know when t o st ar t ver y well, and we
are program m ed and pr im ed t o do t hat for
ver y good reasons. But we also need t o
know when t o st op,? Per iyakoil said. ?You
can just have a car wit h an accelerat or ,
you have t o have a car accelerat or and you
should brake when you need t o, t oo.?
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When the clock struck midnight bringing in
the year 2000, I was blessedly unfamiliar with
death. In the following 13 months, that would
change significantly.
First, in November 2000, my 59-year-old
father died of a massive stroke. It was swift
and unexpected and he was dead by the time
he was found, so there was no need for
anyone to make medical decisions on his
behalf.
Six weeks later, my 86-year-old maternal
grandmother went into a Tennessee hospital
and never came out again. In her case, there
were many decisions to be made.

imagine that my grandmother would have
chosen anything that would extend the time
she had with her grandchildren and
great-grandchildren. I can excuse the first
round of chemo as a Hail Mary.
It?s the second round of chemo that I still
have trouble forgiving, even 15 years later.
I can?t imagine that anyone could have
looked at my grandmother in those final days
? her body a shell, her eyes with no life in
them ? and thought that pumping poison
through her veins would serve any useful
purpose.
And yet, that is the decision that was made.
Another cycle of chemo was ordered up and
administered.

I had visited my grandmother a few months
earlier and taken note of how little she was
eating. Always one to keep a bottle of TUMS
It seems like the ultimate cruelty ? that round
at hand, her mentions of heartburn weren?t
of chemotherapy was not given FOR her. It
unusual, but they were more frequent.
Body text
was given IN SPITE OF her. It was given for
But she was busy taking care of my
the doctors who didn?t want to give up, for
grandfather, who was in failing health, and
the family members who didn?t want to
would have been loathe to draw attention to
admit that she was going to die.
her own health issues.
I can?t help but think that in trying to save my
By the time she was admitted to the hospital,
grandmother, they were actually torturing
they told us that the cancer had invaded her
her.
entire chest cavity. It was so advanced that
Last year, I saw the cancer scenario play out
they couldn?t even be sure where it had
in a very different way with my mother.
started.
We were sitting in the oncologist?s office,
Perhaps
in
those
first
few
days,
post-recurrence, and looking at numbers that
chemotherapy made sense. Perhaps they
weren?t going the right direction. Unlike her
thought they could buy her a few extra
first time through chemo, which had gone
weeks, even months. I don?t know ? I wasn?t
relatively easily and put her into remission,
privy to those conversations. But I can
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the post-recurrence chemotherapy was
brutal on her body. And it wasn?t working.
Our oncologist, Dr. Liu, was offering us other
chemotherapy options, but Mom had already
been thinking about the risk/reward
trade-off. I knew she was considering the
possibility of refusing chemo and living out
the rest of her life without the punctuation of
intense sickness and side effects caused by
the treatments.
She asked Dr. Liu, ?How much will the
treatment get me??
Maybe a couple months.

mother?? she asked.
I believe that my mom was one of those
people who, as Dr. VJ Periyakoil said, had real
estate in Dr. Liu?s heart. There was just the
hint of a smile on her face ? but not in her
voice ? when she said, ?I?d want as much time
for her as possible, but I?ll support any
decision you make.?
My mom chose to forgo the chemo. She
chose to live life on her own terms. And one
of the great blessings of having Dr. Liu as our
guide through the process is that she
respected the courage it took my mom to
make that decision.

?What would you recommend if I were your
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Beyon d Th e St at ist ics
In this issue, we continue our deeper look
into how and why doctors make particular
recommendations for patients with terminal
diagnoses. This week, we talk with Dr. Peter
Ubel, a physician and professor at Duke
University, about more of the factors that
enter those decisions.
Ubel?s papers include Physicians Recommend
Different Treatments for Patients Than They
Would Choose for Themselves in the Journal of
the American Medical Association in 2011
and A Matter of Perspective : Choosing for
Others Differs from Choosing for Yourself in
Making Treatment Decisions in the Journal of
General Internal Medicine in 2006.
Th e ?sh ou lds?
According to Ubel, the presence of statistics
and medical research fills the landscape with
things a doctor should do.
?When you?re deciding for someone else,
you?re thinking about what you ought to do,?
he said. ?At end of life, I might know for
myself that I feel like I want to be in comfort
care and not getting extraordinary measures,
but when I?m thinking about someone else,
I?m thinking about what I should do.?
?It shows two things,? he continued. ?We
don?t always make the same decisions for
ourselves that we would make for someone
else. And when doctors give advice to
somebody else, it?s hard to know whether
they?re giving advice in terms of what they
would do, or what they think you should do.?
Unfortunately, it?s not just a feeling of

?should.? Doctors also face the very real
possibility of litigation if they step outside the
norms and it goes wrong.
In Physicians Recommend Different Treatments
for Patients Than They Would Choose for
Themselves, co-authored with Dr. Andrea
Angott and Dr. Brian Zikmund-Fisher, Ubel
wrote, ?Previous research has shown that
when people make recommendations for
others, they tend to focus on a single
dimension of the alternatives, typically on the
aspect of the decision that is easiest to
defend.?
The result: sometimes quantity of life
overwhelms quality of life considerations
when a physician is facing treatment
decisions for a patient who might die.
Par t n er in g w it h pat ien t s
In the same article, Ubel also wrote that
physicians have moved away from making
treatment recommendations in favor of
informing patients of all medical alternatives
and allowing the patient to make a choice.
Which raises the question: what if the patient
doesn?t understand the choices? And also,
are doctors unconsciously swayed in the way
they offer the alternatives?
?The answer is yes,? said Ubel in our
conversation. ?There?s no way that most
patients are going to get a medical degree
level of knowledge fast enough to inform
their decision ? I think patients shouldn?t be
expected to just make a decision like they
understand everything about it.?
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Therefore, he said, the role of a clinician is to
help the patient understand the most
important things relevant to their choice, and
then to know the patient well enough to help
guide them toward the best alternative.
For instance, he said, consider a slowgrowing disease like early stage prostate
cancer.
?If I know that you?re someone who would be
very anxious about having an untreated
cancer in your body, and don?t worry about
any side effects from treatments that could
impact the cancer, I might recommend that
you get the cancer out of you. Someone else
might say that they?re not worried about the
cancer as long as they?re monitoring it, and
would feel terrible about the side effects.
Maybe that person should just watch the
cancer,? he said.

kind of care ? even though they might have
given that same kind of care to other
people.?
Tak in g t h e per son al view
How do we, as patients and loved ones,
encourage doctors to step away from the
statistics and help us make these very
personal decisions in a personal way?
One option is to ask the doctor, ?What would
you say if I were your mother? How would
you advise her??
Ubel said it?s worth a try, but he can?t confirm
that it?s necessarily going to get the desired
results.
?We?ve seen patients asking questions just
like that when they?re talking with doctors
and I think it?s a very powerful way to frame
it,? he said. ?But I don?t yet know if it works.
It?s worth trying, but I don?t know.?

Or another example: ?You might be the type
of physician that explains, ?Here?s your
But there is one thing that Ubel feels
alternatives ? we could try one more round
comfortable recommending.
of chemo, or we could just put you in
Body text
?[The doctor] might be assuming that what
hospice.?And the patient is like, ?Oh my gosh,
the patient wants is aggressive care, without
I don?t want to die, give me chemo!? The
really checking whether they might be
physicians don?t feel comfortable saying,
happier with something less aggressive,? he
?Well, if it was me, I would go into hospice.?So
said. ?I think the most important thing is to
maybe they don?t share their own
give your doctor permission to do less than
perspective.?
everything. Let the doctor know, I know I?m
Meanwhile, that perspective might be worth
not going to live forever and I don?t want
hearing. ?Physicians will bring to that
treatments that are going to make me more
experience so much of what they?ve seen.
miserable with little to gain. Sometimes when
Those who have seen too many patients
physicians realize you?re not desperate to try
suffer with extraordinary end-of-life care, I
everything, that might flip a switch in their
would expect them to want to say no to that
thinking.?
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Prior to my experience with my mother ?s uterine cancer, I never gave much thought to how
doctors make treatment recommendations. I assumed that it was all based on statistics and
medical studies. And, with no skin in the game, that seemed rational to me.
But once those recommendations became extremely personal, I was no longer interested in
statistics. My mother was my favorite person in the world, not a tick mark on a spreadsheet. I
wanted her to live as long as possible, but not at the cost of terrible suffering ? something that
became part of the picture when the doctors recommended a second type of chemo that was
supposed to have minimal side effects. Unfortunately, for my mom, that wasn?t the case. She
had terrible side effects that were going to become increasingly untenable as time went on.
If the trade-off between quantity of life and quality of life meant that she was going to die
sooner, I was willing to accelerate my grief in order to decrease her suffering. Numbers and
percentages can only go so far in making flesh-and-blood decisions.
My mom?s decision to halt treatment and live the rest of her life on her own terms remains
one of the most courageous decisions I can imagine.
And even though she might have lived a couple extra months if she had chosen differently, if
we had it to do over again, I wouldn?t ask her to spend a single moment reconsidering that
decision.
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Wh at Do Doct or s Wan t At
Th e En d Of Lif e?
In t he past t wo edit ions of Living With
Dying, we have looked at fact or s t hat
encourage
doct or s
to
recom m end
aggressive t reat m ent in cases wit h
t er m inally-ill pat ient s.
Our t wo exper t s, Dr . VJ Per iyakoil and Dr .
Pet er Ubel, cit ed exam ples of bot h
ext er nal pressures (fear of lit igat ion) and
int er nal beliefs (an opt im ism bias t hat
per haps t hey?ll be able t o pull out a
m iracle) on doct or s.
This raises t he quest ion: What do doct or s
want for t heir own end of lives?
If a doct or received a t er m inal diagnosis,
would t hey want t he sam e aggressive
t reat m ent s t hat are widely recom m ended
t o pat ient s?
To look at t his quest ion, we dist r ibut ed a
sur vey t o t hree healt h care agencies in our
coverage area: Nor t heast er n Ver m ont
Regional Hospit al in St . Johnsbur y,
Ver m ont ; Nor t h Count r y Hospit al in
Newpor t , Ver m ont ; and Am m onoosuc
Com m unit y Healt h Ser vices in Lit t let on,
New Ham pshire.
The
sur vey
was
anonym ous
and
non-scient ific. We received 35 responses ?
not enough t o m ake broad, sweeping
conclusions, but enough t o provide
st ar t ling result s.
Th e q u est i on s

The sur vey asked t hree quest ions, each
providing t he sam e t reat m ent scenar io: a
pat ient has been diagnosed wit h a
t er m inal condit ion. Wit hout t reat m ent ,
st at ist ics say t hey have approxim at ely 6
m ont hs t o live, dur ing which t hey will be
able t o fully engage in life. Wit h t reat m ent ,
t hey have approxim at ely 9 m ont hs t o live.
The t reat m ent has side effect s t hat will
affect t heir abilit y t o fully engage in life.
The
difference
bet ween
t he
t hree
quest ions is t he doct or ?s relat ionship t o
t he t er m inal pat ient : in scenar io 1, it is a
pat ient in t heir pract ice; in scenar io 2, it is
t heir closest loved one; in scenar io 3, it is
t hem selves.
In scenar ios 1 and 2, t he doct or s had t he
opt ion
to
recom m end
t reat m ent ,
recom m end against t reat m ent , or explain
bot h opt ions equally and not m ake a
recom m endat ion. In scenar io 3, t hey could
eit her choose t reat m ent or choose no
t reat m ent for t hem selves.
Th e an sw er s
When dealing wit h a pat ient in t heir
pract ice, 76 percent of t he doct or s said
t hey would explain bot h opt ions equally
wit hout m aking a recom m endat ion. The
rem aining 24 percent said t hey would
recom m end against t reat m ent . No one
said t hat t hey would recom m end for
t reat m ent .
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One
physician
echoed
a
frequent
sent im ent , ?As a physician m y job is t o
prepare and explain opt ions t o pat ient s.
My goal is not t o m ake decisions for
pat ient s
but
to
provide
enough
infor m at ion for t he pat ient and t heir
fam ily t o m ake an infor m ed decision.?

what life t hey have left .?

When dealing wit h t heir closest loved one,
t he num ber who would explain bot h
opt ions equally dropped precipit ously t o
44 percent , while t he num ber who would
recom m end against t reat m ent rose t o 56
percent . No one said t hat t hey would
recom m end for t reat m ent .

Dr . John Koella, in par t icular , had a wealt h
of insight on t hat subject .

While t he doct or s are st ill am bivalent
about m aking direct recom m endat ions,
when a loved one is involved, t hey are
significant ly m ore likely t o suggest t hat
t reat m ent is not a prefer red pat h.

Deep er i n si gh t
What
account s for
t he healt h-care
provider s? near -univer sal reject ion of
end-of-life t reat m ent in our sur vey?

Alt hough t he sur vey was anonym ous, a
handful of doct or s offered t heir nam es for
fur t her conver sat ion. Koella, a hospit alist
at NVRH, was one. [Editor?s note: The
doct or s who spoke wit h us for t his ser ies
are speaking about t heir own exper iences
and beliefs, and not on behalf of t he
agencies t hey wor k for .]

On his sur vey response, Koella wrot e, ?The
reason t he pat ient s t r ust us is t hat t hey
One respondent not ed, ?I would not
presum e we have exper ience in t his
recom m end t reat m ent over not t reat m ent
scenar io t hat can provide insight . In m y
t o a pat ient . They m ay want what ever
opinion t hose of us wit h t he m ost
t im e t hey have. I would give t hem bot h
exper ience wit h end of life decisions don?t
Body text
opt ions. To m y fam ily I would want t hem
have m uch uncer t aint y about t he cor rect
t o have t he fullest life possible and not t o
cour se of act ion.?
suffer .?
Koella has spent close t o 30 year s in
When looking at t heir own m or t alit y, a
m edicine, t he m ajor it y spent in a ?count r y
st agger ing 91 percent of respondent s said
doct or ? t ype of pract ice in Sarat oga
t hey would choose no t reat m ent . Six
Spr ings, New Yor k.
percent (2 respondent s) said t hey would
?If you?ve been exposed t o deat h and dying
choose t reat m ent for t hem selves, and one
and suffer ing and disease ? it som ehow
respondent did not answer .
alt er s you,? Koella said in an int er view last
One respondent wrot e, ?Most physicians
week.
wit h
pancreat ic cancer
close t heir
He has joked wit h a fr iend who is an
pract ices, no surger y, no chem o, enjoy
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anest hesiologist t hat when his t im e
com es, his fr iend should put him t o sleep
so he never wakes up. He has joked wit h
his wife t hat when his t im e com es, t hey
should go on a cr uise and she should push
him off t he back of t he ship (she does not
find it funny, Koella said). He sym pat hizes
wit h anot her doct or fr iend who jokes t hat
when his t im e com es, ?There?s always
Sm it h & Wesson.?
But t hey?re not really jokes.
What does t hat say about our m edical
syst em if our m edical provider s don?t want
t o be in t he syst em ?
?You?re r ight ,? Koella said r uefully. ?That
com m ent , ?Wear a Sm it h & Wesson?m eans
I don?t want t o be cared for in t he syst em
t hat I?m a par t of. You?re r ight for calling
m e on t hat .?

And, he not ed, t hat his generat ion of
doct or s who were t rained as generalist s,
and are t hus able t o t reat a wide var iet y of
issues,
are
ret ir ing.
The
younger
generat ion of doct or s are largely being
t rained as specialist s, so t here are ver y few
people wit h broad knowledge about t he
ent ire hum an body.
?Where are we going t o go for care? It
fr ight ens m e. That ?s why I?m going t o call
m y fr iend who?s t he anest hesiologist t o
t ake care of m e. I?m not even kidding
about t hat . The way t he cur rent syst em is
now, it ?s not ver y good,? Koella said.
?It fr ight ens m e t o be plugged int o it . So,
like m any of m y peer s when I t alk t o t hem
over a beer , we?re m ost ly t alking about
being ext er nal, not being roped in.?
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When I go into a computer store, I want to
know that the computer technician is
significantly more experienced with this
equipment than I am. Since I know so little, I
want to be able to trust that his or her
experience is guiding the recommendations
they make.
Same with a mechanic.
Same with a doctor.

As a consumer, it is distressing to learn that
our small sample almost universally does not
want to receive the same types of treatment
that their patients are regularly receiving.
There is an argument to be made that this
isn?t an apples-to-apples comparison. In
order to keep the survey short and quick
(and thereby maximize responses), we didn?t
ask questions about how often the
respondents are having end-of-life care
conversations with their patients. It is
possible that the people who responded
most
consistently
that
they
would
recommend against treatment and choose
no treatment are not actually making
recommendations to patients.

They each deal with machines that I rely on
tremendously, but know very little about.
And whether it is my computer, my car, or
my body, I gain comfort in knowing that the
expert I?m speaking with has seen and
experienced a lot more than I have. They
have a depth of understanding about the
For instance, you may have had a long-time
intricacies of that machine that I couldn?t
relationship
with
your
primary care
hope to achieve for one basic reason: it takes
physician, and feel confident that they are
years of day-to-day interactions to know that
Body text
on-board with what is most important to you.
machine from the inside out.
But if you are a cancer patient, you may go
When I created this survey for our local
for extended periods without seeing your
medical providers, it was with an eye to
PCP because your care has been siloed in the
learning how they view aggressive end-of-life
oncology unit.
treatment from the inside out.
But it?s hard to imagine any medical specialty
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that doesn?t, at least occasionally, deal with
terminal patients.
So consider the tone of some of the notes on
the survey:
?As a doctor I am witness to what patients
suffer when undergoing treatment. Patients
are not always fully aware of what that
entails.?
?To my family I would want them to have the
fullest life possible and not to suffer.?
?In our health care system, there seems to be
an emphasis on ?more is better ? when it
comes to treatments and interventions.
There is also fear of litigation, which I think
sometimes pushes providers to ?do?more.?

?Teaching courage to face the end is
personal. Doctors cannot easily keep out
their own bias.?
What does it say about our medical system if
our medical providers don?t want to be
treated within the system? It?s a question I
keep coming back to over and over.
There is something fundamentally broken if
our doctors don?t want to receive the
end-of-life doctoring that they are providing.
If you are interested in more on this topic, I
highly recommend Dr. Ken Murray?s 2011 essay
?How Doctors Die: It?s not like the rest of us, but
it should be? on the Zocalo Public Square
website.
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Local Doct or s Talk Abou t
Th e En d Of Lif e
Dr. Michael Rousse, the director of hospitalist
services at Northeastern Vermont Regional
Hospital, has seen his fair share of death
during his 25-year career.
?I can tell the difference between a nice death
and a really horrible death,? he said. ?We, as
physicians, get really conflicted. Because when
we think enough is enough, sometimes the
family doesn?t think enough is enough.?
Recently he witnessed the death of a man in
his 90s that said was ?a very, very nice death.?
The man had a heart attack and was admitted
to the hospital.
?He said, ?This is it,?? said Rousse. ?He was open
about it. He had a certain amount of graveside
humor, and just made everybody around him
feel at ease about what was going to happen.
Those are the really graceful deaths.?
There was one person, though, who was not
peaceful with what had happened: the man?s
granddaughter. ?She was in her 20s. I don?t
think she?d ever seen a death and her reaction
was anger ? how could you let him die??
Rousse said that dealing with death gets
easier as you?re around it more. Perhaps that
is why the doctors who took our survey
overwhelmingly said they would choose
quality of life over quantity of life for
themselves when it came to the end stages of
a terminal diagnosis.

stent or another surgical procedure or
another tube or another chemical that can be
done,? Rousse said. ?And so if you go by the
mindset that you want to do everything that
can be done, it?s going to be a long, very
difficult death.?
[Editor?s note: The doctors who spoke with us for
this article are speaking about their own
experiences and beliefs, and not on behalf of the
agencies they work for.]
The r ight choice for t he pat ient
When a person gets to the very end of life, Dr.
Tom Ziobrowski of Kingdom Internal Medicine
said that it?s ?pretty easy? to suggest that more
treatment might not be useful.
?It?s just hard to tell when you?re at that point,?
he said. ?Except for maybe the last week or
two, how to tell how somebody is doing. You
can tell sometimes. But you don?t want to take
away hope.?
Occasionally, he said, he encounters people
who are sure enough of themselves that they
choose to end treatment early.
?There?s a woman who is a good friend of ours
who is in her 60s and had lung cancer,?
Ziobrowski said. ?She started chemotherapy
and just said after the first week, ?I?m not doing
this anymore.?Which was kind of nice to hear.
She made her choice, and it was the right
decision for her.?

?In this day and age, there?s always another
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For 30 years, Dr. John Koella was a primary
care doctor in Saratoga Springs, New York. He
considers himself one of the last ?old country
doctors.?
A few years ago, he came to the conclusion
that his type of family practice was no longer
viable
and
moved
to
his
current
?pre-retirement job? as a hospitalist at NVRH.
As a hospitalist, he is on the hospital floor
seeing and treating patients after they have
been admitted.
?We have a lot of 90 year olds. Yesterday I had
a 92-year-old, a 93-year-old, a 92-year old, and
two 89-year-olds,? he said. ?We have all these
older people who would never have been here
30 or 40 years ago, they?d have been long
gone. But we?re better at keeping them alive.?

Just the way their feet are pointing,? he said.
?But they?re embarrassed to say the words. Or
when they do say the words, ?I?m really tired of
this, I don?t want to live anymore,? people
panic. Everybody runs around. ?Oh no!
Grandpa, we?ll come over more often!?It?s not
part of our cultural context to have that
discussion.?
Occasionally Koella will see this and say
something to the family. That usually leads to
everyone being upset with Koella ? the family
is upset at him for speaking the unspeakable,
and the dying person is upset at him for
upsetting the family.
?When you talk to most people, almost
everybody says, ?I don?t want to struggle at the
end,?? he said. ?But it gets all bolluxed up.?

?We need a much better cultural context to
have that happen much earlier in life, where it
gets to be okay to have that discussion,? Koella
Koella said that it?s not yet acceptable to ask
said. ?You?re going to die from something, so
people ?How do you want to die??
let?s just talk about it. Let?s have the
discussion.?
And yet, he said, it could greatly improve some
Body text
people?s quality of life to have those
The problem right now, according to Koella, is
conversations.
that the conversation is primarily being
initiated by people in the medical arena.
?When somebody goes on dialysis, in my
Cultural change is often initiated through the
opinion, it would be nice if culturally it was
arts.
acceptable to start talking about, ?You know,
Our technology has outpaced our ability to
talk about the ramifications of the technology.

you?ve lost one leg, you?re going on dialysis,
you?re going three days a week to spend all
day at dialysis. It?s hard work just staying alive.
You have to bust your butt doing all this stuff,
taking all these pills just to stay alive ? When
do you want to stop working at living???
That discussion, he said, frightens people.
?I?ve been in situations where I clearly
understand that somebody is ready to die.
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?It?s a desperate need for literature, art,
theater ? we need plays that bring people
around to this discussion of, ?Don?t be selfish.
Think about the needs of your loved one,?? he
said. ?Make it okay for Grandpa to say,
?Actually, I?m not having any fun. I love all you
guys. But another year of life isn?t going to add
anything to what I?ve already got.??
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It seems almost unbelievable ? today is the first anniversary of my mother ?s death.
It feels like the longest year of my life, and also like the blink of an eye since we were last
sitting around the dinner table laughing.
There were problems with the care Mom received at the end of her life. Because I?m a curious
person, this led me to wonder: how could it have gone differently?
I hatched a plan ? spend a year looking at our death care systems and how we care for our
loved ones as they die. What better options could we have pursued? What resources were
available that we didn?t know about? And what parts of our experience were symptoms of a
broken system?
It is much to the credit of the publisher, editors and advertisers of this newspaper that I have
the time and the space to follow these inquiries. They have given me free rein to follow my
nose wherever it takes me ? and even I am surprised by some of the places we have gone.
People frequently ask me if writing this series is difficult for me because it means thinking
about her death so frequently. It?s quite the opposite ? this series has given me an outlet to
work through some of my grief. It has allowed me to set aside my anger at specific things for a
few minutes and look at the bigger picture. In doing so, my grief is manageable.
Even if I can?t retroactively change my mom?s experience, I hope this series is opening some
avenues of exploration for you, dear reader. I hope that it gives you new ways of thinking and
talking about the end of life. I hope that it gives you the courage and confidence to speak up
for yourself and your loved ones in ways that we didn?t know we could.
We are a bit past the halfway point in this series. There is so much still to explore, and I?m
looking forward to all of it.
Thank you for joining me on the journey.
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How To Be Wit h Som eon e
Wh o Is Dyin g
Anyone who has been the caretaker for
someone who is sick or dying has heard a
dozen variations of these sentiments:
?I wanted to come by and chat but I didn?t
know what to say.?
?Just let me know what you need ? anything
at all!?
?I wanted to know what was going on but I
didn?t want to bother you.?
If you have ever found yourself saying one of
these things ? and almost all of us have at
some point ? this article is for you.
Because while these expressions of support
are
well-meaning,
they
place
the
responsibility for connection on the people
who can least afford to expend the energy:
the people who are already in crisis.
Carol Anne Gillis of Littleton, New Hampshire,
knows this cycle well ? in 1980, she took care
of her mother as she died; more recently she
had her own experience with cancer.
?When I was going through cancer and I had
a lot of people offering to help me, I was too
sick to even pick a name to call,? she said.
?The list was under the phone ? within my
arm?s reach ? and I just lay there. I thought, ?I
can?t read the list and make a decision of
who?s the best person.? So I waited until
someone came.?
Gillis is also the founder of the hospice of
Littleton, New Hampshire. The organization

has gone through many changes since her
time there, but Gillis remains a wealth of
information and wisdom on how to be with
someone who is sick or dying.
?Let m e k n ow w h at I can do?
A broad offer of help ? ?call me any time for
anything!? ? is minimally helpful to a family
who is already juggling a million details and
emotions at once.
?Offer something specific,? Gillis said. For
instance: ?If you need a ride, give me a call. If
you need a meal prepared, give me a call. If
you need someone to stay overnight, I?m a
night person, give me a call. Make it a specific
category of what you?re offering.?
If you are in the person?s home, keep an eye
out for things that the person wouldn?t think
to ask for help with.
?It looks like your refrigerator doesn?t have
very much in it. Would you like me to do
some shopping for you? I?ve got plenty of
time, I have to go for myself. I?ll go and pick
up some things, what are some things you?d
like?? suggests Gillis. ?Or pet care. I couldn?t
walk the dog, and so I had different people
offer to walk the dog for me. That was a
wonderful thing!?
As a caretaker, it can often take less energy
to do something yourself than to make
phone calls to find out who would be willing
to do it. That?s why offers need to be very
specific, Gillis said.
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?It can?t be this vague thing ? ?Let me know if
there?s anything I can do!? All you?re doing
then is making yourself feel really good that
you offered.?

answer, no matter. And you don?t fill in the
silences.?

?Bu t w h at if I cr y??
?I don?t k n ow w h at t o say ?
In truth, you may not need to say much at all.
One of the great gifts a dying patient can
receive is the chance to talk without being
interrupted, Gillis said. People at the end of
their life often want to review their life
experiences.
?It?s a way of dealing with unfinished
business and as the person is listening or
asking questions about the patient?s
childhood, the patient?s early years, the
patient?s interests ? whatever ? it?s just
allowing that patient to review. A life review.
And that creates, I believe, a peace as the
person is getting ready to leave. I think that?s
one of the very valuable things.?

It?s not unusual for people to advise each
other not to cry in front of someone who is
sick or dying. Gillis thinks otherwise.
?I think the crying ? if it?s real, and it?s not
you?re crying because of your own stuff that
you haven?t dealt with, but you?re crying
because of the person ? you may be crying
for them and it may be very therapeutic,?
Gillis said. ?So I would not say don?t ever cry
in front of someone.?
She even has a suggestion for how to talk
about it with the patient.

?I would simply say, ?I think so much of you
that it?s just breaking my heart that you have
to go through this and I hope that you?ll
forgive me for crying, because it makes me
very sad to think of someone so beautiful
Being able to do this with someone other
having to go through this,? she said. ?You
than a close family member, who already
Body text
want to remove any guilt: You?re not making
knows all the stories, can be wonderful, Gillis
me cry, but the situation that you have to go
said. The most important part of asking the
through is making me very sad.?
questions, she continued, is to take time to
The prohibition on crying is something that
hear the answers.
Gillis thinks takes away from everyone?s time
?It?s got to be in the body language that
together at the end of life.
you?ve got all the time in the world,? she said.
?You know how much energy it takes when a
?If you do not have time to hear the answer,
family thinks they can?t show the patient
don?t ask the question. Because we are in
anything? They?re wasting a whole lot of life
such a rushed society, that we say, ?How are
energy just trying to hold it all in,? she said.
you??And we don?t have time for anymore of
?They drain themselves of life energy that
an answer than, ?Fine.?And that?s not the way
they could be giving to the patient.?
it is with a person who?s dying. If you ask a
question, you?re there. You wait for the
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?I didn?t w an t t o bot h er you so I didn?t
call?
Gillis likens caring for someone at the end of
life to being on a piece of ice that becomes
detached and floats out into the sea ? adrift
and separate from the world. While you may
not be able to change that feeling with your
phone call or visit, you can help remind them
that there are people on the mainland ready
to pull them back to shore when they?re ready.
?The first thing I would be trying to
communicate to them is ?You?re not alone. You
feel alone, but this is not real,?? Gillis said. ?I
would say that I?m here to listen. I?m here to
sit. I?m here to do whatever you think I can. But
the main point is that you?re not alone and I
am here when you?re ready to talk about it, to
be angry. You can express whatever emotions
you wish. This is a safe person to say it to.

Because it will stop here. There?s a
confidentiality that goes with that. So if you
want to be furious and rant and rave and do
something that no one has ever seen you do
when you?re really angry, it?s okay. It will stay
here.?
And once again, crying together can be a
special gift in these circumstances. ?If you want
to cry, I might start to cry with you,? Gills said.
?But you can cry. It?s safe. I am a safe person
for you to do this with.?
Gillis has been at the bedside of countless
people before, during, and after their passing.
She said that it gives her a great sense of
purpose in her life.
?A tremendous sense of doing something to
help someone,? she reflected. ?Usefulness ?
Being of value to somebody else.?
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A couple weeks ago, my dear friend Jennifer ?s
father passed away. Although we don?t see each
other often, she was an important emotional
support through my mom?s illness and passing.
?This whole watching-your-parents-die thing
really sucks,? she messaged me. ?I can say for
certain now that I didn?t get it. I thought I got it,
but now I really get it.?
Another friend recently lost his family dog very
unexpectedly. Even after my own experience of
receiving condolences, I was at a loss for what
to say to him.
Carol Anne Gillis echoed a sentiment that I?ve
heard from numerous people in interviews for
this series: ?We don?t really know how to
communicate very well now.?

No, we don?t know how to communicate very
well now. And part of the problem is that we
keep illness and death under wraps. It was only
a generation ago that ?cancer ? was like a swear
word ? only used in hushed tones when
children weren?t around.
My own beloved mother wanted me to have all
the emotional support I needed ? but I
shouldn?t talk about what was really going on
because she didn?t want people to know how
bad it was.
I think about all of the things I have said in the
past to people, thinking I was being helpful ?
?Call me anytime! I?m here for anything you
need!? ? and realize how inadequate those
words were.

I wonder how many unintentionally hurtful
I remember some of the things people have
things I have said to others going through the
said to me through this experience that boggled
pain of losing someone. Because, like Jennifer, I
my mind. The one that sticks out is the person
thought I knew. But I didn?t know.
who asked me what type of cancer Mom had.Body text
These days there?s a self-help book for just
?Uterine,? I responded.
about everything. But I?m still searching for the
?Oh, that?s good,? she said. ?At least it?s not one
book that effectively shares what it?s like to go
of the bad ones.?
through the death of a treasured loved one for
someone who hasn?t been there.
Or the people who ask me how I am doing, who
prod the still-smarting wound of this loss, only
to immediately turn the subject to their own
troubles as soon as they get a tear out of me.
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And in truth, it might be an impossible book to
write. Because we think we know. But until we
go through it, we just don?t know.
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No Regr et s
Speak with anyone in the Northeast Kingdom
of Vermont about end-of-life care and you?re
likely to hear two names: Dr. Mary Ready and
Dr. Joyce Dobbertin.
The two women are board certified in
Palliative Care and form the backbone of
palliative care services in the NEK.
They are also good friends and primary
supports for each other, wanting to be
interviewed together and frequently finishing
each other ?s thoughts.
As representatives of the palliative care and
hospice community in this area, they spoke
with us about the differentiation between
hospice and palliative care, as well as what to
do if your loved one is not receiving the care
they need.

failure, and dementia.
Going on palliative care allows the patient to
continue any and all aggressive treatments
they might choose, while also getting extra
support to have the highest quality of life
possible.
?Sometimes the highest quality is aggressive
care, and other times it?s a baby monitor so
they can go out and work in the garden while
their loved one is in the house,? Dobbertin
said. ?It?s amazing what improves quality of
life.?

Hospice, on the other hand, is specifically for
people with a terminal condition that is likely
to end their life within the next six months.
There isn?t a six-month time limit on hospice
services ? there are people who remain on
hospice for a year or more ? but that is the
Palliat ive care vs. hospice
marker that allows doctors to determine
Many people have the mistaken impression
whether a patient is eligible for hospice.
Body text
that palliative care and hospice are the same
Once on hospice, curative treatment is ended
thing.
in favor of comfort care.
?Palliative care is a type of medicine that
?You need to be stopping the expensive
helps to make your life better when you have
aggressive treatment,? Ready said. ?We know
a life-limiting disease,? explained Dobbertin.
a lot of cancer treatments cost $35,000 a
?By life-limiting, it could be days, it could be
month. There?s a lot of treatment that people
decades. So it?s not going to be something
are currently receiving that cost more than
that is just reserved for people who are
$100,000 a year in their last year of life.?
pre-hospice. This is for people whose lives are
going to be probably shortened because of
In fact, there are studies showing that people
the disease that they have.?
on hospice live longer and have a higher
quality of life than those who continue
Some conditions that would be considered
aggressive treatment.
?life-limiting? but not necessarily ?terminal?
are
emphysema,
chronic
obstructive
?If hospice, as it?s done in this community,
pulmonary disease (COPD), congestive heart
were a chemotherapy treatment, it would be
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right on the top of the list,? said Ready.
?People live longer a lot of the time when
they?re on hospice. But not all hospices are
the same ? the deviation from the norm can
be really awful for people.?
How t o advocat e w hen t hings
aren?t going w ell
Which leads to the question: What should a
family do when their hospice experience is at
the low end of the deviation from the norm?
While the two doctors appear to work
seamlessly together, they have very different
temperaments. That showed particularly in
their response to this question.
Ready argued the point of view of the
patient?s family and what they?re trying to
accomplish; Dobbertin argued the point of
view of the doctor who may not take kindly to
criticism.
?Say, ?You?re not listening!?? said Ready
forcefully. She has had multiple experiences
herself of having to be loud and persistent
with medical providers prior to becoming a
doctor.
Dobbertin countered that this could heighten
an already challenging situation.
?As health professionals, we get kind of
prickly when people tell us that we?re not
listening,? she said.
?But the person is dying! They can say
whatever the hell they want. It?s our job [as
doctors] to be the grown ups,? Ready said. ?It
seems like a lot to expect the family to be on
their best behavior and use the right words
for the doctor to hear them. I think it?s the
doctor ?s job to listen.?
?I think you need to say it in a less judgmental

way,? Dobbertin said. ?What is the end that
you?re trying to achieve? If you go at it too
strong with a person who already didn?t
listen, are you going to help them to listen
more? ? I would advise a person to put it
very much in ?I? statements, instead of ?you?
statements.?
No regret s
While doctors who focus on curative
treatments might see death as a failure, for
Ready and Dobbertin it?s anything but.
?What I say to people when death happens is,
?You are going to be sad that your mother is
not alive. You will not regret her death, but
you will be sad that she?s not alive.? That?s
what happens,? said Dobbertin.?
They often see family members who are
afraid to give their loved ones morphine, for
fear of ending their lives. ?I just keep saying to
them, ?If it?s done out of love, you are doing
the right thing,? Dobbertin said. ?You don?t
ever have to worry, and I?ll back you up.?
?It?s going to happen to all of us,? agreed
Ready.
And, she said, there are people who are going
to die not at peace with their lives or the
people around them.
?How do you make sense of that?? she asked.
?Don?t allow people to be abandoned. Don?t
allow people to be isolated. You stay with
them even if they?re angry with you. You just
are present. That?s a lot of our work.?
?Sometimes the worst deaths, they teach you
the most,? said Dobbertin. ?But they just feel
like crap inside.?
?And then we have to help each other,?
nodded Ready.
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My mother?s death was not, in my mind, a
?good? death.
That was a term I?d heard often enough for it
to be lodged in my brain, but I wasn?t entirely
sure what it meant. I just knew that, whatever
it meant, my mom didn?t have it.
In her last week of life, she was emotionally
agitated and physically distressed. In the final
day of her life, I was unable to give her the care
she needed and I felt unsupported by the
systems that were supposed to help us. In the
final hours of her life she got the care she
needed, but she appeared to be struggling
mightily right up until her last breath.

Would I think she?d had a ?good? death if we?d
had more support in her final days and weeks?
Possibly, but that wasn?t actually her death, I
thought, so surely that doesn?t count.
I stopped using the phrase because I couldn?t
defend it, even to myself.
In speaking with Drs. Ready and Dobbertin, a
new-to-me concept entered the conversation.
?No regrets,? Dobbertin said. ?You want no
regrets of what you?ve done to take care of
your loved one.?

This, I think, is key. My perception of my
mother?s death experience has been colored
by my regrets: regrets of not bringing in more
Those memories haunted me. My mother was
compatible care providers; regrets of not being
my best friend and I wanted nothing more
more knowledgeable about her condition so I
than to give her the best experience she could
could see the approaching difficulties; regrets
have right up until her last moment on this
of not being strong enough to be the last face
earth.
she looked into as she died.
Body text
When I first spoke about this newspaper series
I?m realizing that all of this has to do with my
with people, I talked about it in terms of
experience of my mother?s death, not her
offering resources so readers could provide
experience of it. I am the only one holding on
their loved ones with a ?good? death.
to these judgments about her death ? Mom
People questioned me: But what is a ?good? isn?t holding judgments because she?s no
death?
longer here. And I trust that if she is still out
there somewhere looking down over me, she
I?ve spent countless hours mulling that
knows that I did the best I could with what I
question and couldn?t come to a satisfactory
knew in the moment.
answer.
So now, thanks to the good doctors, I return to
Would I think she?d had a ?good? death if her
that (perhaps clichéd, but no less relevant)
moment of passing had been more peaceful?
phrase: this series is meant to help you provide
Probably not, because the days leading up to it
your loved ones with a good death, a death
had been so fraught.
that you can look back on with no regrets.
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?Do No Har m ?Can Be Con f u sin g In
Th e Face Of Deat h
Today we continue our conversation with the
Northeast Kingdom?s best-known palliative
care team, Dr. Mary Ready and Dr. Joyce
Dobbertin of Northeastern Vermont Regional
Hospital.
They have both had profound personal
experiences that instilled in them a passion
for end-of-life care (see this week?s online
extra for those stories). They also have both
had experiences of bad ?saves? that cause
them to question the wisdom of some
extreme life-saving measures.
Wh en deat h is pr ef er able t o t h e
alt er n at ive

for about an hour.
The girl died later that night. The next
morning, Ready talked with a social worker
who had finally been able to speak with the
family through an interpreter.
?What they found out was that the whole
time we were trying to save this girl, the
family was saying, ?She?s dead. Stop
experimenting on her. We know what dead
looks like. We?re from Bosnia. Leave her
alone. Stop experimenting on our daughter!??
Teach in g t oday ?s m edical st u den t s abou t
?bad saves?

Dobbertin hosts medical students from
One night while she was a med student,
Dartmouth and the University of Vermont for
Ready was on the hospital floor when a
rotations. During their time with her, she
13-year-old girl came in with shortness of
always takes them to meet two people at The
breath. Things went downhill quickly, but the
Pines Rehabilitation and Health Center in St.
Body text
girl?s family were Bosnian refugees and the
Johnsbury.
language barrier prevented the medical staff
?One is a man that we ?saved,?? she said. ?His
from talking with them during the crisis.
brain is shot. He can?t move. He?s been there
?Probably 15 people were working on her.
now for a decade.?
They?re cutting lines to put in her femoral,
With an edge of bitterness in her voice she
they?re putting IVs in her bones,? Ready
said, ?Wasn?t that a ?great save?? I want them
remembered. ?She starts foaming at the
to meet him so that they can understand that
mouth, all of this edema ? I?m crying, ?Can?t
codes, even if you get their heart going,
we just leave her alone? Can?t we just leave
doesn?t mean that they?re alive.?
her alone? She?s dead!? And my friend is
saying, ?No, no, they?re trying! We can get her
heart going.??
The team did get her heart started, but the
girl had been without blood flow to her brain
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A second patient is now 60 and has been
there since a car accident 35 years ago.
?Getting their heart going doesn?t mean that
you?ve done a good thing,? Dobbertin said.
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Both Ready and Dobbertin make a distinction
between starting a person?s heart and saving
their life. It?s a dichotomy that sometimes can
put them at odds with the bureaucracy of the
health care system.
?Some families will get angry or say that you
went beyond what their father or mother
wanted,? Ready said. ?But you don?t get in
trouble for doing too much. It is a kind of
courage for us to say no.?
?I wish there were people getting in trouble
for doing too much because it?s inhumane,
some of the things that happen to our
patients,? Dobbertin agreed.
?It has something to do with the Hippocratic
Oath ? do no harm,? Ready continued. ?And
people think that death is harm. But I always
say to people, ?Death is not always the worst
thing.?Treatment can be worse than death.?

She promised to make the experience as
painless as possible and he thanked her. It
wasn?t long before he was in a coma.
While the patient was at peace with what was
happening, it was harder on the family
members who were going to be left behind.
?The grandson said, ?Well what are you
doing??? Dobbertin said. ?And I said, ?We?re
taking care of your grandfather.?? He said,
?But what are you DOING? You?re not DOING
anything!??
The grandson continued
Dobbertin to take action.

Dobbertin recalled another patient, an
otherwise healthy man in his early 90s, who
had a perforation in his bowels. She had a
frank conversation with him about the two
options: immediate surgery or a fairly quick
death. He chose the latter.
?He was very clear. He said, ?I do not want
surgery ? That is my wish.?I said, ?I will honor
that wish.??

plead

for

?I said, ?We are doing a lot for him. We?re
honoring his wishes. We?re giving him pain
medication. We?re helping him to not be
anxious. And he?s going to die soon,?? she
said. ?Finally the tears flowed ? It?s just so
beautiful to watch people come together.?

Wh y ar en?t you doin g an yt h in g?
Of course, sometimes it?s hard for the family
to watch doctors not taking extreme
measures.

to

In volvin g t h e f am ily
Both doctors also have stories of how
involving family members in end-of-life
decisions can help everyone feel more at
peace with what is happening.
Recently Dobbertin was called in to consult
on a case in the ICU.
?I walked in and I didn?t give my opinion or
advice. I just asked each individual family
member what they thought was happening,?
she said.
The patient was unable to breathe effectively
on his own, so he had equipment strapped to
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his face similar to the CPAP machine that
people with sleep apnea use.
?I said, ?Has anybody here ever had this
machine?? Lots of people have had it,?
Dobbertin said.
When thinking about it from that point of
view, one family member became adamant.
?This is so uncomfortable! I hated it! I had to
give the machine back, I couldn?t tolerate it.
They had to give me drugs to make it more
comfortable. I couldn?t do it.?
Hearing that from one of their own got the
whole family on the same page quickly.
?Then the family was like, ?Well let?s get that
off of him! We don?t want that! We want
comfort,? Dobbertin said.
?It feels very empowering to me to empower
other people,? said Ready. ?I feel like we?re
the moms who come and tuck them in.?

Deat h is bor in g
The dying person?s loved ones may feel like
the death process is a crisis, but Dobbertin
said that for the patient it is very different.
?Dying can be very boring,? she said.
She described times when the dying person
would stir up drama within the family,
leaving everyone else ?aghast.? But Dobbertin
sees something positive in that action. ?Dying
is really boring, so it?s good to have a little
drama here and there!?
Dobbertin remembers a member of her
extended family who was dying of breast
cancer and chose a novel way to cut the
boredom.
?She got married 14 days before she died,?
Dobbertin said. ?She said, ?I?d much rather be
talking to people about my wedding, and
planning my wedding with people, than them
sitting around and watching me die.??

Body text

I am particularly struck by Drs. Ready and Dobbertin?s assertion that doctors will rarely get in
trouble for doing ?too much,? because the system is set up to do everything.
?It is a kind of courage for us to say no,? Ready said.
?Inhumane,? Dobbertin said.
They referenced the Hippocratic Oath to ?do no harm.?
The question, it appears, is: who decides what harm is?
It reminds me of the conversation I had with Dr. John Koella, a hospitalist at Northeastern
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Vermont Regional Hospital (you can find that interview in parts 16 and 17 of this series.)
Often I have far more material from these interviews than there is space to print, and that was
the case with Dr. Koella. In an unpublished piece of the interview, Koella talked about how in
the 1970s, cardiac care was not as advanced as it is now. When people had heart attacks,
especially older people, they died.
?People would have gone, ohmygosh, that?s too bad, Grandpa died from a heart attack at 87.
And that would be acceptable,? Koella said. ?Then we got better at saving people?s lives.?
In the 80s, cardiac care took significant steps forward, but the law and medical ethics hadn?t
caught up. ?Before we had hospice, it was horrible,? Koella said.
During that time, 87-year-old Grandpa came into the emergency room with a heart attack and
the staff was compelled by law to do everything in their power to save him.
?He?s got a 3 percent chance of survival. What are we doing? We?re going to pound on his chest
and intubate him and break all these ribs and do all this crazy stuff ? shock him ? this is nuts,?
Koella said. But they had to do it. ?We all worried about getting sued.?
During that time, doctors developed their own way around the system: ?slow codes.?
It happened in unspoken agreements. They would go through the motions of a code, but they
wouldn?t take extreme actions that they knew had little to no hope of affecting a positive
outcome.
?If we have a 92-year-old who?s a skinny little lady, we?re absolutely not going to break her
ribs,? he said. ?There was no documentation that we as a group agreed to the concept of the
slow code ? Ten years ago, this person would have died. Heaven be it for me to decide that,
because we have better technology, we?re going to make a mess with a 3 percent chance of
you even pulling through. And even if you pull through, there?s a 1 percent chance of going
back to a normal life and having a normal brain.?
Now, in the time of hospice and advanced care directives, laws have begun to catch up with
technology. Doctors are no longer forced to play out this charade on a regular basis in order to
keep their jobs and their hearts intact.
But we haven?t found a happy medium yet if doctors feel ?it takes courage? to not break ribs
and perform electric shock on patients who are unlikely to have a positive outcome.
We still have some work to do on bringing our technology and our ethics into alignment if we
truly want to ?do no harm.?
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Th e M ak in g Of A Palliat ive
Car e Doct or
Week 20 online extras

Bot h Joyce Dobber t in and Mar y Ready
becam e doct or s as adult s aft er having
children. Bot h of t hem chose palliat ive
care aft er profound per sonal exper iences
of loss. These are t heir st or ies in t heir own
words, edit ed for lengt h and clar it y.

should happen t o t his wom an.
Inst ead t hey asked t his nur se who hadn?t
been a nur se t hat long. They asked t he
m inist er . They act ually did not want t o
hear from m e.
It was really bizar re.

Dr . Dob b er t i n
I was in t his com m unit y from t he m id 80?s
t o t he m id 90?s as a chiropract or .
I loved m y wor k. I loved it because t here
was an unbelievable chance t o help people
feel bet t er alm ost inst ant aneously.

I went from her deat h t o a fr iend of m ine
who had m e list ed as co-DPOA (Durable
Power of At t or ney). I said t o her , ?I cannot
be in a posit ion like t hat wit h you. I have t o
be able t o m ake t hese decisions!?

She was fine t aking t he ot her per son off
When I would find ser ious illness like
and put t ing her on as an alt er nat ive if I
cancer s I would refer t hem t o t heir
couldn?t do it . But I could not be in anot her
m edical doct or , of cour se. And t he people
sit uat ion where I really felt like I knew
Body
text
would st ill t r y t o be back wit h m e because
what was best but nobody could hear m e.
t hey felt a bond wit h m e. I would say, ?No
Dr . Read y
you need t o be wit h Dr . Thom pson and
There were t hree deat hs in m y fam ily in
Elliot because t hey have t he t hings t hat
pret t y rapid succession.
can help you.?
I did not like cut t ing off care like t hat . I
hat ed it . That was one of t he big
im pet uses for m e t o go back t o m edical
school, so t hat I could help wit h big
decisions.

My uncle had CML ? Chronic Myelogenous
Leukem ia ? r ight before t hey invent ed t his
m edicine t hat can now m ake it a chronic
illness. He died aft er a bone m ar row
t ransplant failed.

When I was com ing t o t he end of
residency, one of m y close fr iends was
dying. I was on t he HIPAA list , I was going
t o t ake her child. And I was appalled
because I was not asked what I t hought

He was in isolat ion. It was clear t hat he
was dying. I rem em ber just asking t he
doct or , ?Can m y aunt just go in t here? He?s
dying. Can?t she just t ake off her clot hes
and can?t she get in bed next t o him ? It
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doesn?t m at t er , r ight ??
And t hey said, ?No we a have policy, we
have prot ocol.?I was just ast ounded.
There were 12 lines going in or out of his
body. Plus he was int ubat ed.
It was so sad t o m e t hat we weren?t
t reat ing him like a per son. We were
t reat ing him like a disease process.
That was in March of 1993. My fam ily
didn?t t ell m y 93-year -old grandm ot her
t hat her son had died r ight away. I would
go up ever y week and see her , and t hey
were like, ?Don?t t ell your grandm ot her !?
When she found out six weeks lat er , she
was ext rem ely upset .
We had t he nun com e up and she t old t he
nun, ?I hat e God.?And t he nuns were great .
They said, ?It ?s okay, God can t ake it .?
And t hen she said, ?I?m going t o st op eat ing
and dr inking. What do you t hink of t hat ??
And t hey said, ?God says t hat ?s okay if
t hat ?s what you want .? And so m y ver y
fierce, ver y Ir ish grandm ot her said, ?That ?s
it . I?m not going t o eat or dr ink any m ore.?
She died about 12 days lat er .
But at one point one of t he caregiver s who
was wit h her over night t ook her t o t he ER
because she was dying. She wasn?t on
hospice ? we didn?t know about hospice
back t hen.

I got t o t he hospit al at t wo in t he m or ning
and I had t his fight wit h t he ER doct or .
I said, ?My grandm ot her is m ore t han a
ser ies of chem ist r y labs. My grandm ot her
is m ore t han what you?re get t ing on her
x-ray. My grandm ot her is a ver y sm ar t ,
st rong wom an who knows exact ly what
she?s doing. She has m ade peace wit h God
and t his is what she want s. Let her out of
here NOW!?
I had t o be so fierce. I had t o claim t hat
t er r it or y for her .
The t hird deat h was m y fat her ?s. He had a
brain t um or . We got t he diagnosis of
glioblast om a and I was wit h him for his
fir st surger y, which he m ade it t hrough. I
got back t o Ver m ont and I went t o t he m ed
school librar y.
It ?s invar iably fat al. No one said t hat .
They said, ?Well, we can do t his surger y,
t hen we can do t his radiat ion, t hen we can
do t his chem ot herapy, t hen we can do
t his? ?
It was t he fir st book I opened. It wasn?t like
I had t o do ver y m uch research. It basically
said, ?Glioblast om a = deat h.?
It put m e in t his really weird posit ion t hat I
had t his knowledge t hat t his was all fut ile,
but no one was saying anyt hing else. And
how did I best suppor t m y dad? I didn?t
know what t o do.
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About six m ont hs aft er t he operat ion his
oncologist st opped t reat ing him . They
didn?t say t o him , ?We st opped t reat ing you
because now you?re dying.?They didn?t put
him on hospice. They just said, ?We?re
giving you a break from t reat m ent .?
That ?s a phrase t hat doct or s will use
because t hey don?t really want t o t alk
about deat h and dying because it ?s so
upset t ing and so em ot ional.
Our fam ily was wit h him on t he 4t h of July.
He knew t hat if he asked, I would always
t ell him t he t r ut h. He was pret t y m uch
nonver bal because of where his t um or
was, but he said ver y slowly, ?Am ? I ?
dying??

And I said, ?Yes, Daddy, you are.? It just
broke m y hear t t hat I had t o say t hat .
No one helped m e or m y dad under st and
t hat .
He had a good deat h. But I feel angr y t hat
t hey didn?t ask us when t hey st opped his
m eds, ?What do you want t o do? Your end
of life is here.?He would have done t hings
different ly if people had been m ore honest
wit h him about what his deat h was.
That ?s when I knew I had t o go t o m ed
school.
I didn?t want what happened t o m y fat her
t o happen t o ot her people.

Body text
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Helpin g A Ch ild To Die
Helping a loved one to die is hard, no matter
how or when it happens. But helping your
child ? the very embodiment of your dreams
for the future ? to die is a horror unthinkable
for most people.
For Nancy and Bill Hartwell of Lyndon, the
unthinkable has happened.
After spending six years with cancer, their
21-year-old son Zachary died in October
2016.
Their first sign of trouble was in the fall of
2010 when Zach was 15. ?We kept taking him
to the doctor and they kept telling us it was
the flu; one time they told us he was anorexic
because he was losing weight,? Nancy said.

cancer would be eradicated and Zach?s life
would be a long one.
?In our minds, we had planned that the rest
of our lives were going to be taking care of
him ? helping him to have as normal a life as
possible,? Nancy said. ?Your brain will not let
you go there, that your child is going to die. I
think it?s a self-defense mechanism and it
doesn?t go there. So even when your logical
mind knows that the odds are very low, your
parental instincts are telling you: But I?m
going to save him because that?s my job.?
An u n expect ed deat h
That bit of the parental brain that wouldn?t
allow Nancy and Bill to contemplate the
potential of Zach?s death left them feeling
blindsided when the end came.

In February 2011, Zach came into his parents?
room in the middle of the night and said he
couldn?t feel his arms. A doctor finally
?We didn?t think he was going to die. Until he
suggested a brain scan and discovered the
had the seizure when we were in Hanover
tumor that was causing Zach?s physical
and the doctors called us in and told us there
Body text
problems.
was nothing else they could do for him, we
didn?t believe it. We really didn?t believe it,?
Over the next five years, the family spent
Bill said. ?We had eight or nine days after we
countless hours and days and weeks in and
found out no, he wasn?t going to make it. So
out of hospitals. Zach got better, then he got
to us it was sudden.?
worse. He went on medical trials that helped
for a while but didn?t stick. Various
Zach had been intubated when he had the
procedures and side effects left him without
seizure that was the beginning of the end. He
the ability to stand and balance, but with a
constantly pulled at the tubes and wires,
tracheotomy that took his singing voice.
trying to get them out. Then the doctors
came in and told Bill and Nancy that Zach
?His body disconnected from his brain,?
wasn?t going to make it.
Nancy said. ?His brain didn?t know where the
muscles were.?
?We went back in after we met with the
doctors,? Bill said. ?Nancy talked to him and
No matter what ups and downs the journey
said, ?You?re not going to make it. You?re going
took, the Hartwells kept the faith that the
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to die.??
?We were honest with him every step of the
way,? Nancy said. ?They said he?d just get
tired-er and tired-er and tired-er until he
slipped into a coma and then he would pass.
And that?s exactly what happened.?
They were able to release him from the
hospital so he could die at home.
?He woke up for about an hour,? Nancy said.
?Before he went to sleep, he told me
goodbye. And he never woke up again.?
This whole series is focused on how we help
our loved ones to die, but perhaps when
speaking about a child with a terminal illness,
the focus needs to be different. In fact, the
Hartwells don?t even want to discuss that
topic.
?How did we help him to die? We did the
opposite. We helped him to live,? Nancy said.
?That was the important part.?
? ?
Rev. Skye Murray is a board certified chaplain
at Dartmouth Hitchcock Memorial Center in
Lebanon, New Hampshire. As part of the
CHaD
(Children?s
Hospital
at
Dartmouth-Hitchcock) team, she has seen
many families go through the process of
losing a beloved child.
?When we talk about a child that?s dying,
what is dying is not just the person you love
more than anyone else in the world, it?s also
the future life that you?ve imagined with that
child,? Murray said. ?Children are never in
isolation, so it?s a disruption of an entire
system. That has lots of bearing on the other
siblings in the family, the extended family,
and whole communities.?
In addition, she said, if the child is school age,

entire
school
and
extracurricular
communities will feel the ripples of loss.
And at the center of it, once again, are the
parents.
?Fundamental to who parents are is this
fierce protection of their child. We are to love
and care and protect them so they can be
adults. What happens when we can?t do that
because of disease and illness? It?s a
complete disruption and disorientation to a
way of life to see a child die,? Murray said.
M ovin g f or w ar d
Murray said that parents can move forward
from the loss of a child, but it?s a long
process.
?People talk about time healing wounds,? she
said. ?I?ve never talked to a parent who is
bereaved who isn?t still thinking about their
child every day. That doesn?t mean they don?t
go on to find meaningful life, but I think they
need a lot of support to go on with life
without their child in it.?
While people tend to gather around the
family during the first days and weeks after a
child?s death, the family continues to need
support on a longer-term basis.
?Often it?s in the first couple days or weeks
after a child dies that people rally. What I
hear from people is that they need the love
and support to continue,? Murray said.
She said that one thing that can help a family
move forward is to create a memory book or
memory box to honor the child.
?I talk a lot about legacy building. It continues
to tell the story of the child and continues the
family having this connection with their
child,? Murray said. ?The legacy of these
children is that love never dies."
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Helpin g A Ch ild To Die
Par t 2
EDITOR?S NOTE: In the previous edition of Living
With Dying, Nancy and Bill Hartwell of Lyndon
spoke about the sense of unreality that goes
with losing a child to a terminal illness. This
week we delve deeper with them, looking into
the effects Zachary?s illness on the rest of the
family and community.
Zachary was 15 when he was first diagnosed
with cancer. Over the following six years, he
spent a significant amount of time in and out
of hospitals, treatments, and trials. It was an
intensive experience for the whole family,
including Zach?s younger brother Tyler.
Fin an cial st r ess
Even with fantastic insurance, which the
Hartwells say they have, it is extremely
expensive to have a sick child.
?It still drained all of our finances ? We
cashed in all of our retirements and
everything,? Nancy said. ?When you can?t
work, you still have to pay your bills.?
Because facilities catering to pediatric
illnesses tend to be highly specialized,
families travel frequently for appointments
and treatments. If a child is entered in
medical trials, those travels can be even
more far-flung. The Hartwells, for instance,
spent most of the summer of 2015 traveling
back and forth to Kentucky with Zach for an
immunotherapy trial.
?He would be there for five weeks and home
for one,? Nancy said.
?When you travel, the insurance doesn?t pay
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for your travel. They don?t pay for your hotel
room. They don?t pay your meals, which are
much more expensive when you?re eating
out.?
They often ate at the hospital, which is
cheaper than a restaurant, but still more
expensive than eating at home.
?And all the bills still had to be paid.?
During those trips they stayed at the Ronald
McDonald House for $10 a night.
?Thank goodness for that ? Some of the
families that we saw along the way, I don?t
know what they would have done without
that. They would have been sleeping in the
lobby at the hospital,? Nancy said. ?I always
tell people: When you go through the
McDonald?s drive-thru, leave the change. It
does make a difference.?
The community stepped up to support the
family in ways that they didn?t expect. ?It
seemed like every time I didn?t know where
the next dollar was going to come from,
something happened,? Nancy said.
But as proud, independent people, it wasn?t
easy for the Hartwells to accept love in the
form of money.
?It was very difficult. My sister sat me down
one day and she said, ?Listen. People have to
do something for themselves. They feel like
they?ve got to do something and there?s
nothing else they can do but give you a few
dollars. Don?t take that away from them,??
Nancy recounted. ?So we began to try to
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change that attitude. It never became really
what I would call comfortable, but we
handled it with more grace than we had.?
Even with all that help, the Hartwells?
financial future looks very different now than
it did 10 years ago.
?We?ll just work forever,? Nancy said with a
rueful laugh. ?We?ve resigned ourselves to
that. We?re just not going to be able to get
done working.?
But both Nancy and Bill insist that they are
happy with the choices they made and
wouldn?t change anything.
?You do what you?ve got to do. There?s no
regrets. It just is what it is for us. We won?t be
retiring.?
Healt h y siblin g of a sick k id

Nancy and Bill arranged their lives so that
Tyler was part of Zach?s journey. During the
many times that Zach had extended stays in
Boston hospitals, Bill and Tyler would be
home for three days a week and in Boston
for four days a week. Both Bill?s work and
Tyler ?s school were supportive in making this
possible.
?We made sure that Tyler was there for
everything. When we traveled, Tyler
traveled,? Nancy said. ?There were a lot of
things that Tyler gave up during those years.
And there are some things he has some
resentment for that he missed out on. But it
was very important to us that if family
struggles, family struggles together.?
Zach?s passing has been difficult for Tyler.
?He and his brother were best friends,?
Nancy said. ?Where the older kids all have
their own families, Tyler has less ? He?s had a
hard time dealing with it.?

Nancy and Bill had two ?litters? of kids, as
they call them. There?s an older group of
three siblings who already have their own
families. Zach was the first of the younger
Body text
Keepin g lif e n or m al
?litter ? of two kids. His brother Tyler was 12
From the very beginning, Zach was insistent
when Zach?s cancer was diagnosed.
on living as normal a life as possible.
The Hartwells had already witnessed the
?It was very important to Zach that cancer
health crisis of a nephew, so they knew the
not define him,? Nancy said.
perils of taking care of one sick child and one
healthy child.
?He didn?t complain, he never got upset,? said
Bill. ?Well, I can?t say he never got upset. But
?They told me that they wished they had
not often ? People would say things like,
included [the healthy son] more in what was
?You?re a hero.?And he was like, ?No, I?m not.
going on during the whole thing,? Nancy
I?m a person who got sick and I?m recovering
recounted. ?He ended up staying home with
and I?m no different than anybody else would
relatives ? losing his parents, losing his
be in that given situation.? That?s how he
brother, everyone gone out of his life. They
looked at it.?
regretted that they didn?t find a way to
include him more.?
Nancy and Bill made sure that their house
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was welcoming for teenagers so that Zach?s
friends would continue to visit. They got lots
of video games and kept the kitchen stocked
with junk food and soda.
?We made it as pleasant as possible for all of
them to be here so they wanted to spend
time with him,? Nancy said. ?I didn?t want
Zach?s friends to feel uncomfortable around
him with everything that was going on so ?
as soon as they walked through the door I
would say, ?Okay, here?s his trach. This is his
port. He?s got a feeding tube right here. This
is his wheelchair.??
Piece by piece, she showed and explained
everything so Zach?s friends weren?t scared
by the unknown. ?His friends would tool
around in the wheelchair,? she said.
The wheelchair still holds a prominent place
in the Hartwells?home.
? ?
Rev. Skye Murray is a board certified chaplain
at Dartmouth Hitchcock Memorial Center in
Lebanon, New Hampshire. As part of the
CHaD
(Children?s
Hospital
at
Dartmouth-Hitchcock) team, she has seen
many families go through the process of
losing a beloved child.
?When we talk about a child that?s dying,
what is dying is not just the person you love
more than anyone else in the world, it?s also
the future life that you?ve imagined with that
child,? Murray said. ?Children are never in
isolation, so it?s a disruption of an entire
system. That has lots of bearing on the other
siblings in the family, the extended family,
and whole communities.?

In addition, she said, if the child is school age,
entire
school
and
extracurricular
communities will feel the ripples of loss.
And at the center of it, once again, are the
parents.
?Fundamental to who parents are is this
fierce protection of their child. We are to love
and care and protect them so they can be
adults. What happens when we can?t do that
because of disease and illness? It?s a
complete disruption and disorientation to a
way of life to see a child die,? Murray said.
How it af f ect s t h e siblin g
Just because a child is physically healthy
doesn?t
mean
they
are
emotionally
unscathed by their sibling?s illness and death.
?I think for many there?s this idea sometimes
of guilt: I?m the one who lived,? Murray said. ?I
think it?s hard for them also to say that they
have needs in the midst of a child who is so
seriously ill. Those needs can always be
trumped by their sibling?s illness or dying
process.?
How it af f ect s a m ar r iage
?There is an extremely difficult dynamic of
tending to loving relationships in the midst of
trying to say goodbye,? Murray said. ?There?s
a lot of families that come to the hospital
very connected and intact and go through
this experience that way. But it?s not
uncommon that there are difficulties coming
together as we each grieve so differently. I?ve
definitely seen marriages strengthened
through these difficult experiences, and I?ve
seen marriages where they go in different
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directions because the strain is so great.?
Murray said that it?s helpful for each parent
to have their own support network so that
they have someone who isn?t in the thick of
things to fall apart with.
?I can?t tell you the number of parents who
say, ?It?s supposed to be me, not them. I?ve
lived my life, they?re just starting.??
Nam in g t h eir n eeds
One of the hardest things for many couples
is figuring out how to ask for what they need
in the midst of an acute or on-going crisis.

M ovin g f or w ar d
Murray said that parents can move forward
from the loss of a child, but it?s a long
process.
?People talk about time healing wounds,? she
said. ?I?ve never talked to a parent who is
bereaved who isn?t still thinking about their
child every day. That doesn?t mean they don?t
go on to find meaningful life, but I think they
need a lot of support to go on with life
without their child in it.?
While people tend to gather around the
family during the first days and weeks after a
child?s death, the family continues to need
support on a longer-term basis.

?How do you get to a place where you can
really start asking for what you need and
identifying what you need ? meals, taking
?Often it?s in the first couple days or weeks
care of the house, somebody who is saying,
after a child dies that people rally. What I
?I?ll come to the hospital and take you out to
hear from people is that they need the love
lunch because you still need time with your
and support to continue,? Murray said.
Body text
best girlfriend.? Being able to name those
personal needs is very individual,? Murray
She said that one thing that can help a family
said.
move forward is to create a memory book or
memory box to honor the child.
She sees one of her roles as a chaplain to
?help families start to name their needs as
?I talk a lot about legacy building. It continues
they go through the absolute unimaginable,
to tell the story of the child and continues the
and connect them with some resources.?
family having this connection with their
child,? Murray said. ?The legacy of these
children is that love never dies.?
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Th e M ar it al St r ess Of Havin g
A Sick Ch ild
Week 22 online extras

When a child gets sick, the entire family is
affected. Nancy and Bill Hartwell talked with
us about how they cared for their marriage
while caring for their child.
M ar it al st r ess
When Zach first got sick, a social worker sat
with Nancy and Bill to talk about how his
illness could affect their relationship.
?A lot of marriages split up when a child is
sick. Either one person can?t handle it, or
there?s blame that it?s your fault that they had
this disease, not mine,? Nancy said. ?They
talked to us about it right away at the
hospital, about really taking care of our
marriage and our personal relationship
during it all.?
?Not that we didn?t ever have any fights
during the six years, but we did it together,?
she said.
They quickly realized they had strengths in
different areas and were able to rely on each
other.
?There were things that Bill was better at and
things that I was better at. He didn?t get into
the research part of it like I did. I would stay
up late at night and do the research part of
it,? Nancy said. ?But Zach was 6 foot 1 and at
one point 200 pounds and can?t walk by
himself. You had to hold him up when he?s
walking and that was very difficult for me. So

those things I had to rely on Bill to do.?
?If one of us just couldn?t handle it that day
the other one stepped up and did it. You just
don?t both have a bad day at the same time!?
Nancy continued. ?You pull up your big girl
pants and you move on. That?s what you
have to do.?
Perhaps one of their greatest strengths as a
couple was that they continued to see each
other as three-dimensional people, rather
than as projections of their own fears and
upsets.
?You have to be really cognizant that you?re
recognizing that the other person is going
through the same thing you are, has all the
same feelings that you do,? Nancy said. ?You
have to support each other, too, not just the
child.?
?I think it would be really, really easy ?
especially when the child has passed ? to go
into your own private mourning, rather than
mourning together,? she continued. ?And I
think you just have to be very cognizant of it
and recognize that you?re going through it
together. This isn?t just happening to Zach, it
isn?t just happening to me and Zach. It?s
happening to our whole family, and we have
to go through it together.?
?It?s either going to tear you apart or bring
you closer together,? Nancy concluded.
?You?re in control of which it is.?
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Car egiver Exh au st ion
Three caregivers recently sat around our
conference table to talk about the stress and
exhaustion that goes with being a primary
caregiver.
I agreed to use only their first names and not
offer any specific details about them or their
loved ones.
LINDA

sleeping ? You?re not sleeping at night and
you?re constantly listening,? she said. ?In the
winter it was okay, but in the summer
running a fan, you can?t have anything for
noise because then you can?t hear
something.?
She arranged for someone to come in on
Tuesdays so she could go out to get shopping
and errands done. ?It was Tuesday, or it
didn?t get done,? she said.

Linda?s husband had dementia. She was his
primary caregiver until he passed away
Linda?s children became worried about her
almost two years ago. Linda had previously
health, asking her if she was sleeping and
also provided care for her mother with
Body text
whether she was okay. Linda said, with rueful
Alzheimer ?s.
laughter, ?I thought I was doing extremely
Linda had spent 25 years in a government
well ? but you?re trying to adjust and how it
job, but as her husband?s dementia
is one day isn?t how it is the next day.?
progressed she had to retire.
That level of uncertainty made it hard for her
?I loved my job. But that just seemed to be
to accept her daughter ?s offer of help. ?She
the thing to do,? she said. ?As things became
works full time, so I tried to be very careful,?
needier for him, it was going to become
she said. ?Because not knowing what was
unsafe. I had to get done ? I felt terrible
coming ? I didn?t want to abuse the privilege
giving that up. It was a big loss for me. That
[of calling her].?
was part of who I was.?
Linda?s family all have advance directives in
But giving up her job didn?t mean that her
place for the end of life, but even so there
stress levels went down.
were questions and decisions that had to be
made.
?You?re living in a nightmare and you?re not
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?Somebody calls you to say, ?Well we know
what you said, but now we?re calling to see if
you wanted to change your mind about
something,?? she recalled. ?It just added
another layer of anguish. You?re following
their wishes, that?s what you want to do. But
it?s killing you.?
ANNE
Anne moved back to the Northeast Kingdom
when both of her parents needed help: her
mother developed dementia after a stroke in
2009. Her father had been the primary
caregiver until his health started failing. He
was in decline for two years before passing in
2014. Her mother is still alive.
Before her father ?s death, Anne became his
source of comfort because his wife was no
longer present.
?The exhaustion part of it for me was that my
dad only wanted me,? she said. ?He?d call me
in the night, ?I?m scared, will you sit with me??
Sure dad.?
?He?d be looking for me. His eyes, no matter
where I was in the room, he?d be looking for
me because I was like his safety. And that
was kind of ? that was tiring. It was
exhausting to be the one and the only one.
No other comfort,? she continued.
Now that her father is gone, her mother
takes all of Anne?s attention.
?If she?s sitting in a chair and you?re just
talking to her, you might not know that she
ever had anything wrong,? Anne said. ?The
frustration mostly is with the million
questions ? It?s like ?Who?s on First,? the
Abbott and Costello thing. You feel like you?re
losing your sh* * sometimes. For me, that
part is exhausting.?

For a while, Anne had support from her
siblings, but one by one they had to drop out
for various reasons, leaving her as the sole
caregiver. ?It?s like being a hamster on a
wheel,? she said. ?You can?t jump off.?
In order to keep her health insurance, she
had been working three and a half 10-hour
days in another part of the state, then
returning to the NEK for the other three and
a half days a week to care for her parents. ?It
just trashed me ? The trade off is you?re
paying somebody so you can go and make
some money. It doesn?t even make sense.?
Now she has given up her job and lives with
her mother full-time. The stress got so bad
that Anne had her own health crisis at the
end of last year. ?It?s been a very, very tight
balance financially,? she said.
ANN
Ann cared for her long-time partner for five
years (we?ll call her Kathy) through dementia
until her passing last fall.
?It was long, but it was incremental,? she said.
?We didn?t even recognize it to start with.?
?I had a very full life and then gradually over
the years, I dropped off and dropped off. So
by the last year, I was really doing nothing of
my own work or anything but just being
present,? Ann continued.
While Ann appears to be more at peace with
her caregiving experience than the rest, there
were plenty of frustrations.
She was trying to do everything on her own,
but eventually it became too much. ?My
health began to show with stress. I had atrial
fibrillation ? You just don?t have the energy.
It?s just not there. You can will it, but it
doesn?t appear.?
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The health issue forced her to look elsewhere
for support: she gathered a support group of
four people with whom she had weekly
phone calls. ?I got a caregiver, and then in the
end we had three,? she said. ?The financial
picture is the hardest one. But I just decided
that Kathy wanted to die at home, so I?d just
use the savings and then sort it out
afterwards.?
She had challenges communicating with
home health workers because ?they were
always changing everybody.? With constant
personnel changes ?you could never get a
rhythm going.?
Ann got advice from a doctor that helped her
through the process of caregiving her loved
one: ?Kathy knows where she?s going. Just

follow her. Don?t have any thoughts about it.
Her whole life she?s known where she?s going,
and she knows now. So just follow her.?
Ann felt most guilty over the times when she
got so tired that she became irritated and
short with Kathy. ?And the more I was
irritated, the more she demanded ? I was
guilty because I didn?t behave well.?
She credits a long-time meditation practice
with coming through Kathy?s illness and
death as well as she did.
?It was a beautiful passing and it was time. I
woudln?t want her to have more dementia
than she had,? Ann said. ?We?d had 47 years
together. so what more can you ask for from
this world??

Body text

I want to admit something to you, dear
reader.
It?s something that we caregivers are not
supposed to say out loud. It?s not polite or
socially acceptable.
It?s quite possible that you?ll judge me harshly
and think I?m a terrible person when you
finish reading this. That?s okay because I
think it?s vitally important for someone to say
this out loud. Nobody said it to me, and I
carried a huge burden of guilt during my
time as a caregiver.
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Th er e w er e m om en t s du r in g m y m ot h er ?s
illn ess w h en I w ish ed t h at I w as t h e on e
w h o w as sick . Th er e w er e even m om en t s
w h en I im agin ed h ow f r ee I w ou ld f eel
on ce sh e w as gon e.
There are tears threatening to spill over as I
sit here typing this, because I know that this
wasn?t the real, deep truth. The real truth was
that I wanted my mom to live for as long as
possible. I wanted every day with her that I
could have. Now that she?s gone, I ache for
her every single day.
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But in the midst of the most sustained period
of stress and trauma I?ve ever experienced,
there were moments when I just wanted a
break.
I was envious of my mother for lying in bed
and being ?waited on.?
I was envious of the attention and care that
cancer afforded her.
I didn?t want to have cancer myself, I just
wanted some time where I wasn?t in constant
crisis mode.
I wanted some time where I wasn?t on-call 24
hours a day.
I wanted some time where my needs were
the ones being taken care of.
Instead, I was working a full-time job while
also trying to be present for my mom 24/7.
Let me be clear: my mother didn?t put this
pressure on me. I put it on myself.
I remember one day my mom asked me to
get something for her but I arrived at her
house empty-handed. I had forgotten the
request mere moments after she made it.
That?s when my mom said to me, ?I know
how stressed you are. You used to remember
everything, and now you don?t remember
anything!?
Thankfully, rather than turning it into a
problem, Mom and I were able to laugh
together about my inability to juggle all the
balls. That was the grace that my mother
gave me.

But I cannot deny that even in what some
might think of as the best possible caregiving
situation (Mom was alert, communicative,
and often in good spirits), my exhaustion and
stress built up to untenable levels. There was
no way off the hamster wheel until Mom was
either miraculously cured or took her leave
of this earth.
I?ve heard overwhelmed parents guiltily
admit to similar feelings in whispers: ?My life
would be easier if I?d never had this baby!?
They don?t actually mean they don?t want
their child, but their current situation feels
like it will never end and they don?t know how
to make it better.
Exhaustion and stress can do terrible things
to our brains and our ability to cope.
That?s why I think these stories of caregiver
exhaustion are so vitally important to tell: so
that if and when you find yourself in this
place, you will know that you are not alone.
You are not crazy. You are not a terrible
person. There is no need to feel guilty.
This is NORMAL.
Truthfully, knowing that
removed my guilt entirely.

wouldn?t

have

But perhaps if I?d admitted those feelings out
loud to someone at the time, I could have
vented the feelings instead of spending so
much energy trying to push them away. That
was energy I could have spent being a more
effective caregiver and advocate for my
mom.
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On e Fam ily ?s Jou r n ey
Th r ou gh Disease
Debbie was diagnosed with leukem ia when
she was 14 years old. It was the 1970s and
children with leukem ia often died at the
tim e.
Debbie was one of the lucky ones: she had
aggressive chem otherapy and radiation that
pushed the disease into rem ission for
several years.
When Debbie?s leukem ia returned at age 18,
her older sister Meri was a m atch to offer a
successful bone m arrow transplant.
But the treatm ents that cured the first
cancer left Debbie with a cascade of other
health problem s.
?She got a lot of secondary cancers, which is
usually what happened because they gave
these kids so m uch radiation,? Meri said.
Over the years she got hepatitis C from
transfusions, cirrhosis and liver cancer,
breast cancer, a tum or on her spine, and
m ore.

Four years ago, Meri survived breast cancer.
?I never thought I was going to die,? Meri
said in an interview last week. She doesn?t
see herself prim arily as a breast cancer
survivor. ?That ?s not really any m ore m y
identity than a lot of other things.?
But given her fam ily history, she adm its, she
wouldn?t be surprised if another cancer
diagnosis were in her future.
Medical personnel have not identified a
genetic com ponent to the fam ily?s history of
cancer.
Which leaves Meri talking a lot about
im perm anence and the cultural pressure to
be ?okay.?
Lear n in g t o com pen sat e
Meri has seen sickness from all sides ? as a
caregiver for her loved ones, as a patient
herself, and as a m edical professional in the
com m unity.

Debbie died in 2012.

From all those viewpoints, she has seen it
repeatedly: sickness changes us.

That one story is horror enough for one
fam ily. But it is only the beginning of Meri?s
fam ily history of disease.

?You change profoundly,? she said. ?You
m orph into som ething else.?

Meri?s younger sister, Ruth, has been living
with m etastatic lung cancer for the past four
years; her father had kidney cancer in his
50s and died from lung cancer in his 60s; her
aunt had three different types of cancer; her
cousin had colon cancer before she was 50.

Living with the constant ups and downs, the
dram as and traum as, of chronic or term inal
illness requires us to develop a new set of
coping skills.
?With illness, you have the crisis and you fall
apart and it ?s fearful and you?re in this state
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of alarm . But you can?t m aintain a state of
alarm all the tim e, you just can?t. So then
that ?s the new norm al ? the baseline
changes,? Meri said.
At som e point, a new crisis develops and
everyone falls apart again for a little while ?
and then that becom es the new norm al.
?I think that ?s hum an nature,? Meri said. ?You
see it in a war zone, people norm alize things.
It ?s the new norm al. We just com pensate.?
That adaptation to the new norm al is
essential to surviving the day-to-day issues,
but it can also have a dark side that Meri
knows all too well.
?There?s a cultural pressure to say, ?Yes, I?m
fine, I?m fine.?And I personify that,? she said.
?It ?s obviously a coping skill to norm alize
things ? but that ?s not a good thing in our
society.?

was another lesson.?
What was that lesson?
?Not taking it as rejection or personally or
feeling unloved or unlovable,? Meri said.
?Unworthiness. All of our very vulnerable
stuff.?
Gen er at ion al gen et ics
Meri has two daughters. When thinking of
their future health, she chooses to focus on
the m ajor m edical advances of the past few
decades.
?I have a lot of faith in m odern m edicine,?
she said. ?Debbie had her bone m arrow
transplant when it was brand new. Ruthie?s
been alive for four years with m etastatic
lung cancer. It ?s unheard of. All of these new
m onoclonal antibodies, all these new
targeted therapies ? I believe in m edicine.?

That doesn?t m ean that she lets her
Having been used to the role of helper in
daughters get away with doing things she
both her career and her fam ily, going
believes are willfully reckless of their health.
through her own bout of cancer forced Meri
Body text
?One of m y daughters had a tim e when she
to confront her own discom fort with being
was sm oking tobacco and she was like, oh
helped.
it ?s natural tobacco. And I was like, NO! Are
?The m ost difficult thing by far was when I
you crazy? Three people in m y fam ily have
was sick and having to ask for help. That was
had lung cancer. This is not going to work!?
the m ost hum bling,? Meri said. ?I?d never
One of her daughters, Jessica, 22 (no word
been the need-er. I am the giver. It was
on whether she?s the form er tobacco sm oker
incredibly hum bling to be helpless.?
or not!), spoke with us briefly by phone to
She said she has a ?wonderful group of
talk about what it ?s like to grow up with this
friends? who cam e when she called.
type of fam ily history.
But then she paused for a m om ent of
?I think that it ?s in the back of m y m ind,
reflection and said, ?There were tim es when I
though it ?s not super-conscious right now
asked and the help didn?t show up, and that
because I am young and healthy and it feels
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very distant. Even though I know that m ight
not be true,? Jessica said. ?I m ake jokes
about, well we all know I?m going to get
cancer!?
All of the kids in her generation are aware of
what the fam ily health history m ight m ean
for them . ?So m uch of m y fam ily has put a
lot of energy into reassuring the young
people that they?re going to be fine,? Jessica
said. ?I think that a lot of people in our fam ily
do worry about it.?
But she chooses to focus on m aking healthy
lifestyle choices and do the best she can
each day.
?A lot of tim es it ?s m ade m e feel like there?s
nothing that you can do. Like I can eat as
m any raw foods as I want now, which is m y
current thing, but I really have no idea,? she
said.
Ref r am in g illn ess an d loss
?I?ve had a lot of loss. I?ve spent a lot of tim e
grieving in m y life,? Meri said. ?I think m aybe
that prepares you for m ore loss.?
It also seem s to be preparing Meri for
whatever she m ight experience in her own
future health.
?We?re all going to die. I think m aybe I?m
being m ore realistic about it. I?m already 57.
I?ve had 57 years. That ?s m ore than m ost,?
she said. ?I don?t say that to be cavalier or
courageous. It ?s just that I really think that I
believe that.?
She rem em bers being in the m idst of breast
cancer and the perspective shift it created

for her.
?All of a sudden, you don?t sweat the sm all
stuff anym ore,? Meri said. Who cares if she
got stuck in traffic or lost her cell phone?
?When you?re in it, you?re just so focused,
and I think that ?s kind of a gift. I see that as a
silver lining,? she said. ?I would love to say
that sticks, but no it doesn?t. I?m m ired in the
trivialities and garbage of everyday life.
That ?s what I would wish for ? to hold on to
som e of that wisdom .?
In her fam ily, she said, they have a three-day
rule: you?re allowed to wallow in your
pajam as eating cereal for three days. ?Then
you have to pull your ass out of bed and
keep going.?
Meri has also instituted a three-week rule for
herself. ?Having had cancer, I think it ?s really
easy to think every ache and pain is m y
m etastasis, so I have a three week rule ? I
can ignore it for three weeks. And then if it
doesn?t go away in three weeks, I?m going to
pay attention to it. Guess what? They all go
away in three weeks! So it ?s not m y
m etastatic disease this tim e.?
Which brings us back to the idea of
im perm anence and how unknowable the
future is, especially in term s of disease.
?When Ruthie was diagnosed after Debbie
died, everybody contacted m e to ask, ?What
does this m ean??? Meri said. ?I said, ?I think
she?s got m onths to live.? That was a fair
thing to say ? she had stage four lung cancer
? I was wrong. That was four years ago!?
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During m y m other ?s treatm ent, there were m any conversations with m edical
providers about whether she should have genetic testing for the BRCA1 and
BRCA2 m utations. Everyone seem ed to have a different opinion.
Her surgeon thought that, as a wom an of Ashkenazi Jewish descent (a prim e
contributor to the BRCA m utations), she should have the test.
Her oncologist said that her cancer cells didn?t look like a BRCA-type cancer, so
she didn?t think it was necessary.
The geneticists said yes ? a person with a ham m er naturally wants to hit the
nails.
The financial people said no ? the test was very expensive and unlikely to be
covered by insurance.
At the end of every conversation, people looked at m e.
?Does your daughter want to know her risk??
It was, everyone covertly acknowledged, too late to m ake a real difference in
m y m om ?s health and treatm ent plan. But it m ight m ake som e difference to m y
future.
Body text
Mom and I had m any conversations about whether she should have the
testing or not. No m atter how m any points we argued for or against the
testing, it always seem ed to com e back to one sim ple exchange.
Mom would ask, ?Do you want m e to get the testing??
I would respond, ?If you want to get the testing for your own inform ation and
treatm ent, I will support that decision com pletely. But don?t get it just for m y
benefit because I don?t really want to know.?
What positive difference could that inform ation have in m y life right now?
Either I?m predisposed or I?m not, and knowing or not knowing won?t change it
either way.
On the other hand, I?m a firm believer that excessive worry can m ake us sick.
And I am , unfortunately, a bit of a worrier.
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I can only im agine how crazy I would m ake m yself if I were BRCA-positive and
had to spend the rest of m y life knowing that cancer was m ost likely a ?when,?
not an ?if.? (I don?t plan to have children, so I don?t carry the burden of also
m aking this decision on their behalf.)
That doesn?t m ean that I don?t look to the future. With two generations of
reproductive cancer in m y im m ediate m aternal line, I have already begun
consulting with m edical professionals about whether having a prophylactic
hysterectom y after m enopause m akes sense for m e. Just because I don?t want
the specifics of m y genetic predisposition for cancer hanging like the Sword of
Dam ocles over m e doesn?t m ean that I want to bury m y head in the sand.
These are not easy decisions. There is so m uch hanging in the balance, and
every single one of us will have a different set of deeply personal calculations
to m ake.
Recently there has been a m ove in Congress to allow em ployers to require
their em ployees to get genetic testing and penalize those who don?t as part of
workplace wellness program s (HR 1313 was forwarded to the House Ways &
Means Com m ittee earlier this m onth and is not part of the Am erican Health
Care Act that was pulled from a vote last week.)
The idea that an em ployer could som eday force m e to learn this inform ation
under threat of financial penalty is, in a word, horrifying.
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Teach in g Th e Next Gen er at ion To
Face Deat h ? An d Lif e
?Our parents? generation were pretty
carefully taught not to talk about death.
Death is taboo ? People don?t make plans
until the health problems are knocking at the
door. And they even ignore the health
problems until death is knocking at the
door.?

When she asked her class, ?How many of you
know someone who has died?? every student
raised their hand.

So says Dr. Norma Bowe about how we
prepare for death in today?s culture. She?s
doing her part to make sure that the next
generation has more skills and tools for both
death and life.

Successful suicide? Half.

Bowe is a former psychiatric nurse with a
masters in health administration and a PhD
in community health policy.
She is also a professor at Kean University in
Union, New Jersey, where she teaches ?The
Death Class.? It?s an intense course that
demystifies death for her students.
?I inherited the class from someone who was
retiring at my university,? Bowe said during a
phone interview this week. ?When I look at
the syllabus and looked at the outline, I
literally threw it away. It was about theory
and it was about religion.?
She wasn?t interested in discussing abstract
concepts when ?death is very concrete ? it?s
going to happen to all of us.?
In fact, in a class that?s populated primarily by
people in their early 20s, death was already
very concrete.

How many knew someone with a terminal
illness? Three quarters.
Attempted suicide? Half.

How many knew someone who had been
murdered? Three quarters of the class.
?I think that young people have a lot of grief,?
she said. ?I believe that grief is often the root
cause of a lot of mental health issues. So the
class is preparing people to face grief and
death.?
Bowe re-imagined the class as part
bereavement group, part lecture, and part
field trips.
Preparing an obituary 80 years in advance
?The class opens a safe space to explore life,?
Bowe said. ?We do an obituary for when
they?re 100. To write your obituary, you have
to kind of create a life map when you?re in
your 20s and doing this crazy assignment.
You have to figure out, what will people say
about me? What kind of career will I have?
Who will be around me when I die? Who will
be taking care of me by then? Will I have
grandchildren??
This assignment and others like it open up
avenues of conversation for the students.
And, Bowe said, those openings bleed into
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their family lives as well.
?They take the class home with them. All of a
sudden now the whole family is discussing
death,? she said. ?It?s opening up a dialogue
about ? Mom and Dad, what do you want?
Do you want to be cremated? Do you want to
be buried? Do you have a preference about
hospice? It?s creating conversations that I
think are so vitally important so that we?re
not so burdened when someone dies.?
Th e biology of dyin g
?There are signs of the active dying process
about four weeks out,? Bowe said.
One of the lectures that she gives the class is
about the physical processes of dying, so that
they understand what it looks like.

graveyard), to a casket show room (where a
student can ?try on? a casket), and to view the
?retort? chamber where cremations happen.
And then they get to the autopsy field trip.
?The autopsy trip is really where I think
students get that life is short and precious,?
Bowe said.
There is a girl in her class who is addicted to
prescription drugs. When they visited the
autopsy room last week, there were 13 drug
overdoses on the tables.
?She sat there and held my hand and said,
?I?m never using drugs again. I?m stopping
this. I?m going to call my doctor today. I?m
going to get clean, this is not going to happen
to me. This is not going to be my father
coming to identify my body,? Bowe said.

?I tell them exactly what happens in the body
starting a month before you die, all the way
They see victims of gang violence, suicides
to the moment of death, so they recognize
and more.
the signs and symptoms of organ failure,?
?It?s just a very profound moment,? she said.
she said. ?Most of us, if we knew someone
Facing death gets students thinking about
was going to die in the next four weeks, we
how they want to live their lives. ?That?s what
might change our schedule a little bit. We
the students always say at the very end.
might rearrange our priorities and spend
Body text
They?re always like, ?Dr. Bowe, this isn?t really
some time with people that are dying.?
a class aboutdeath, it?s a class about living.
Because missing the opportunity to say
We have tolive!??
goodbye to a beloved friend or family
For all ages
member can be a huge source of trauma.
?I think it?s very effective for kids this age
?The ?shoulda-woulda-couldas? are that look
when they?re very open to talking about their
back where there?s no rewind button and you
losses,? Bowe said. ?But I also run grief
can?t do anything over,? Bowe said. ?It can
workshops around the country and I?ve had
really be torturous.?
40, 50, 60, 70 year olds ? I had an 80 year old
Field t r ips
in this death class at one point!?
On their fields trips, students confront death
in ways that most of us never will.
Bowe takes them on a scavenger hunt of a
cemetery (find an example of true love in the
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Bowe said. ?For older folks who are now
losing their friends and losing their spouse
and losing their familiar surroundings. A lot
of them are moving into nursing homes or
assisted living ? they leave their house. They
have physical decline, so they?re losing some
of their physical abilities, too.?
In fact, she said, depression and suicide are
serious problems among the elderly
population.
?Some of the highest rates of suicide are for
people 65 and older,? she said. ?We need
more of a framework for elders.?
Havin g k n ow ledge doesn?t m ean it ?s easy
Bowe is currently in the midst of her own
challenges with helping a loved one navigate
illness.

helped to know what you?re looking at, but it
doesn?t help knowing that you?re going to
lose somebody, or in knowing what the grief
process is going to look like.?
Layin g t h eir bu r den s dow n
Knowledge may not make death less painful
for those of us left behind, but it can make
the process less scary and traumatic.
Facing death can also provide skills and tools
that make engaging in life more attractive.
The evidence: there is a three-year wait list to
get into Bowe?s class, ?Death In Perspective.?
On the Kean University campus, Bowe has
created a memory garden where students
can sit, or plant some flowers, or leave a
rock. She said that students use it ?all the
time.?

Her father began declining physically about a
year ago. She is his primary caregiver,
operating from several states away.

They?ve also created a rock labyrinth on
campus.

A few years ago she accompanied her
mother through cancer treatments and then
death.
Before
that,
she
was
her
grandmother ?s primary caregivers.

?The Buddhists say that if yo have a trouble
or a burden or a worry or a sorrow, if you
walk in concentric circles slowly with
intention, that by the middle of the circle
you?ll be able to lay your burden down.?

?Yes, I am affected by the death of family
members,? she said. ?Even with all the
knowledge that I have about it, it?s still
difficult ? It?s not any easier if you know all of
this.?
?I was able to make decisions based on my
knowledge that yes, she?s actively dying, I?m
not leaving her bedside. I?m staying here,?
she continued. ?Some of the knowledge

In the center of the circle is a pile of small
rocks with messages ? some presumably to
loved ones who have died, others about
different kinds of burdens ? laid down so that
they can take the next step into life.
To read more about Dr. Norma Bowe?s class,
check out Erika Hayasaki?s book ?The Death
Class : A true story about life.?
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Speaking with Dr. Norma Bowe has gotten me thinking about the interplay between
life and death in my own psyche.
When I was 26, my father died very unexpectedly. He was a private investigator, away
on business, when he had a massive stroke in his hotel room. Everything about his
death was shrouded in mystery. Several of his co-workers told me they didn?t believe
he was dead, but that he had gone under deep cover on an investigation. His body
was identified by an FBI agent and then immediately cremated so no one I knew and
trusted could confirm that he was actually dead.
For five years, I lived in my own version of purgatory: waiting for him to reappear in
my life one day and say, ?Just kidding!?
I descended into a black hole of depression, unable to process his death. I was stuck,
unable to move forward with my life.
Eventually I took the only step I could think of that would prove definitively whether
my father was dead or not ? ordering a photo from his autopsy.
After five years, it took only a few moments to confirm for myself that yes, my father
was actually dead.
Body text
It didn?t happen overnight, but in the months after seeing that photo, I was able to
rejoin my own life in progress.
When my mother died 16 months ago, it was a completely different story. I took care
of her as her health declined and I was in the room as she died. There was no
confusion whatsoever that she was gone.
I was sad ? devastated, even ? but there was no question that my life would continue
to move forward. It?s what she would have insisted on. I would not descend into that
same pit of despair that swallowed five years of my life after my father passed.
So I began writing this series.
Yes, I wanted to explore questions and issues around helping our loved ones to die.
And yes, I wanted to open a space for conversation with you, dear readers.
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But even more than that, I wanted a way to stay in contact with my mom in a healthy
way. This series has been my anchor as I navigated this year of grieving.
Many of you have written in, asking for this series to be turned into a book. For much
of this year, I assumed that would be the obvious next step.
But a couple weeks ago I had an epiphany: spending a year focusing so intensively on
death is enough. The time and energy it would take to create and publish such a book
would be astronomical. Instead, it?s time for me to start focusing onlifeagain!
During our conversation, Dr. Bowe said that her favorite poet is Mary Oliver, and
quoted a famous line from Oliver?s poem ?The Summer Day.?
It reminds me of what I?m learning through these intensive experiences with death,
and how I want to live this next part of my life.
?Doesn?t everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life??
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A Year Of Livin g Wit h Dyin g
The conversations I?ve had over the past year
? with both experts and ?regular ? people who
have been through the death of a loved one ?
have opened my eyes to many ideas about
death that were new to me.
It would be impossible to neatly encapsulate
all 25 of theseLiving With Dyingstories in one
neat package. Instead, I?ve picked out a few
of the ideas and messages that continue to
live in my heart.
Thank you for sharing this year with me.
Discu ssion s of deat h
We began the year speaking with a group of
Shambhala (a Tibetan Buddhist tradition)
practitioners in the Northeast Kingdom. It is a
tradition that speaks about death openly and
frequently. One of the most widely
recognized texts of the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition is the Tibetan Book of the Dead.
The group had recently ushered 64-year-old
Michael through his final days with an
aggressive cancer.
?Part of our tradition is that it?s important to
know that you have died so you can let go,?
explained member Bill Brauer. ?We talked
about it all the time with Michael: You?re
dying, you?re dying, you?re dying. Because it
was happening very fast and it was
consuming him and we didn?t want him to be
confused.?
Up until that final moment, though,
Shambhalians view the person as fully alive,
rather than partially dead.

?Our understanding is that until that person
is dead, that person is alive. So we treat that
as a living person and a living situation, with
all the dignity that comes with being a living
person,? said Bill. ?We tell ourselves as we?re
dying, ?You?re dying. You?re losing control of
your body. Don?t worry, we?ll keep you clean
and dry.? That?s often a point of
embarrassment when they start to lose
control of their bodies. Now they have to be
taken care of ? and have their bodies
cleaned up. We tell them, ?That?s natural. It?s
okay, you just let go. Because you?re dying.?
So that they don?t get confused.?
For give you r self in advan ce
As a palliative care specialist at Dana Farber
Cancer Institute in Boston, Dr. Joshua Lakin
has spent a huge amount of time in hospital
rooms with families as their loved ones are
dying. The most important lesson for these
families, Lakin said, is to let yourself off the
hook.
?I always tell families up front: just forgive
yourself in advance,? he said. ?You want to be
present, but it?s chaos. You just can?t fix that
sometimes. So you just have to be willing to
give yourself permission, and give each other
permission, to just do your best.?
?Because it?s stressful times,? he continued.
?Prepare to forgive each other. That?s rule
number one. It?s not going to happen like you
think it?s going to happen. You?re going to
have regrets coming out of it. Hopefully
you?re going to have some beautiful and
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touching times too. But it?s complicated. So
learn to cut yourself some slack from the
start.?
He also encouraged family members to stop
trying to protect each other from the truth,
because the end result is often more pain.
?It?s extremely traumatic for people to find
out in the last week that a loved one is dying
from something. That?s just hard. It?s not
protection. It?s harder on people,? he said.
?They?ll say, ?But I don?t want to put them
through it.? But they?re going to have to go
through it. Period. They?re going to go
through grief. The more time you give them
to do it, especially with you so you can tell
them what?s important to you, so you can tell
them you love them and tell them goodbye
and all these things that are really important.
The sooner you start that, the easier it?s
going to be for all.?
Th e w or ds of t h e dyin g

travel, or the things important to them,?
Martha Jo said. ?My dad needed his pocket
knife. We would bring it and put it by the
bedside table for him and he would calm
down. They?re traveling things.?
She also frequently hears people speak
about ways to exit their body. ?People will
talk about leaving the door open ? how do I
get out of here??
How t o be a good f r ien d w h en
som eon e is dyin g
Carol Anne Gillis was the founder of the
original hospice organization in Littleton,
New Hampshire. She talked about the
discomfort many people have when a friend
is dying.
A broad offer of help ? ?call me any time for
anything!? ? is minimally helpful to a family
who is already juggling a million details and
emotions at once.

?Offer something specific,? Gillis said. For
Martha Jo Atkins, executive director of
instance: ?If you need a ride, give me a call. If
ABODE Contemplative Care of the DyingBody
in text
you need a meal prepared, give me a call. If
San Antonio, Texas, spoke with us about the
you need someone to stay overnight, I?m a
signposts of the death process.
night person, give me a call. Make it a specific
One of them, she said, is the dying person
category of what you?re offering.?
starting to speak about going on a journey.
It can often take less energy for a caregiver to
?Very often I will hear people talking about
do something themselves than to make
wanting to go home,? Martha Jo said.
phone calls to people who have made
general offers of support. That?s why the
?They will ask where their suitcase is, they?ll
offers need to be very specific, Gillis said.
ask for their bags. Even if they?ve been in the
bed for days or weeks or years, they?ll want
?It can?t be this vague thing ? ?Let me know if
their shoes, or the things that will help them
there?s anything I can do!? All you?re doing
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then is making yourself feel really good that
you offered.?
Gillis also noted that many people get
nervous about sitting with someone who is
dying because they?re afraid they won?t know
what to say.
In truth, you may not need to say much at all.
One of the great gifts a dying patient can
receive is the chance to talk without being
interrupted, Gillis said.
?It?s got to be in the body language that
you?ve got all the time in the world,? she said.
?If you do not have time to hear the answer,
don?t ask the question. Because we are in
such a rushed society, that we say, ?How are
you??And we don?t have time for any more of
an answer than, ?Fine.?And that?s not the way
it is with a person who?s dying. If you ask a
question, you?re there. You wait for the
answer, no matter. And you don?t fill in the
silences.?
Deat h is bor in g
Finally, don?t begrudge the dying person

some excitement if that?s what they need.
That?s according to Northeastern Vermont
Regional Hospital palliative care doctor Joyce
Dobbertin.
The dying person?s loved ones may feel like
the death process is a crisis, but not so for
the patient.
?Dying can be very boring,? Dobbertin said.
She described times when she?s seen a dying
person stir up drama within the family,
leaving everyone else ?aghast.? But Dobbertin
sees something positive in that action. ?Dying
is really boring, so it?s good to have a little
drama here and there!?
She remembers a member of her own
extended family who was dying of breast
cancer and chose a novel way to cut the
boredom.
?She got married 14 days before she died,?
Dobbertin said. ?She said, ?I?d much rather be
talking to people about my wedding, and
planning my wedding with people, than them
sitting around and watching me die.??
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LETTERS WE?VE RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO THIS SERIES
Roberta Chase Bettencourt wrote to tell us about caregiving two life partners
through the ends of their lives. She has experienced two very different end-of-life
scenarios.
Gary, her partner of 18
Alzheimer ?s-related dementia.

years,

began

rapidly

deteriorating

due

to

?As with anything else, the caregiving experience can either be a positive or a
negative one (and perhaps even a mixture of the two). I seriously thought I might
not survive Gary?s illness; i.e. not knowing if my health would give out or if I could
manage to stay one step ahead of him and avoid physical injury in the midst of a
dementia-fueled rant. My blood pressure hit 182/96 at one point and life seemed
as though it might be a nightmare without end.?
At the other end of the spectrum was her experience, many years earlier, with her
first husband, Arthur. He was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer when it was
already very advanced and not curable.
?Arthur chose to forego radiation treatments. He wanted to remain as well as he
could be for the time that was left to him rather than on his knees in the
bathroom paying homage at the feet of the ?porcelain god.?
The six-month course of his illness was a precious, bittersweet time for our little
family. Arthur remained gracious and grateful to the very end. It was so important
to him that I go on and live my life rather than spend it mourning that which was
gone and could never be again.
Body text
Arthur died at home in his own bed, surrounded by his art work, his books and
the family he loved so much.?
? ? ? ? ?
Paige Crosby sat with her father at the end of his life last year.
?Grace entered the room. Parkinson?s had taken away so many of his dignities and
abilities. Eating was a challenge and walking was now impossible. Toileting was a
unique challenge. This gregarious and chatty man now had difficulty make himself
understood as his speech was labored and garbled. But somehow in these final
days, ?grace?had given him the ability to speak with energy and clarity? just what
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he needed, when he needed it. And talk he did! He talked day and night for the
final two weeks of his life, cracking jokes, entertaining the nursing staff, family and
visitors. It was rather astounding and exhausting. And so very needed for us all
and especially for him.
Near the end, when conversation was over and sleep consumed most of Dad?s
time, he would sometimes awaken a bit and look around the room with his eyes
in amazement, his mouthed pursed as if to say, ?OOOOO.? I asked the Hospice
doctor what he was seeing and he looked at me and said, ?Perhaps his family and
friends.?I certainly hope so.?
? ? ? ? ?
Sandy Raynor signed up to become a hospice volunteer, including 10 weeks of
training.
?I felt encouraged and anticipated ten weeks of discussions with reading
assignments, as if the subject of death could be handled neatly, with a positive
spin.
As the training sessions progressed so too the depth of experience where we
toured a funeral home, got to know first hand what an undertaker does with a
corpse.
But nothing could have prepared me for the real deal, my first hospice client
dying of cancer.
I got the call she was in the hospital dying. Sitting by her bed, listening to her
struggle to breathe, all I could do was hold her hand and cry buckets of tears. All
the training went out the window for me when faced with seeing mortality, close
up, personal.
What I learned about myself was the terror of slipping away, of losing sight,
sound, speech while fighting the inevitable.
And that now, as I face 70 years old soon, try to make peace with the intense fear,
that it?s all part of a natural process.?
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Today marks the final entry in the Living With Dying series. It is a moment that I?ve
thought about, worried over, and dreaded for the past couple months. Now that it?s
here, I?m surprised to find myself at peace. The project feels complete within me.
In that way, it mirrors the final months of accompanying my mother to her death.
I spent countless hours wondering what life would be like AM ? After Mom. I worried
about my own mental, emotional, and physical health ? having spent two years focused
almost exclusively on her body and spirit, did I even know how to reclaim my own? I
dreaded the day when I would finally have to learn the answers to those questions.
And yet, when the moment came, a sense of peace covered me. Sadness came in
abundance as well. But I must admit that there was relief that Mom was no longer in
pain and I no longer had to watch her struggle.
Despite the physical and emotional trauma of those final weeks, Mom?s spirit was very
much at peace when she left us. The ?project? of her life was complete within her.
I imagine that the ?project? of her life will always live on in me ? I hear her voice and her
laugh ringing in my ears every day and I hope I always will.
I am her legacy.

Body text

But the struggle is done.
This series is also her legacy, through me.
Thank you for joining me on this journey. Thank you for the numerous letters, emails,
and phone calls you have sent in response to these articles.
And thank you for sharing your stories of death and dying with me. I?ve taken excerpts
from a few of these reader letters to share.
Please continue sharing ? with your friends, your loved ones, your social network. There
is healing in sharing our stories, and there is relief in knowing that we are not alone.
Many blessings to you on your journey,

Leah
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Th e
obit u ar y
Originally published Dec. 2015

Sybil Car ey
Sybil Carey of Franconia, New
WGBH Radio, secretary at Harvard
Hampshire, went to dance with the
Graduate
School
of
Business
stars on Sunday, Dec. 20, 2015.
Administration, and advanced from
Body text
secretary to professional editor at
Sybil lived more than one life in her 71
Harbridge House.
years. Born in 1944 in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, she quickly decided that
Stretching her horizons ever farther
being a Southern Belle was not her
north, she and her young family
preferred life path. As a college
landed at the Horse & Hound Inn in
freshman, she moved to the farthest
Franconia, where they owned and
point north she could conceive of at
operated
an
elegant
inn
and
the time, Indiana University.
restaurant for eight years.
At the end of college, she and a friend
closed their eyes and pointed at a map
to choose their next destination. They
found
themselves
in
Boston,
Massachusetts. She worked as a
secretary and production assistant at
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After selling the inn, she started filling
in a few hours a week at the Abbie
Greenleaf Library and began a
long-term
love affair
with
the
institution. Always an avid reader, the
library became her second home and
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at various times over the next three
decades she served as assistant director,
interim director, and co-director.
She also served her community on the
Franconia planning board, zoning board,
and as chairman of the supervisors of
the checklist.
Along the way she dipped numerous
toes into the waters of entrepreneurship.
She made and marketed Sybil?s Mustard
and an oral history kit called The
Heritage Project. She also picked up her
blue pencil once again as a masterful
freelance editor, editing a wide range of
traditionallyand
independently-published
books,
including two by her daughter. She also
served as editor for the Journal of the
American Society of Dowsers for 10
years.
Following her heart into the esoteric
world of energy healing, she became a
Reiki Master/Teacher.
Representing a wide variety of interests,
all of these activities reflected her desire
to serve both on a community and a
person-to-person level.
Ever a person to dig below the surface of
people and ideas, her dry humor
permeated the good times and the bad.
She loved to laugh, to find joy, and

gratitude in the little daily things of life.
Being an Aquarius, she also had a very
serious, analytical side. She often said
that she walked with a foot in two
worlds: one on this earth plane, and one
in the unseen energy realms.
True to her long-held beliefs about the
interplay between mind, body, and spirit,
during her two-year journey with cancer
she never used the words ?fight? or
?struggle? ? she always said that she
wanted to ?work with? her body to
overcome the disease. Even as her health
declined, she maintained her sense of
humor and positive outlook, meeting
each day with grace and dignity, even
when her body didn?t return the favor.
She is survived by her two best friends,
her beloved daughter Leah Rebecca
Carey and her soul-sister Susan Rae
Miller, as well as a wonderful group of
friends who have become family.
When we join her on the other side,
we?re quite sure that we?ll find her singing
and dancing and we?ll once again
experience the best hugs in the world.
In lieu of flowers, please send donations
in her name to the Abbie Greenleaf
Library, PO Box 787, Franconia, NH.
There will be a celebration of Sybil?s life in
January.
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